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NOTICE

This report has been prepared for the United States Air
Force by Roy F. Weston, Inc. for the purpose of aiding in
the implementation of the Air Force Installation Restora-
tion Program. It is not an endorsement of any product. The,*
views expressed herein are those of the contractor and do
not necessarily reflect the views of the publishing agency,
the United States Air Force, nor the Department of Defense.

Copies of this report may be purchased from:

National Technical Information Service
5285 Port Royal Road
Springfield, Virginia 22161

Federal Government agencies and their contractors registered
with Defense Technical Information Center should direct re-
quests for copies of this report to:

Defense Technical Information Center
Cameron Station
Alexandria, Virginia 22314
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PREFACE

The purpose of the Report is to document the accomplishment
of the Phase II Stage 2, Problem Confirmation Study of the
United States Air Force Installation Restoration Program
(IRP) at Griffiss Air Force Base, Rome, New York. This work
was conducted by Roy F. Weston, Inc. under Contract No.
F33615-80-D-4006, Task Order 0041.

Mr. Peter J. Marks is Program Manager for this Contract.
Mr. Frederick Bopp III, Ph.D. managed this Task Order. Lab-
oratory analyses were accomplished at WESTON's Laboratory inLionville, Pennsylvania, under the supervision of James S.

Smith. Roy F. Weston, Inc. wishes to acknowledge Major John "
Joyce, Base Bioenvironmental Officer and Bruce Mero, Base
Civil Engineering Environmental Engineer for their
assistance during the conduct of the project.

This work was accomplished during the period 25 June 1984 4
through 11 October 1984. Col. R. C. Wooten, USAF, BSC,
Technical Services Division, USAF Occupational and
Environmental Health Laboratory (USAF OEHL/TS) was the
Technical Monitor.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

ES-i INTRODUCTION

Roy F. Weston, Inc. (WESTON) has been retained by the United
States Air Force Occupational and Environmental HealthLaboratory (OEHL) Contract No. F33615-80-D-4006, to provide
general engineering, hydrological and analytieal services.
The OEHL issued Task Order 41 of this contract on 11 May
1984, directing WESTON to complete a subsurface investiga- -
tion of sites at Griffiss Air Force Base, Rome, New York,
that have recently been identified as possible sources of
soils and ground water contamination. The field investiga-
tion was started on 13 June 1984 and completed on 29 August
1984.

ES-2 SITE PROFILE.YY

Griffiss Air Force Base occupies approximately 3900 acres of
land located within the broad, relatively flat lowlands that
comprise the Mohawk River Valley in central New York State,
near the city of Rome.

The three sites identified by the Air Force for investiga-
tion under this task order have each received attention
because of problems that occurred or were identified during
1983. These problems included fuel spillage at the Tank
Farm and near Building 210, Battery Acid Disposal Pits in
Buildings 101 and 222, and the occurrence of a leachate seep
area at Landfill 7. These sites were identified during the
IRP Phase I.

Most of the Base is directly underlain by glacially derived
sand and gravel deposits. The water table occurs in these
deposits approximately 10-20 feet below the ground surface.
The saturated zone of these sediments comprises the
principle ground water bearing zone in the region.

ES-3 SCOPE OF WORK

The field investigation under Task Order 41 included
completion of 40 soil borings and the installation of 40
temporary well points to investigate possible fuel oil
contamination of areas around Building 210 and the Tank
Farm. This was followed by the installation of ten
permanent ground water monitoring wells in these areas. " 

.

Four permanent monitoring wells were also installed around
Landfill 7. A single soil boring was completed in each of

ES-1



the two Battery Acid Disposal Pits to obtain soil and sludge
samples for chemical analyses.

The primary contaminants associated with the Tank Farm and
Building 210 are petroleum-based fuel products. They may
occur as dissolved constituents in the ground water or as a
separate liquid phase in ground water and soils. Landfill 7
was operated between 1950 and 1954, and may have been a
depository for limited amounts of spent solvents and other
chemical waste. Based on the above, ground water samples at
the Tank Farm and Building 210 were taken for analysis of
total organic carbon, oils and grease, and lead. Samples
from wells and a seepage area at Landfill 7 were analyzed
for the same parameters, plus phenols, volatile organic
compounds and additional metals on the EPA Priority
Pollutant list. Soil and sludge samples from the two
Battery Acid Disposal Pits were analyzed for metals: iron,
lead, copper, manganese, zinc, antimony and chromium.

ES-4 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS

Based on the results of this Phase II, Stage 2 study at
Griffiss AFB, Rome, New York, the following key conclusions
are drawn:

1. The Base is underlain by unconsolidated permeable sands
and gravels of glacial origin. Ground water occurs
under shallow water table conditions throughout the
Base. Flow is generally toward the south and
southwest.

2. The velocity of ground water flow varies with the
gradient which is in a large part influenced by direct
precipitation recharge. Recharge in the central Base
area where the Tank Farm, Building 210, and the Battery
Acid Pits are located is limited by building and paving 1.-

cover. Thus, gradients and seepage velocities are low
(10 feet per year). In contrast, permeable cover soils
at Landfill 7 allow abundant percolation through the AI
landfill, causing ground-water mounding and a steep Y.
hydraulic gradient, with ground water seepage
velocities on the order of 300 feet per year.

3. Fuel product contamination of soils and ground water is
evident at the Tank Farm near tanks, loading areas, and
at the parking lot area of Building 3. However,
extensive migration of fuel product on the ground water
surface has not occurred. Contamination of soils at

ILA Building 3 may be associated with past activities at
that site, rather than associated with the Tank Farm.

US-2



Although downgradient monitor wells are not showing the
presence of fuel product as a separate phase, analysis
for dissolved constituents confirmed the presence of
oil and grease compounds and total organic carbon above
background levels. Lead was detected in only one well
and occurred at levels well below minimum EPA Primary
Drinking Water Standards.

4. No soil contamination or fuel product as a separate
phase was observed at Building 210. Samples from both
downgradient wells, however, had levels of oils and
grease and total organic carbon comparable to the Tank
Farm well samples.

5. The shallow water table and high permeability of native
soils at Landfill 7 indicate the potential for percola-
tion of direct precipitation through the landfill to
carry contaminants to the ground water. Water quality
results from the five wells and one seep at the site
indicate an impact on ground water, particularly for
oils and grease and total organic carbon. A mounding
is evident in the ground vater surface at the site, and
the ground vater surface may intersect the base of the
landfill, although this is not confirmed. The seepage
in the southeast corner of the site is an expression of
the high water table, perched on an underlying till,
and not due to direct leachate from the landfill.

6. Soil and sludge samples taken from depths of 0-2 feet
in the Battery Acid. Pits contained elevated levels of
lead, copper, antimony and zinc. These concentrations
dropped abruptly with depth to background or
near-background levels.

ES-5 RECOMMENDATIONS

The findings of this Phase II, Stage 2 study at Griffiss AFB
indicate the need for limited follow-up work at Landfill 7.
In addition, a remedial effort should proceed at the Tank
Farm an4 the Battery Acid pits. Potential remedial actions
for these sites are discussed in the following sections.

ES-5.1 TANK FARM

Because of the observed impact on soil and ground water due
to past fuel spills in the TANK FARM AREA, it is recommended
that the Air Force proceed with a remediation phase at that
site. Section 6.5 outlines the general steps that would be
included in a remedial action assessment. The actual remedi-

ES-3 7.



al action taken at the site should be based on this assess-
ment which would include the cost-benefit of any action as
well as its technical feasibility.

The following initial site specific observations are also
added regarding remediation at the Tank Farm Site:

1. Floating fuel product on the ground water sur-
face appears very limited. A skimmer well
type recovery system would not be very effi-
cient or produce a large recovery of fuel.

2. Soil contamination by fuel product is wide-
spread and provides a source of contamination
to the ground water. Remediation of soil con-
tamination at and above-., the water table
should be examined. Because the large vol-
umes involved, in situ or on site treatment -
methods may be preferable to disposal of con-
tamination soils.

ES-5.2 LANDFILL 7

Landfill 7 has been closed for thirty years. The area is
graded with a good grass cover. Ground water samples con-
tained one Priority Pollutant Volatile Organic Compound
(Tetrachloroethylene), which was elevated at one well (MW-
17, 105 Mg/l). TOC was also elevated in most monitor wells.
Elevated TOC is most likely due to the breakdown of cellu-
lose material in the landfill. However, the possible pres-
ence of Priority Pollutant Organic Compounds should be ruled
out by additional selective sampling. The results of these
analyses will determine what, if any, additional remediation
is appropriate. Therefore, additional sampling is
recommended:

1. All wells should be resampled to confirm the re- 7.•
sults of the first round of analyses.

2. All well samples, samples from the seep, and two
surface water samples should be analyzed for chlo-ride, boron and sulfate.

.. ,

3. MW-16 and MW-17 where TOC levels were highest,
should be sampled for EPA Priority Pollutant base
neutral/acid extractable compounds, and
pesticides.

ES-4



ES-5.3 BATTERY ACID DISPOSAL PITS

1 No further investigation of the Battery Acid
Disposal Pits is recommended. However, the
pits should be properly sealed to prevent
their use for disposal of any liquids, includ-
ing clean water, which could drive contam-
inants to the water table.

2. A remedial action assessment as discussed in
section 6.6 should be initiated to determine
suitable remedial alternatives for these pits.
In situ, isolation or removal and disposal are -

possible alternatives for the small volume of
sludge involved (less than 40 cubic feet).

3. EP Toxicity Tests should be performed on sam-
ples from each pit.

,-. -, .
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE

Roy F. Weston, Inc. (WESTON) has been retained by the United
States Air Force Occupational and Environmental Health
Laboratory (OEHL) under a Contract No. F33615-80-D-4006, to
provide general engineering, hydrological and analytical ser-
vices. The OEHL issued Task Order 41 of this contract on 11
May 1984, directing WESTON to complete a subsurface investi-
gation of sites at Griffiss Air Force Base, Rome, New York,
that have recently been identified as possible sources of
soils and ground water contamination. The purpose of this
task was to determine if environmental contamination has re-
sulted from waste disposal and fuel handling practices at
Griffiss AFB, to identify the potential environmental conse-
quences of such contamination, the magnitude and extent of
existing contamination, and the potential for migration. . .
The full investigation was started on 13 June 1984 and corn-
pleted on 29 August 1984. The following sub-sections pres-
ent a brief history and description of these sites.

1.2 SITE PROFILE *. *.

Griffiss Air Force Base occupies approximately 3900 acres of
land located within the broad, relatively flat lowlands that
comprise the Mohawk River Valley in central New York State,
as shown in Figure 1-1. The nearest cities to the Base are
Rome, which is approximately two miles southwest of the Base
boundary, and Utica, approximately 16 miles to the
southeast. -

The three sites identified by the Air Force for investiga-
tion under this task order have each received attention be-
cause of problems that occurred or were identified during
1983. 'These problems have included fuel spillage at the
Tank Farm and near Building 210, Battery Acid Disposal Pits
in Buildings 101 and 222, and the occurrence of a leachate
seep area at Landfill 7. These locations are shown on the
general site map, Figure 1-2. The following sections

i-i IN
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present a brief description of each of the sites along with

a background discussion of the problems identified.

1.2.1 Tank Farm Area

The Tank Farm Area actually consists of two adjacent Tank
Farms numbered 1 and 3, as shown in Figure 1-3. Since their
construction in 1943, the Tank Farms have been used for the
storage of Avgas, Mogas, JP-4, FS-6, and propanol. Tank
Farm 1 consists of nine active and two inactive buried tanks
for Avgas, Mogas and JP-4. These tanks range in capacity
from 25,000 to 29,000 gallons. There is also an above ground
propanol tank in Tank Farm 1. Tank Farm 3 consists of three
above ground-storage tanks (161, 162 and 163) containing No.
6 fuel oil and four 25,000 gallon underground storage tanks
containing JP-4. In the fall of 1982, investigative soil
borings to the south of the Tank Farm area for a steam
pipeline construction project found measurable quantities of
what appeared to be light fuel product in the ground water.

On October 3-7, 1983, thirty test borings were augered by a
drilling contractor along the proposed steam pipeline route.
The location of these borings is shown on Figure 1-3. The
borings were made to the water table, and organic vapor mon-
itoring was conducted at each borehole. Fuel vapors were ev-
ident in a line of borings to the south of Tank Farm 1, as
recorded by an organic vapor detector. As part of this same
project, split spoon soil samples were recovered from the
boreholes wherever vapor readings were found to exceed 300
ppm. In addition, a ground water sample was recovered at
borehole 2 to determine species of product. Soil and water
samples were analyzed by OEHL's laboratory. As a result of
these analyses, the ground water samples were shown to con-
tain detectable levels of lead, benzenes and xylenes. By
these same group of analyses, the soils were found to con-
tain lesser concentrations of these constituents.

On 19 October 1983, as part of New York State's tank-farm
monitoring requirements, a single ground water monitoring
well wap installed at the southeast corner of Tank Farm 3.
The well is reportedly constructed to be 32.5 feet deep. On
19 October 1983, a sample was collected of the fuel product
floating upon the groundwater surface approximately 15 feet
below ground level. USAF OEHL analysis revealed 0.207
mg/gram total hydrocarbon, with head space analysis showing
volatile hydrocarbons such as JP-4 gasoline or diesel fuel.

.. % -.4
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The Base has reported that there have been no significant in-
ventory losses from the Tank Farm and, therefore, the fuel
contamination observed in the ground water is most likely
due to numerous small spills or minor pipeline joint leaks
that have occurred over the past years. Fuel has been con-
tinually reported in the hydrant pits of this Tank Farm.
These pits are gravel bottomed. During WESTON's field inves-
tigation, described in this report, Base personnel informed
WESTON that at one time there was a truck maintenance shed
north of Building 3 at the location of the test borings.
Waste fuels were reportedly disposed directly into the sub-
soil through a dry well. This past activity could have been
at least partially responsible for detected products in the
test borings.

1.2.2. Building 210, Buried Tank

To the west and north of the Tank Farm area is Building 210
which is a water treatment facility. This facility is shown
on Figure 1-4. A 275 gallon underground gasoline tank is lo-
cated along the east side of the building. On 6 January
1984, during excavation near the tank, a leak was discovered
and reported by Base personnel. Subsequently, a regular in-
ventory loss, as high as 7 inches per day, was reported to
have been occurring from the tank for an indefinite period
of time. Since these incidents, the tank has been taken out
of service and replaced with an above-ground tank. In
November 1984, the tank was removed and replaced with a new
buried steel tank.

1.2.3 Battery Acid Disposal Pits

Battery acid disposal pits have been used since the early
1940's in truck maintenance Building 222 and in the battery
service shop in Building 101. In both cases, these pits are
simply openings in the concrete floors, approximately 2 x 2
feet, covered with steel grates. After the battery acid was
neutralized with baking soda, the neutralized liquid from
spent batteries was dumped into the pits and allowed to
percolate into the underlying soil. Grab samples of the
residual' sludge sampled by the Air Force showed elevated
levels of metals, particularly lead which was in the parts
per thousand concentration range. The actual depth of
contaminated sludge and soil was not determined.

1.2.4 Landfill 7

Landfill 7 occupies approximately 4.5 acres located on the
northeast side of the main runway, as shown on Figures 1-2
and 1-5. The landfill was active between 1950 and 1954, and
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contains domestic refuse type wastes, all of which were
burned in trenches. The landfill is located on a topograph-
ic high, is now almost completely grass covered, and is in-
distinguishable from adjacent areas. There is evidence that
burrowing animals have disturbed some of the burned residues
from' the landfill. Other than a single localized depression
on the landfill surface, probably caused by differential set-
tlement, the site has been graded and maintained to promote
surface runoff in all directions. Grass cover was good and
no serious erosion was observed. There was no evidence of
leachate prior to 1982.

Monitor Well W-3 was installed in November 1981 adjacent to
the southwest corner of Landfill 7 in a downgradient direc-
tion between the landfill and Six Mile Creek. Subsurface ma-
terials sampled during monitor well construction were
predominantly fine to coarse-grained sands. No bedrock or
till was encountered in this boring, which was 32 feet deep.
Ground water quality analyses of samples from well W-3 de-
tected no compounds at concentrations which would cause imme-
diate environmental concern. Due to the age of this
landfill, the probability that significant leachate gener-
ation would occur in the future was considered to be low.
Therefore, no further actions were recommended at Landfill
7..4

In November 1983, Base environmental personnel reported that
leachate was observed in the southeast corner of Landfill 7.
The leachate consisted of several inches of oily water, coy-
ering a depression adjacent to a runway-instrument station.
Water samples from the leachate stream were discolored and
had a strong ammonia odor.

1.3 CONTAMINATION PROFILE

The primary contaminants associated with the Tank Farm and
Building 210 are petroleum-based fuel products.
Contaminants may occur as dissolved constituents in the
ground water or as a separate liquid phase in ground water
and soils. Landfill 7 was operated between 1950 and 1954,
and may have been a depository for limited amounts of spent
solvents and other chemical waste. Based on the above,
ground water samples at the Tank Farm and Building 210 were
taKen for analysis n to.,l -cjaanic cacboi, il. -
. l:Ad. Samples !ron 4ill; a-_ Lilnfill 7 were %aaily;,f1..
- r the same parameters, plus phenols, volatile organic com-
pounds and additional metals on the EPA Priority Pollutant
list.
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The dry wells were the recipients of neutralized battery ac-
id solutions. The primary constituents of concern in the
battery sludge are metals. A summary of all analytes for
ground water and soil/sludge samples is presented in Table

1.4 PROJECT TEAM

The Phase II Confirmation Study at Griffiss AFB was conduct-

ed by staff personnel of Roy F. Weston,Inc., and was managed."
through WESTON's home office in West Chester, Pennsylvania.

The following personnel served lead functions in this
project:

MR. PETER J. MARKS, PROGRAM MANAGER: Corporate Vice " -

President and Manager of Laboratory Services, Master of ,A

Science in Environmental Science (M.S.), 18 years of experi-
ence in laboratory analysis and applied environmental
science.

MR. FREDERICK BOPP, III, PH.D., P.G., PROJECT MANAGER:
Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Geology and Geochemistry,
Registered Professional Geologist (P.G.), over 10 years of
experience in hydrogeology and applied geological science.

MR. RICHARD C. JOHNSON, P.G., PROJECT GEOLOGIST: Master
of Arts (M.A.) in Geology, Registered Professional
Geologist, 7 years experience in geotechnical engineering
and hydrogeology.

MR. WALTER M.LEIS, P.G., GEOTECHNICAL QUALITY ASSURANCE
OFFICER: Corporate Vice President and Manager of the
Geosciences Department, M.S. in Geological Sciences, .. '.-.
Registered Professional Geologist, over 13 years of experi-
ence in hydrogeology and applied geological services.

MR. EARL HANSEN, PH.D, ANALYTICAL LABORATORY MANAGER: "77
Doctor of, Philosophy (Ph.D.) in Chemistry, over 15 years of
experience in Laboratory Analysis.

MS. DEBORAH L. JONES, ASSISTANT SOIL SCIENTIST: M.S. in
Environmental Pollution Control, 2 years experience in inves-
tigations in soil and ground water contamination.
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TABLE 1 -1

ANALYTICAL PROTOCOL

SITE POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS MEDIUM ANALYTES

TANK FARM Fuel Products Groundwater .Oil and
and BLDG 210 Grease

-Lead
.Total Organic,-.r.
Carbon (TOC) ,.

LANDFILL 7 Spent Solvents Groundwater .Total Organic
Petroleum Products Carbon (TOC)

.Oil and
Grease
.Volatile
Organic
Compounds (VOC
.Phenols

• ."Metals (As,

Cd,Pb,Hg, Cr,
'- Ni, Ag, Cu) '-

BATLFRY ACID Battery Acid Soil, Sludge- Metals (Fe. '*.

DISPOSAL PITS Sludges solids Pb, Cu, Sb,
Mn, Zn, Cr)

1-111
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Professional profiles of these key personnel, as well as
other project personnel, are contained in Appendix C.

1.4.1 Subcontracting

All drilling and well installation for this project was
performed by Empire Soils, Inc. of Groton, New York under
contract to Roy F. Weston, Inc. All work was conducted
under the direction of the on-site WESTON geologist or soil
scientist.
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II
SECTION 2

ENVIRONMENTAL SETTING Ki

2.1 REGIONAL GEOLOGY

Griffiss Air Force Base (Griffiss) is located at the eastern
edge of the Central Lowland Physiographic Province of the
northeastern United States. Bedrock at Griffiss is the
Utica Shale of Ordovician age. The Utica is a relatively
soft, black to dark grey calcareous shale which was derived
by erosion of sediments from the newly uplifted Catskill and
Taconic Mountains to the east and southeast. It is nearly
flat-lying in t8e Griffiss area, with maximum bedding dips
of only 5 to 6 (SW) reported in a few miles radius
from the Base. The Utica Shale is known to be jointed in
the area. Most planar openings (joints) are nearly
vertical, and the dominant joint set trends to the east and
southeast along the trend of the Mohawk Valley itself.

The Griffiss area is known to have been glaciated during the
Pleistocene Epoch. As a result of this glaciation, the
surface of the Utica Shale has been gouged and scoured by
ice action into a gently undulating surface. A series of
varying types of unconsolidated deposits are known to overly
the Utica Shale unconformably, and each of these deposits
owes its origin to the presence of glaciers nearby. The
deposits immediately overlying the Utica Shale are
Pleistocene age lake deposit and glacio-fluvial fine sands,
silty sands, silts and sandy clays which were formed in
association with the now-extinct glacial Lake Iriquois.
Overlying these deposits, and in some areas laterally
equivalent to them, are more recent alluvial and glacially
derived delta deposits of medium to coarse-grained sands and
gravels formed in association with outwash of sediments from
retreating glaciers. At Griffiss, the few topographic highs
present are capped by the coarse-grained alluvial and
deltaic deposits, with the fine grained lake deposits ..-dominating the lower lying areas.

1.77
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2.2 TOPOGRAPHY AND SURFACE DRAINAGE

Elevations across most of Griffiss average about 475 feet
above a mean sea level datum (MSL). Most of the base north
of Floyd Avenue has been subjected to cut and fill
operations during construction of the airfield portion of
the base, and in that area local relief rarely exceeds 10
feet. The land surface at the southern end of the Base,
south of Three Mile Creek, rises to about 600 feet
elevation. To the north of the Base, the topography rises
to above 510 feet.

The main surface drainage on the base is comprised of the
following two streams: (1) Three Mile Creek, which begins
in the south-central portion of the Base at two drainage
culvert discharge points that carry Base storm water. Three
Mile Creek flows generally southeasterly past much of the
residential portion of the Base, and discharges off-Base
into the New York State Barge Canal; (2) Six Mile Creek,
which enters the Base at the north boundary, flows generally
southeasterly across most of the northeastern perimeter of
the base, continues southeasterly through an underground
culvert under the main runway and discharges off the
southeasterly base boundary into the New York State Barge
Canal. The Mohawk River flows north to south just to the
west of the Base, turns east south of the Base, where it is
channelized as the New York State Barge Canal.

2.3 GROUND WATER OCCURRENCE

Most of the potable waters supplied to consumers via
municipal systems in the Mohawk Valley are derived from
surface waters. By some estimates, surface waters may
supply as much as 95 percent of all municipal waters
consumed in the region. Ground waters are used dominantly
for domestic supplies and farm irrigation, in areas outlying
municipal distribution systems. Three main units comprise
the available ground water aquifers at Griffiss. A

o Quaternary Age lacustrine and alluvial
deposits comprise an unconsolidated,
unconfined aquifer made up of primarily
fine-grained sediment. These deposits vary
in thickness from 10 to 150 feet in the
area. Wells screened into this unit average
68 feet in depth near Griffiss. The well
yields range from 4 to 40 gallons per
minute, averaging 11 gpm. Water derived
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from this unit is of variable quality, and
is usually hard. These sediments were
observed as recent reworked sediments in Six
Mile and Three Mile Creek Flood Plains on
the Base, where ground water occurred within
5 feet of the ground surface.

o Quaternary Age glacial deposits make up an
unconsolidated, unconfined aquifer comprised
of primarily coarse-grained sediments, and
occasional clay tills. These deposits vary
in thickness from 10 to 140 feet in the
area. Wells screened into this unit average
67 feet in depth near Griffiss. These
sediments form the most productive water
bearing unit of the region, with typical
yields varying from 10 to 290 gallons perminute, averaging 80 gpm. The water is

reported to be of good quality. Most of
Griffiss AFB is directly underlain by these
sediments. The unconsolidated sediments
units receive recharge from precipitation K
and from surface stream flow during wet
periods. Ground water is found within 10 to
15 feet of the ground surface in most areas
of the Base where these sediments occur.
Water is deeper in topographically higher
areas. A

o The Utica shale comprises a consolidated,
usually unconfined ground water bearing zone
containing water in weathered upper zones,
in joints, bedding planes and in secondary
fissures. This unit may function under
confined (artesian) conditions only locally.
The unit ranges in thickness in the region
from 300 to 400 feet and typical yields are
relatively small and range from 0.5 to 48
gallons per minute, averaging 7.5 gpm. The
Utica shale was encountered less than 15
feet below the surface in the extreme
northern area of the Base, but is at least
35 feet deep and possibly as deep as 80 feet
in other areas.

Water supplies are normally drawn from upper
reaches of this unit, since unit

2-3
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permeability declines with depth, and deeperstrata may be naturally contaminated by
salts, hydrogen sulfide or methane.

2.4 SITE HYDROGEOLOGY

2.4.1 Tank Farm, Building 210, and Battery Acid Disposal
Pits

Based on the evidence of shallow borings, including Monitor
Well 2 near Building 301 and investigative borings near the
Tank Farm, the central part of the base south of the runway
where the Tank Farm, Building 210, and the dry wells are
located is directly underlain by glacially derived coarse
sands and gravels. These sediments have been estimated to
be as thick as 80 feet and overlie the Utica Shale. The
sediments constitute a highly permeable unconfined aquifer
with the water table lying about 15 feet below the ground
surface. Recharge to the water table is primarily through
direct precipitation and percolation through the porous
overlying soils. The major flow path of shallow ground ,*.,...
water is toward nearby surface streams, where it is
discharged as base flow. Because a large proportion of the
study area is paved or covered by buildings, much of the
potential recharge is carried directly to nearby streams by

the Base storm drain system.

2.4.2 Landfill 7 ..-

Landfill 7, shown in Figure 1-5, is located to the north and
adjacent to the main Base runway. The site occupies a local
topographic high. A buried culvert carrying 6 Mile Creek is
located to the south, and a tributary to 6 Mile Creek is to
the northwest of the site. The tributary flows into a pond
before it enters the culvert. Ground water flow would be
expected to exit the site to the south and west toward the
surface streams. However, because of the topographic high,
there is probably mounding of the water table and some
radial flow in other directions. The wet area observed on
the southeast corner of the landfill may be an expression of
a high ground water table intersecting the land surface and
disposal area, or it may be an expression of slowly
percolating waters that are perched in the relatively
impermeable layers in the landfill above the water table. A
detailed discussion of this condition is presented in
Section 4.2.3.

2 4,..
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SECTION 3

SITE INVESTIGATION

3.0 INTRODUCTION

The field investigation conducted at Griffiss Air Force Base
was started on 25 June 1984 and was completed on 29 August
1984. The scope of work under Task Order 41 is summarized
in Table 3-1. The complete work scope under this task order
is included in Appendix B. Table 3-2 is a summary calender
of WESTON's field activities for this investigation.

3.1 DRILLING PROGRAM

The field investigation at Griffiss Air Force Base included
the completion of 42 Soil Borings and the installation of 40
temporary well points and 10 permanent monitoring wells.
The work was performed by drill crews from Empire Soils
Investigations, Groton, New York, under the direction of
WESTON geologists and soil scientists. Two rigs were used
on-site to complete the drilling program. A truck mounted
CME-75 drill rig was used to install all permanent
monitoring wells. A smaller trailer-mounted rig was used
for the exploratory soil borings at the Tank Farm and
Building 201, and for Battery Acid Disposal Pit sampling at
Building 222. A hand operated tripod mount was used to
sample the Battery Acid Disposal Pit in Building 101.
Drilling started on 25 June 1984 and was completed on 11
July 1984. Prior to drilling, all locations were cleared
for buried utilities by Base personnel. WESTON also
performed a ground penetrating radar (GPR) scan of all
locations as a confirmation of the lack of obstructions.

3.1.1 Preliminary Geophysical Survey

A ground penetrating radar (GPR) survey was completed at
each proposed boring location at the Tank Farm and Building
210. The purpose of this survey was to verify the absence
of subsurface facilities. This effort was done in addition
to obtaining clearance from Base personnel for all utility
services. GPR can be used to locate buried objects such as %..
pipes, cables, or conduits. The product of a GPR survey is
a series of subsurface profiles that display the various
interfaces encountered.

3-1
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TABLE 3 - 1

Summary of Technical Work Scope

SITE ACTION

Tank Farm Area . 33 soil borings completed with sampling
every 5 feet and installation of temporary
well points for groundwater elevation survey
and determination of contamination distribution.

* 8 monitoring wells installed for groundwater
sampling

• Groundwater sampling from new and existing- I-

monitoring wells.

Water level and fuel product thickness measure-
ments take.

• Pump and recovery tests performed on 3 monitor- >9.-'

ing wells to determine hydraulic conductivity *: *
and transmissivity of the aquifer.

Ground-penetrating radar survey completed.

Building 210 7 soil borings with sampling every 5 feet
and installation of temporary well points
for groundwater elevation survey and determi-
nation of contamination distribution.

• 2 monitoring wells installed for groundwater
sampling.

Groundwater sampling from monitor wells.

Water level and fuel product thickness
measurements taken.

Landfill 7 4 monitoring wells installed for groundwater
sampling and water table elevation survey

Groundwater sampling from new and existing
monitor wells.

. Water level measurements taken.
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TABLE 3 - 1
(continued)

Summary of Technical Work Scope

Landfill 7 (cont.) Slug and recovery tests performed on 2
monitoring wells to determine hydraulic
conductivity and transmissivity of the
aquifer.

Leachate seep sampled for chemical characteri- -,.
zation analysis.

Building 101 & 222 Battery acid pits sampled.

3-3
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Table 3 - 2

Field Activity Schedule

Date Activity

13 June 84 Site visit to locate boring
and monitor well sites.

25 - 26 June 84 Ground penetrating radar survey
at Tank Farm completed.

25 June 84 Mobilization of drilling rigs
to install monitoring wells and soil
borings.

5 July 84 Battery acid pits sampled.

9 July 84 Soil borings and temporary well
points completed.

10 July 84 First round of water level and -- --

fuel product thickness measure- --ments taken.

17 July 84 Monitoring well installation and .---.-.

development completed.

14 - 18 August 84 Sampling of all monitor wells com-
pleted and slug and recovery tests
performed on some wells at Landfill
7 and the Tank Farm Area. Second
round of groundwater levels and fuel
product thickness measurements taken.

17 August 84 Leachate seep at Landfill 7 sampled
for chemical characterization analysis.

28 - 29 August 84 Completion of elevation survey. Third
round of groundwater levels and fuel
product thickness measurements taken.

10 - 11 October 84 Resampling of Landfill 7 wells and :.

seep for Voa's.
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Before any traverses were made over the proposed boring
locations, the GPR system was calibrated. To do the
calibration, either the dielectric constant of the survey
medium or the depth to a visible object must be known.
Initial calibration was performed by calculating a
dielectric constant, which was based on the soil and
moisture conditions - a heterogeneous mixture of moist silty
sands and gravel. A second calibration was done for quality
assurance purposes by traversing a pipe of known diameter
and buried at a measurable depth. From this calibration
procedure, a vertical depth profile scale was constructed.
Thus, points of interest seen on the printout could be
converted to actual depths below ground surface.

Traverses were made over each marked location with the GPR
antennae to clear the area before drilling. Identification
marks were made on the profile at twenty-five foot intervals
to orient the printout to the physical environment.
Interpretation of the printouts was done immediately
on-site, so the soil borings could be drilled if the area
was determined to be clear. The locations of some of the
borings were adjusted slightly in response to the GPR
results, particularly in the Tank Farm 3 area. New
locations were then cleared by Base personnel.

3.1.2 Exploratory Soil Borings and Temporary Well Points

A total of 40 soil borings were completed in the Tank Farm
and Building 201 areas in the following manner: The borings
were advanced with 4 inch inside-diameter hollow-stemmed
augers. Soil samples were taken in advance of the augers
using a 2 inch-diameter split spoon sampler in accordance
with Standard Penetration Test Methods (ASTM-D-1586).
Samples were taken at intervals of five feet. Borings were
terminated approximately three feet into the water table.
At the completion of the boring a 1 1/2-inch diameter PVC
pipe with five feet of slotted screen was inserted into the
bore hole. The augers were then withdrawn and the annular
space was allowed to collapse or was backfilled with drill
cuttings. A typical well point construction diagram is
shown in Figure 3-1. Boring logs for all well points are
included in Appendix D. All samples were logged by a WESTON
geologist or soil scientist who recorded information on soil
descriptions, sampler blow counts, presence of fuel odors,
depth to ground water, and other relevant information. At a
later date all temporary well points were removed and the
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borings were either backfilled or redrilled and permanent 4
inch monitoring wells installed.

3.1.3 MONITOR WELL INSTALLATION

A total of 14 monitoring wells were installed during the
field investigation, including two wells installed near
Building 210, eight wells around the Tank Farm, and four
wells at landfill 7. The following installation methods and
construction were utilized for all wells: 6 3/4 inch inside
diameter hollow stemmed augers were advanced to
approximately twenty feet below the water table or to the
top of a low permeability till layer encountered in a few of
the borings. Then an appropriate length of 4 inch diameter
flush threaded PVC riser pipe and screen was inserted
through the augers. The augers were then slowly withdrawn
as a sand pack was poured into the annular space around the
screen. Bentonite pellets were then placed on top of the
sand pack to seal the screened interval from vertical
infiltration through the annular space. The seal was
completed by filling the annular space to the surface with a
non-shrinking cement grout as the augers were withdrawn.
Care was taken to prevent collapse of the annular space
above the sand pack and to ensure a continuous bentonite and
grout seal. Well construction was completed by installing a
6 inch diameter steel protective casing cemented in place
over the well head. Where wells were located in traffic
areas, a recessed box was used with a cover plate flush with
the ground surface. A typical well construction diagram is
presented in Figure 3-1. Well completion diagrams for all
wells are presented in Appendix D. Each well was developed
by pumping a minimum of five times the volume of standing . .:
water in the well casings. The only water introduced during
drilling was small amounts of single source potable water
(less than 50 gallons) to control running sands in several
wells. No solvents or glues were used in casing joints.

3.1.4 Elevation Survey

In order to determine ground water elevations at the site,
each temporary well point and monitoring well was surveyed
to determine top-of-casing elevation. In addition, three
references were established on Three Mile Creek, which is a
ground water discharge line downgradient of the study sites.
Elevations were measured to the nearest .01 feet using an
optical leveling device. All elevations except those in the
landfill 7 area were referenced to nearby bench marks.

_
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Bench marks were not available at landfill 7, so a reference
elevation was assigned from site topographic maps. Survey
elevations are relative to mean sea level. Since landfill 7
is remote from the other study sites, the use of an
arbitrary local reference does not affect the hydrologic
analysis.

3.1.5 Well Monitoring

Well points were measured during the program for depth to
ground water and the presence of fuel product on the ground
water surface. Water levels were determined to the nearest
hundredth of a foot by a battery operated Soil Test Water
Level Probe. The presence of fuel oil was determined by
sampling the top one foot of the water column with a clear
glass bailer with a check valve at its base. The bailer was
gently lowered into the water column and allowed to fill
from the bottom. Floating fuel was recovered, if present,
and the fuel thickness could be directly measured in the
bailer.

3.1.6 TANK FARM

A total of 33 soil borings were completed and monitoring
points were installed in the tank farm area to identify soil
contamination, and determine the subsurface distribution of
free floating fuel product and the trend of the ground water
flow gradient. Prior to drilling, boring locations were
staked out at the site and the locations were cleared for
subsurface utilities by base authorities. As a final check
for buried objects, WESTON ran ground penetrating radar
traverses across the proposed boring locations. As the
drilling progressed, several boring locations were moved to
respond to additional information gathered. These sites
were similarly cleared by base authorities. The final well
point locations are shown on Figure 3-2. The locations were
chosen for the following reasons:

o ' Obvious fuel source locations including the
tank farm, hydrant lines, and loading dock
area.

o The known contaminated area south of the
tank farm.

0 Upgradient and down gradient locations

outside the extent of any visible plumes.
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Soil borings encountered permeable sands and gravels, with
the water table occurring at 8 to 14 feet. As the well
points were installed, the ground water survey was started,
which included determining the top of casing elevations and
measuring depth to ground water. Ground water levels
stabilized rapidly due to the permeable sediments. It
became evident that the general direction of ground water
flow was to the southwest. The distribution of well points
was, therefore, skewed to the southwest of the Tank Farm in
order to sample the down gradient area.

The well points were allowed to stabilize for at least 24
hours before water level measurements were made. In
addition, any visible presence or measurable thickness of
fuel product in the water column was noted and an
explosimeter reading taken at the top of the PVC pipe. The
results of three rounds of water level measurements are
summarized in Table 3-3. On 10 July 1984, a bottom entry
glass bailer was used to measure floating fuel product
thickness on the water surface. These results are also
presented in Table 3-3. Since the well points were not
developed, these measurements are only a rough indication of
fuel product presence in the ground water. Figure 3-3
presents a ground water surface map of the Tank Farm area,

4based on well point elevations. Areas of fuel product
occurrence on the water table are shown, along with
explosimeter readings for fuel vapors for completed borings

* showing no visible fuel in the ground-water surface. The
latter provides a qualitative indication of the presence of
fuel product in the subsoil.

Based on the information obtained by the temporary well
points, permanent ground water monitoring wells were
installed around the site. The original task order called
for placing six wells at the Tank Farm site. However, it ""
was WESTON's opinion, after installing the well points, that
additional wells would be necessary at the Tank Farm. At
the same time, no free fuel was encountered in the soil
borings or well points at Building 210, and it was felt that
the four permanent wells planned for that area could be
reduced to two wells. (Building 210 is discussed in Section
3.1.7.) After consultation with USAF OEHL and SAC, WESTON
located two additional wells in the Tank Farm area and
deleted two wells in the Building 210 area. The eight
permanent wells placed in the Tank Farm area are shown on
Figure 3-4. Wells MW-21 and MW-22 were located a few feet
to the north of the steam-line trench where fuel
contamination was originally observed, between the trench
line and the Tank Farm (At the time of WESTON's
investigation, the lines were in place and the trench was
covered). Wells MW-23 and MW-24 were located downgradient

3-10
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of any visible or vapor contamination detected during the
boring survey. MW-26 is located on the south edge of the
buried tank area, downgradient from that area and upgradient
from the railroad loading docks. MW-27 was located in the
truck loading dock area, north of the Tank Farm, where some
soil contamination was observed in the initial soil borings.
MW-28 is located upgradient from the entire investigation
area. Also noted on Figure 3-4 is a monitoring well
installed by the Base Civil Engineering Department
(designated CE in this report). Located in the southeast
corner of the Tank Farm, this well is not directly
downgradient but is in close enough proximity to monitor
possible contaminant dispersal from the soil near Building
147. Floating fuel product has been observed on this well
in the past, although none was found during this study.

As discussed in Section 3.1.2, wells were constructed of
slotted 4-inch diameter PVC pipe. All eight wells in the
Tank Farm area were 25 feet deep, screened from 5 to 25 feet
in permeable sands and gravels. The water table was
encountered at depths of approximately 8 to 14 feet. Table
3-4 and Figure 3-5 present a summary of well construction,
elevations and sedi:.ent descriptions. Complete boring and
well construction logs are in Appendix D.

3.1.7 Building 210

A total of 7 soil borings were completed and ground water
monitoring points were installed in the area around Building
210. The well point locations are shown on Figure 3-6.
Boring logs are included in Appendix D. The boring and well

point locations were clustered around the location of the
buried tank with boring TB-39 only a few feet away from the
tank site. The procedures followed for soil borings, well
point installation and the ground water survey were
identical to those used at the Tank Farm and described in
Section 3.1.3.

The soil borings encountered permeable sands and gravels
with th6 water table located approximately 18 feet below
ground surface. Groundwater flow is towards the southwest,
as shown on the ground water surface contour map (Figure
3-7). No fuel contamination was visible in the soils or on
the ground water surface.

Based on the above findings, WESTON recommended that the
proposed four permanent wells be reduced to two. As
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TABLE 3 - 4

SUMMARY OF WELL CONlSTRUCTION DETAILS

,mgtcr Well Approximate Top of PVC Screened Depth to Elevation of
Number Land Surface Elevation Ir.'Crval Water In Ground Water

Elevation in Ft. (Feet) Deptn Feet) Feet I.. Feet

18/28/84) 18/28,841 %
TANK FARM " I

MW-21 466.3 471.01 -_. 14.56 456.45

MW-22 467.7 470.0_ -2..' 4%.2 -

MW-:3 467.: 466.5- -0..: 4-6.39

MW-24 466.7 466.7 ,--= 1J.49 45 .. ,

MW-25 466.3 470.53 - 14.19 456.44

MW-26 472.2 472.02 15.19 456.a-

MW-27 470.2 472.36 14.2.

MW-,8 470.7 470.26 5-25 12.30 457.36

LANDFILL 7

MW-15 508.9 510.85 4.5-.9.5 9.50 501.4

MW-16 516.2 518.49 8 -23 14.94 503.6

MW-17 518.3 520.17 20 -35 28.11 49.-

-MWI 507.7 510.35 10.5-25.5 14.56 495. t -.

MW-3 518.3 520.03 22 - 32 17.73 50-.3

BUILDING 210

MW-19 475.0 -476.42 10-30 19.945.

MW-20 474.0 475.97 10-30 19.3 
45

6...

SEDIMNT DESCRIPTION IN SCREENED ZONE

TANK FARM

M14W-21 Brown interbedded sandy silt and sandy gravel.

MW-22 Brown fine-coarse SAND, some gravel.
Fuel staining and odor.

MW-23 Brown fine to coarse SAND and fine to coarse gravel.

MW-24 Brown fine to coarse SAND, interbeds containing gravel and s:3:.

MW-25 Brown fine SAND grading with depth to medium to coarse SAND and L-
gravelly SAND.

MW-26 Brown-grey fine to coarse SAND, a little gravel and sit.

MW-27 Brown fine to coarse SAND and GRAVEL - Dense cla':" till at zase -f zcrn2
(20-25 feet) ,-'.'-" %

MW-28 Brown fine - coarse SAND and GRAVEL.

LANDFILL 7

MW-15 Light brown fine to medium SAND, dense are. cay a.i it caso of ucr:"
(0 feet)

MW-11 Black granular fill to 7' overlv ing orow: f::ne :L ne::. SAN
D
. Dense-

clay till at base of boring 124 feet

.4W-7 Brown medium SAND grading with deptn to fno-ie-e'; sand an: s!'-' SAND. (.

Dense clay till at base of boring .25 feet .

MW-I8 Brown fine SAND. Dense c:av tl.l at oaso Df zor:-na _ -eet .

MW-3 Brown fine to medium SAND.

BUILDING 210 .

MW-19 Brown fine to coarse SAND, some si.t and mcdi-m iravc. J.*.
Firm grey clayey silt at 30 feet.

MW-C0 Brown fine to coarse SAND, some :rave
i
, i -it- i.:' .

Firm grey claye' S1~ t t c'

3-16
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discussed in Section 3.1.3., with the approval of USAF OEHL
and SAC, only two wells were installed at Building 210 and
two wells were added to the Tank Farm network. Both wells
were placed near the buried tank location at Building 210,
shown in Figure 3-8. Locations of the wells were limited by
the building and buried utilities. While not strictly
downgradient of the tank as defined by the flow map in
Figure 3.7, the very low gradients would allow broad
dispersion of any fuel product leaking to the water table
and would be observed in nearby wells. MW-20 is within 10
feet of the buried tank. The wells MW-19 and MW-20 were
located at existing boring locations TB-34 and TB-39,
respectively. Both wells were constructed in a manner
described in Section 3.1.2. They are both 30 feet deep and
screened from 10 to 30 feet. The water table is located
approximately 18 feet below the ground surface. Both wells
are screened in permeable sands and gravels with some silts.
MW-20 encountered a low permeable clayey silt from 25 to 30
feet. Well construction details are summarized in Table 3-4
and Figure 3-9.

3.1.8 Landfill #7

Four monitoring wells were installed at Landfill 7 at the
locations shown in Figure 3-10, to characterize the leachate
being generated at the site and assess its impact on ground
water quality. The landfill is located on a topographic
high and probable mounding of the water table in this area
makes it difficult to determine upgradient and down gradient
ground water flow directions before drilling. The four
monitoring well locations were selected to give the best
possible coverage at the landfill and to determine flow
directions and hydraulic gradients. The borings encountered
a uniform medium sand, to depths of between 19.5 and 35 feet
below ground surface. The sand overlies a compact clayey
glacial till, which acts as a relatively impermeable
hydraulic barrier beneath the relatively permeable sands. A
fifteen-foot section of screen was placed in each well
intercepting the entire saturated sand zone. The final
depth of each well was determined by the depth to the --

confining layer of glacial till.

Monitoring well MW-15 was installed upslope and slightly
upgradient from the seep area in which the leachate
displayed an oily film. This well extends 19.5 feet into
fine sand before reaching the till. The screened interval
is 4.5 - 19.5 feet below grade, with the water level at the
depth of 6.5 feet below the surface. Monitoring wells MW-17 ,-
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and MW-18 were installed on the south edge of the central
part of the old landfill. Monitor well MW-18 extends V-
25.5 feet through uniform fine sand, with a screened
interval from 10.5 - 25.5 feet below grade. The water level
is about 12 feet below grade. Monitor well MW-17 was
installed slightly downgradient from the topographic high of
the landfill. It extends through 35 feet of medium to fine
sand over fine sand and silt before reaching the grey,
clayey till. This well is screened from 20-35 feet below
grade, and the water table is 24.5 feet below the ground
surface.

Monitoring well MW-16 is located on the perimeter of the
landfill in the northern corner. It extends to a depth of
23 feet. The top 8 feet of the well penetrates blackened
silt and gravel, charred organic material, and traces of
solid refuse such as glass and brick fragments, which are
probably remains of the burned fill. The well then
penetrates fine sands and silts and terminates atop the
deposit of glacial till. The 15-foot screen is present in
the interval from 8 to 23 feet below grade. Well
construction details are presented in Table 3-4 and Figure
3-9. Drilling logs and well construction logs are included
in Appendix D.

3.1.9 BATTERY ACID DISPOSAL PITS

Two Battery Acid Disposal Pits, located in Buildings 101 and
222, were sampled to determine the extent of heavy metal
contamination. Upon obtaining access to each pit and
removing the covering grate, the battery sludge and
underlying soils were sampled. Samples were taken by
driving a 2-inch outside diameter split-spoon sampler into
the sludge, in accordance with Standard Penetration Test
Methods (ASTM-D-1586). The sludge in both pits was firm and
somewhat moist, allowing the holes to stay open without
casing. The underling soil was sampled at 2 foot intervals
to a depth at which the soil sample no longer had visible
sludge bontamination. The split spoon sampler was
decontaminated with Alconox and a deionized water rinse
between each sampling interval to prevent cross-
contamination of samples.

All samples were logged by a WESTON soil scientist who
recorded information on soil description, penetration
resistance to the sampler (blow counts), sample depth and
other relevant information. The boring logs are presented
in Appendix D of this report. Representative soil samples
from each sampling interval were preserved in glass jars and
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returned to the laboratory for chemical analyses. At the
completion of the soil borings, any excess soil from the pit
was returned to the pit and the grate was replaced. The
concrete pavement surrounding each Battery Acid Disposal Pit
was washed down with water.

The Battery Acid Disposal Pit inside Building 101,
Adesignated BP-I, was located in the battery maintenance

shop, which did not allow access by the drill rig.
Therefore, the hole was made with a tripod-mounted manually
driven cathead. In this pit, samples were taken at 0-2
feet, 2-4 feet, 4-6 feet and 6-8 feet and were labeled 101-1
through 101-4 respectively. Visual inspection indicated that
the sludge terminated at approximately 6 feet. One further
sample was taken from 6-8 feet to be sure the underlying
sediments did not contain visible sludge. This last sample
was also submitted for chemical analyses.

The Battery Acid Disposal Pit inside Building 222, BP-2, was I *

located in a truck bay which allowed access for the drill
rig. The CME-45C skid rig was utilized for this boring, and
samples were taken with the split-spoon sampler in the
manner previously described. In this pit, samples were
taken at 0-2 feet, 2-4 feet, 4-6 feet, 6-8 feet, 8-10 feet
and 10-12 feet, and were labelled 222-1 through 222-6
respectively. Visual inspection of the samples indicated
that this Battery Acid Disposal Pit contained sludge to the
depth of 10 feet. One further sample was taken from 10-12
feet to obtain a sample of the underlying sediments. Figure
3-11 shows both Battery Acid Disposal Pits and the depths to
sludge.

3.2 AQUIFER TESTING

During the pumping of monitoring wells prior to sampling,
pumping rates, water level drawdown and recovery were
measured periodically. Sufficient data was gathered at
wells to estimate aquifer transmissivities based on the
Cooper-Jacobs method where:

T T = transmissivity

4ftA,.

Q = pumping rate

S = Change in drawdown per log
cycle of time.

Transmissivity is defined as the rate of flow through a unit V
thickness of aquifer under a hydraulic gradient of one. The
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pumping well also served as the observation well. Hydraulic
conductivity is defined as the rate of flow through a unit
area of aquifer under a hydraulic gradient of one. To
calculate hydraulic conductivity, the transmissivity is
divided by the aquifer thickness, which in this case was
assumed to be the thickness of the penetration of the well
to the low permeability till which was encountered in a
number of wells.

In these short duration pumping tests the observation wells
were the pumping wells themselves and the range of influence
did not extend more than a few feet beyond the well.
Although this method of analysis is for confined aquifers,
the results for these short duration pump test approximate
unconfined conditions.

Pumping rates were less than 6 gpm and the wells were pumped
until the water levels stabilized. After the pumps were
shut down, water level recovery measurements were made.
These recovery measurements were used for the actual
drawdown versus time curves in the analyses, since well
recovery mirrors drawdown and is free of well effects
produced during pumping. The results of the analyses are
presented in Appendix F. The significance of these results
is discussed in Section 4.2.
3.3 GROUND WATER SAMPLING

3.3.1 Field Water Quality Testing

Field water quality testing was conducted at each well
sampled. Specific conductance and temperature were measured
in the field using a Yellow Springs Instrument Company Model
33 meter. The pH was measured in the field using an 71
Analytical Measurement Model 107 pH meter. Field water
quality testing was conducted concurrently with water
quality sampling during the week of 14 August 1984. Results
are shown in Table 3-5. During this time, all monitoring
wells were tested for field water quality parameters.

3.3.2 Water Quality Sampling

The purpose of the water quality sampling program was to
identify the location, concentration and areal extent of any 6
contamination present in the hydrologic environment. To .p . .,
achieve these goals, standard field procedures were
followed. Detailed descriptions of the procedures used are
contained in Appendix G. The well was purged by pumping and
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Table 3-5

Specific Conductance and pH of Monitoring Wells

Location Well No. Spec. Cond. Temp.
(umhos/cm) °C

Landfill 7 MW-3 6.87 290 7

MW-15 7.03 190.3 8
MW-16 6.27 1222 11

MW-17 6.49 1241 11

MW-18 6.10 206.6 12

Bldg. 210 MW-19 7.05 416 9

MW-20 6.80 368 9

Tank Farm MW-21 6.63 677 11 z,

MW-22 6.54 708 12

MW-23 6.85 448 16

MW-24 6.80 638 14
MW-25 6.38 485 9
MW-26 7.08 568 8

MW-27 6.50 465 14

MW-28 6.44 350 15

MW-CE 7.19 459 10

-, ~~3-28 "''''o



removing three to five times the calculated volume of
standing water in the well casing. After purging the well,
the pump was removed from the well and a Teflon bailer was
lowered into the well and filled with water. Each sample
container was gently filled from the bailer, taking care to
avoid aeration and turbulence in the sample water. The pump
and bailer were decontaminated in between each well by
scrubbing with an Alconox solution and flushing with
deionized water. The sample containers were wrapped in
packing material and placed in an ice-filled thermal chest
for transportation to the Laboratory.
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SECTION 4

RESULTS

4.1 SITE INTERPRETIVE GEOLOGY

Based on a general review of area geology and site specific
information obtained during this and the previous IRP Phase
II site investigation, an overview of the site geology was
obtained. Generally, the entire area is underlain directly .*

by permeable, glacially derived sands and gravels. Themajority of the monitor wells at the site are screened in

these unconsolidated sediments. (Several wells installed at
Landfill 1 in 1982 are screened in less permeable floodplain
sediments along Six Mile Creek.) Because boring depths at
the site have been limited to 35 feet or less, no specific
information is available below that depth.

In the northern part of the site, the Utica shale was
encountered as high as 12 feet below ground surface at I
Landfill 1, with its surface dipping south toward the valley
axis Ssee WESTON, 1982 IRP Phase II, Stage 1 Report). In
recent borings at Landfill 7, a clay-till was encountered
below the sandy water-bearing zone. All borings completed
at Landfill 7 encountered uniform sands and silty sands.
Except for MW-3, this area was underlain by a dense clay
till encountered at depths of 20 to 35 feet. The till is at
least locally continuous, and lies probably only a few feet
below ground surface in the low area where the wet area
adjacent to the landfill is located.

The Tank Farm and Building 210 are located within the main
Base area, where past cut-and-fill activity has produced the
existing grade level. In addition to soil borings,
extensive trenching recently conducted in the area for
utility installation shows the site is uniformly underlain
with sands and coarse gravels, with abundant sub rounded
cobble dize rocks (>3" diameter). A clayey silt was TI
encountered at 25 to 30 feet in borings at Building 210
(MW-19 and MW-20) that may be lacustrine (lake bed) in
origin. Clay till was encountered at one Tank Farm boring
(MW-27). Depth to bedrock in this area has been estimated
to be approximately 80 feet below the ground surface.
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A review of the geologic data obtained during the Battery
Acid Disposal Pit borings at Buildings 101 and 222 indicates
there is a saturated sandy sludge present in the wells to
varying depths. In the battery acid pit boring BP-l, in
Building 101, the battery sludge was found to be up to 6
feej deep in a 2-foot square area, or approximately 24
ft. of contaminated soil. The soil designated as sludge
in this pit is characterized by its greenish gray color,
sandy silt texture, and containing small pieces of what may
be hardened carbonate. The split spoon sample taken at the
depth of six to eight feet was a grayish brown silty sand,

- which, by visual inspection, was determined to be similar to
natural soils found in the surrounding area. The boring was
terminated at this point. All samples taken in this pit were
described as wet, but the moisture was caused by disposal of
liquids rather than the presence of the water table. The
water table in this area is approximately 15 feet below
ground surface.

In the Battery Acid Disposal Pit boring BP-2, in Building
222, the sludge was visually classified as being 10 feet
deep, or 40 ft. of contaminated soil with a one-inch
thick band of orange brown silty sand at six inches from the
top of boring. The sludge had the same characteristics as
the samples taken from Battery Acid Disposal Pit BP-l. The
sample taken from 10 to 12 feet below the top of the boring
was a grayish brown sand, and with the visual appearance of
a clean, natural soil. Figure 3-11 shows a profile of both
borings. The top sample from BP-2 at 0-2 feet was wet,
apparently from recent disposal of water or other liquids
into the pit. The remaining profile of BP-2 was dry to
damp, and the bottom of the boring at 12 feet did not
encounter the water table. The water in this area is also
approximately 15 feet below ground surface. The geologic
logs for these borings are included in Appendix D.

4.2 SITE GROUND-WATER CONDITIONS .7

As evidenced by water level readings obtained from
previously existing and newly installed monitoring wells,
ground water occurs throughout the Base area at shallow
water table conditions in the unconsolidated sands and
gravelly sands tha. underlie the site. The water table
occurs generally less than 20 feet below the ground surface
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and is contiguous with nearby streams which receive
discharge from the ground water table. Figure 4-1 presents
a generalized ground water surface contour map of Griffiss
AFB, based on well water level readings, and elevations of
surface water on Three Mile Creek and Six Mile Creek.
Although based on limited data, this map does show a
gradient of flow towards the south and southwest. Recharge
to the water table is primarily by percoJation of direct
precipitation falling on the site through the porous sandy
soils that underlie the area. Recharge is reduced in the
extensive paved area of the Base. In these areas surface
runoff is carried directly into Three Mile and Six Mile
Creeks. Ground-water discharge from the water table also
occurs along Six Mile Creek, Three Mile Creek and ultimately
the Mohawk River since the two smaller streams intercept the
Mohawk River southeast of the Base.

Although these streams do eventually converge, they divide
at the Base itself, where the Mohawk River flows south along
the western edge of the Base, and tne two Creeks flow
southeast through the Base. A topographic high area forming
the southern portion of the Base results in a physical
divide. Such a physical divide also strongly implies a
ground-water divide to the south of the area shown on Figure
4-1, although not enough data is available to confirm this.

Ground-water flow in the unconsolidated sediments underlying
the site is also controlled by a dip in the top of the
bedrock. Existing borings indicate that the Utica shale,
which underlies the site, dips southerly from the northern
Base boundary to the central part of the Base. Whether
there is an axis of depression in the top of the bedrock
conforming to the surface stream valley, or whether the dip
continues to the south beyond the Base is not known.
Because of the relative impermeability of the Utica shale,
very little vertical flow of ground water occurs between the
unconsolidated sediments and the underlying bedrock.

Table 4-1 presents a summary of well test results for
analysis' of recovery of four wells including MW-15 and MW-18
at Landfill 7, and MW-23 and MW-24 at the Tank Farm. As
discussed in Section 3-2, the calculated transmissivity, T,
is a measure of the aquifer's ability to transmit water
through a unit width under a hydraulic gradient of one.
Also calculated in Table 4-1 is the hydraulic conductivity,
K, which is the amount of water transmitted by a unit area
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TABLE 4-1

AQUIFER TEST RESULTS,'.

MONITOR WELL TRANSMISSIVITY (T) AQUIFER THICKNESS(h)+ CCNDUCTIVITY
NUMBER (GAL/DAY/FT) (FT) (FT/DAY)

- MW-15 371.8 10.97 4.58

MW-18 600.0 11.52 6.96

MW-23 538.8 12.85 5.61

MW-24 660.0 12.43 7.10

Sample Calculations:

*Transmissivity (T) = 264 Q where Q = Pumping rate in gpm
S 4dS = water level recovery in ft.

over one log cycle of time
(see appendix E for data)

Ref. Groundwater and Wells 1975.
Published by Johnson Division V.-o
UOP Inc., Saint Paul, MN 55165

Conductivity (K)= T (gal/day/ft) /h (ft)

7.48 gal/ft 3

2.3 Q 
.

generally expressed as: T - 2 S

Q,'.

.MW-15 and MW-18 are fully penetrating.
For MW-23 and MW-24 the aquifer thickness is assumed -

to be the length of the saturated screen. "N1

'k.
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of aquifer under a hydraulic gradient of one. K is equal to
T/H, where "H" is the thickness of the water bearing zone.

As shown in Figure 4-1, transmissivity ranged from 372 to
660 gal/day/ft, and hydraulic conductivity from 4.6 to 7.1
feet/day in the four wells. Values for wells at the two
sites overlap, and there is no real significant difference
observed in transmissivities or conductivities for the
Landfill or Tank Farm sites. Although this method of
analysis makes simplifying assumptions, the results provide
a useful approximation of aquifer transmissivity. The range
of values is typical for moderately permeable sandy
sediments, and several orders of magnitude higher than
conductivities of the underlying tills or shale bedrock.

Groundwater flow is controlled by the hydraulic conductivity
of the sediments and the hydraulic gradient at the site.
Direction and velocity of ground water flow is discussed on
a site by site basis in the following paragraphs.

4.2.1 Tank Farm Area Ground-Water Flow . ..

As established during the well point survey, the direction
of ground-water flow is to the southwest, perpendicular to-"
the contours in the direction of lowering head (surface *VN_
elevation), as shown in Figure 3-3. The horizontal gradient
of flow is equal to the drop in head along any given flow
line, divided by the length of the flow line, that is the
distance of travel. This is expressed mathematically as:

Si
L

where: i - hydraulic gradient .
Ah = change in head
L = length of flow

h and I are expressed in units of length, such as feet, so
that i is dimensionless.
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The velocity of ground-water flow (seepage velocity, v) can
be determined as a function of hydraulic gradient i,
established on the ground-water elevation survey, and the
hydraulic conductivity k, as established by the pumping
tests discussed in Section 3.2. This relationship is
expressed as:

KiV = n

where v, K and i are defined above and n = porosity of the
sediments.

An average hydraulic conductivity from the two Tank Farm .
well tests provides a value of K = 6.4 ft/day. Using an
estimated porosity of 0.3 and an average gradient of
.0013 , then:

v =.6-* 4 ft. .0013 - 028d
-. v = 6.4 day- x .028

day .3 day

V .028 10.1 ft.day year

This is a relatively low seepage velocity, given the highly .'--) ,

permeable sediments. The low velocity is probably an effect
of a shallow hydraulic gradient, which reflects the lower
recharge in the heavily built up and paved area where the
Tank Farm is located.

4.2.2 Building 210 Ground-Water Flow

Building 210 is located to the northwest of the Tank Farm
and in the same central facilities area of the Base. Figure
3-7 presents a ground water contour map of the site based on
the well point survey. The direction of ground water flow
is to thed southwest, the same as the Tank Farm area, and the
hydraulic gradient of .001 is similar to the tank farm
area. Since the sediments encountered at Building 210 are
similar to those at the Tank Farm, a similar hydraulic S
conductivity can also be expected. Therefore, the seepage
velocity equals:

Al .4 -
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6.4 ft. .001 = .021 ft.day .3 day

v .021 ft. 7.8 ft.
day year

This is essentially the same as the seepage velocity in the
Tank Farm area, and is expected since recharge conditions
and sediments are similar.

4.2.3 Landfill 7

Figure 4-2 presents a ground-water surface contour map of
the Landfill 7 area, based on water surface elevations in LIN
the five monitoring wells at the site. The overall
direction of flow is toward the southwest, just as the
previous sites discussed. Based on the two pump tests
performed at the landfill, the hydraulic conductivity of the
sandy sediments underlying the site is similar to the Tank
Farm areas. (5.8 ft/day based on the average of two tests --
discussed in Sections 3.2 and 4.2.) The hydraulic gradient
of .05, however, is relatively steep. The ground water
surface contours in Figure 4-2 also show a distinct mounding
effect in the landfill which, together with the steeper
hydraulic gradient, indicates an area of recharge.

As discussed in Section 4-1, there is a clay till underlying
the sandy sediments which limits vertical ground water
movement. The seepage zone located in the southeast corner
of the site is continuous with the water table surface which
intercepts the land surface at this topographic low.

Because none of the well borings penetrated a waste cell, it
cannot be determined whether the trenches intercept the
water table. However, it is clear that the sandy-soil cover
allows percolation of direct precipitation through the waste
material to the water table. This percolation would carry
any dissolved contaminants with it. Judging from the lack
of waste material found in borings for MW-15 and MW-18, the
observed wet area downgradient of those wells is not leach-
ate flowing directly from the waste but is ground water seep-
age that has been contaminated by leachate percolation . ..
through the landfill.
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Using the same approach used in Section 4.2.1, the seepage
velocity of ground water at Landfill 7 is:

v ~i 5.8 ft. x-5 0.96 ft.
day x 0.3 day

1.0 ft. ft. '
day yr.

In other words, ground-water seepage velocities around
Landfill 7 are 1-2 orders of magnitude greater than
velocities near the Tank Farm and Building 210. .1.

4.3.1 Tank Farm Water Quality Analyses _'._

Table 4-2 presents the results of the analyses of water
samples from nine monitoring wells at the Tank Farm area.
The following summarizes these results: Oil and grease was
found in concentrations of 0.2 to 20.6 mg/l in all wells
except for the upgradient background well MW-28. The
highest concentrations were found in Wells MW-26 (20.6 mg/l)
and MW-21 (12.7 mg/l), which are directly downgradient of
the center of the Tank Farm and the railroad loading area
(See Figure 3-4). Lead was found in only one well (MW-21) ..'-4

in concentrations of 20 ug/l (that is, just detectable). -
Total organic carbon was detected in five downgradient wells
at levels of 10 to 30 mg/l.

4.3.2 Building 210 Water Quality Analyses

The results of the analyses of samples from wells MW-19 and
MW-20 are also presented in Table 4-2. Oil and grease was
found in both samples at concentrations of 0.2 mg/l. No
lead was found in either sample. Total organic carbon was
found at concentrations of 20 to 40 mg/l.

4.3.3 Landfill 7, Results of Water Quality Analysis

Table 4-3 presents a tabulation of results for the analyses
of the five wells and the surface seepage area at Landfill

7. The results are summarized as follows: Phenols were
found in only two wells, MW-3 (.019 mg/l) and MW-16 (.008 m.

, .. r -'. .
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TABLE 4-2

WATER QUALITY ANALYSES RESULTS

TANK FARM AND BLDG. 210 '
Oil and Grease TOC LEAD

mg/l mg/l ug/l

BLDG. 210 I
MW 19 0.2 40 <10

MW-20 0.2 30 <10

MW-20 (dup) 0.3 20 <10

TANK FARM

MW-21 12.4 30 20

MW-22 7.3 10 <10

MW-23 1.2 30 <10

MW-24 0.3 20 <10

MW-25 0.4 < 2 <10

MW-25 (dup) 0.2 < 2 <10

MW-26 20.6 < 2 < 10

MW-27 0.6 < 2 < 10

MW-28 < 0. 1 < 2 <10

Existing Well 1.3 20 < 10

BLANK < <0.1 < 2 <10

Detection Limits 0.1 2 10

4-11
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mg/i), although a duplicate MW-16 sample had no phenols
detected. Oil and grease were detectable in all wells in
the range of 0.3 to 0.7 mg/l, while 0.7 mg/l oil and grease
was detected in the seepage samples. Lead was found in two
wells (MW-16 and MW-17) at levels of 20 and 30 ug/l
respectively. Copper was found in four wells at levels of
50 to 90 ug/l. No other metals were detected. Total
organic carbon (TOC) ranged from 20 to 90 mg/l in the wells
and 20 mg/l in the seepage. The only volatile organic
compound detected was tetrachloroethylene which was found in
the sample from MW-17 at concentrations of 105 ug/l, and in
concentrations of 3.9 ug/l or less in three other wells.
The field blank had concentrations at the detection limit of
1.0 ug/l which indicates that concentrations found near the
detection limit, particularly in the MW-18 and the Seep
Sample results of 1.0 ug/l, may not be significant.

4.4 RESULTS OF BATTERY ACID DISPOSAL PIT SOILS ANALYSIS

The soil samples collected from the Battery Acid Disposal
Pits in Buildings 101 and 222 were analyzed for the heavy
metals listed in Table 4-4. This table shows the
concentrations of the analytes found in each sample, the
depth at which the sample was taken, and a full description
of each sample. A background sample, 1-1, was taken from a
nearby field to serve as a background reference for the
analytes present in the soil.

As shown in Figure 4-4, lead (Pb), copper (Cu) and zinc (Zn)
were found in high concentrations in the first sample of
each pit (0-2 feet depth). Pb concentrations for pits 101
and 222 were approximately 3300 and 2600 times higher,
respectively, than the background concentrations. The
concentration of Pb in successive samples decreased with
depth to less than 110 ug/g in the bottom sample of each
pit. Cu concentrations decreased abruptly with depth, in
successive samples, to less than background (45 ug/g) in the
bottom of each pit.

The concentration of zinc (Zn) in the top samples of pits
101 and 222 was 13 to 16 times higher, respectively, than
the 20 ug/g in background sample 1-1. The trend shown in Zn
concentrations with depth was similar to the one seen for
the Cu concentrations. The second sample taken in each pit
had a marked decrease in Zn. The bottom sample of pit 101
(6-8 feet) still had Zn concentrations 3.5 times higher than
background, but the samples taken from 8-12 feet in pit 222
had Zn levels lower than background.

4-13
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The only other analytes which showed a concentration above
background were antimony (Sb) and chromium (Cr) in pit 101.
The sample taken at 0-2 feet had 193 ug/g Sb, which is 10
times higher than background levels, and 34 ug/g Cr, which
is 3.4 times background. The remaining samples had Sb and
Cr levels near or below background, as did the samples from
pit 222.

Of the remaining analytes, manganese (Mn) was not found in
concentrations above background levels. Fe was found to be
naturally high in this area, with a concentration of 6700
ug/g in the background sample. Only one sample, 101-3
(4'-6'), had levels above background (26,000 ug/g).

Several trends that can be seen in these results are the
following:

1. All parameter concentrations either attenuated with
depth or showed isolated increases which were still
close to or below background levels, and

2. The samples taken at 0-2 feet in each pit showed much
higher concentrations of Pb, Cu, Sb and Zn than the
other samples. These concentrations dropped abruptly''
below a depth of two feet.

4.5 SIGNIFICANCE OF FINDINGS

The results of the chemical analyses of ground water samples
can be compared to established standards and criteria
presented in Table 4-5. Oil and grease was detected in all
samples except MW-28 (the background well at the Tank Farm).
The only criterion for oil and grease is an aesthetic
criterion for taste and odor, which is at the detection
limit of 0.1 mg/l. There is no general standard for total
organic carbon, which can be elevated in naturally organic
rich water. However, background levels in the glacial sand
aquifer appear to be below the detection limit; thus TOC
levels in wells from all three sites indicate some site
impact on the ground water. A.

Lead analysis was completed on all water samples and
measurable concentrations were found only in one well at the
Tank Farm (MW-2) and two wells at Landfill 7. No sample
exceeded EPA minimum drinking water standards of 50 ug/l. A .
Priority Pollutant metals analysis was completed on the
Landfill #7 samples. In addition to lead, only copper was

*.*4-15
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Table 4-5

Water Quality Standards,
Guidelines and Criteria*

Detected
Parameter Concentration Reference

TOC None General Indicator

Oil and Grease 100 ug/l Taste and odor threshold

Phenol 300 ug/l Taste and odor threshold h.

Copper 1,000 ug/l Federal Ambient Water .. -

Criterion

Lead 50 ug/l Federal Primary Drinking

Water Standards

.~ 
..Z

°='".

. * See Appendix J for a discussion of these criteria
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detected at levels of 50 to 90 ug/l in four wells. This is
well below the minimum EPA primary drinking water standard
of 1,000 ug/l. Phenol was detected in only two wells at
Landfill 7, at concentrations of .008 and .02 mg/l, well
below the taste and odor threshhold of 0.30 mg/l. Analysis
of water samples from Landfill 7 for EPA Priority Pollutant
volatile organic compounds (methods 601-601) found only one
compound, tetrachloroethylene. Concentrations in MW-17 were
105 ug/l. Three other wells contained concentrations of 1.5
to 3.9 ug/l. Tetrachloroethylene was commonly used in the
past in septic system treatment.

The potential for migration of dissolved contaminants in the
ground water is dependent in part on the ground water
seepage velocity. For the normal range of soil
permeabilities, this velocity represents the maximum
migration rate of dissolved contaminants in ground water.

Organic compounds and trace metals are subject to adsorbtion
in the soils which retards migration. This attenuation is a
function of soil conditions and the chemical environment in
ground water which determines the adsorbtion capabilities of
the soil particles. In general, the actual migration rate
is some fraction of the seepage velocity, so that migration
rates based on seepage velocity yield worst case estimates
of contaminant migration.

4.5.1 Tank Farm, Significance of Findings

The investigation at the Tank Farm focused on three aspects
of subsurface contamination by fuel products: visible
contamination of subsoils, migration of fuel product on the
ground water surface, and the migration of dissolved
constituents in the ground water. As a result of placing
soil borings and temporary well points at the site, four
principal areas of visible soil and ground water
contamination were identified:

o East of the above-ground tanks

ol Along the southern border of the Tank Farm

o To the south of the Tank Farm at the northwest . ,
corner of the Building 3 parking lot

o At the truck loading dock at the northeast corner
of the site.

These four areas are shown on Figure 3-3.

4-17
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A central question in the investigation was whether the fuel
product found initially in the Building 3 parking lot was a
part of a mass of fuel dispersing on the ground-water
surface from the Tank Farm area. Evidence from the
temporary well points and permanent monitoring wells
indicates that this is not the case, and that the
contaminated areas are not continuous. Particularly,
borings and wells located between the Building 3 area and
the Tank Farm contained no free floating fuel product.
Wells downgradient of all visible soil contamination were
also free of floating fuel.

Generally, the migration of fuel on the water table is
limited by the capillary forces in the sediments. If the
volume of fuel is limited, lateral spreading will initially
be due to gravity forces produced by the mound of fuel. As
the body spreads, gravity forces dissipate and capillary
forces will be the main driver. Capillary movement ceases
when a saturation point is reached where all the fuel is
held in the pore spaces by the capillary forces. At this
point, the fuel mass is immobile. This condition appears to
be the case observed at the Tank Farm, where distinct areas
of contamination are observed on the water table and in the
soils. They are not continuous, and migration of fuel
product is limited. Past activity to the north of the
Building 3 area is a possible cause of soil and water
contamination in that area. The limited nature of
contamination also suggests that the problems have occurred
because of numerous minor housekeeping problems rather than
due to major spills or chronic leaks from tanks or lines.

Although the impact of free floating fuels on ground water
is limited, the fuels provide a constant supply of dissolved
constituents to the ground water system. The migration
potential for these compounds is closer to the seepage
velocity of the ground water itself, approximately 10 feet
per year. As discussed in Section 4.2.1, dissolved amounts
of oils and grease, and total organic carbon were found in
all downgradient wells. -

The discharge area for ground water from the Tank Farm area
is Three Mile Creek. Based on a travel time for ground
water in this area of 10 feet per year, ground water and
associated contaminants would not have reached Three Mile
Creek, which is several thousand feet away, during the Tank
Farm's forty year history. In any case, Three Mile Creek is
a discharge stream for Base storm water. The impact of
ground-water petroleum contaminants in creek base flow would

4-18



be negligible compared to levels of similar contaminants to

be expected in normal storm runoff from this kind of
facility.

4.5.2 Building 210, Significance of Findings

No visible fuel product was encountered in soils or ground
water at Building 210. Levels of oil and grease were
encountered at 0.2 to 0.3 mg/l (slightly above the detection
limit of 0.1 mg/l) in the two well samples. TOC levels were
also slightly higher than those found in Tank Farm wells.
No lead was found in either sample. With the removal of the r.

buried tank, there is no major source of fuel contamination
at Building 210, and the presence of dissolved contaminants
in the ground water is limited, although slightly elevated
TOC levels may possibly indicate organic compounds

*[ associated with fuel products.

4.5.3 Landfill 7, Significance of Findings

While the analytical results of water samples from Landfill
7 do not indicate a major ground water contamination
problem, the hydrologic and water quality analysis clearly
shows that the landfill does impact ground water quality.
The construction of the trenches and the nature of the soil
cover allows for abundant percolation of direct pre-
cipitation through the waste. Ground water mounding has
developed, and the water table is either very near or
intercepts the buried waste. Ground water flow from the
site is primarily in the southern direction away from the
nearby northern boundary of the Base, although the mounding
produces groundwater flow in radial directions close to the
site. Although Six Mile Creek runs through a culvert at
this point, ground water flow from the landfill could reach
the holding pond to the west of the site. Vertical ground
water flow and migration of contaminants is restricted at
the site by a clay till below the water-bearing sands.

Landfill 7, in contrast to the Tank Farm area, is located in
an aree where ground-water seepage velocities are much
higher and a surface water discharge area is nearby.
Although Six Mile Creek is buried in a culvert at this
point, the tributary stream to the northwest of the landfill
may receive recharge from a portion of the ground-water
mound associated with the landfill.

4-19
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4.5.4 Battery Acid Disposal Pits, Significance of
Findings

There are currently no quality standards, guidelines or
criteria for soils quality in regard to the majority of
contaminants. For clean-up purposes, target concentrations
for specific contaminants are usually established on a
case-by-case basis. Of the heavy metals analyzed for in the
soil samples taken from the battery acid pits, only lead,
copper and zinc showed levels significantly above the
background. In order to better understand the amount of
these metals, the concentrations were converted to net
weights using estimated bulk weights of the sludge and soil.
Appendix K shows the tabulated results. Between 50 and 70
pounds of Pb are estimated to be present in each Battery
Acid Disposal Pit, and less than one pound each of Cr and Zn
in each Battery Acid Disposal Pit. This tabulation clearly
shows the attenuative capacities of the soil,since 96 to 98%
of the Pb by weight was found in the top two feet of the
sludge. It is not known what effect, if any, this heavy
metal contamination has on the ground water quality around
the site. Since the Battery Acid Disposal Pits are located
within buildings, above the water table, the only driving
force to carry contaminants to the ground water table is
liquid washed into the Battery Acid Disposal Pits, such as
liquid from the batteries themselves, floor wash water, and
other incidental liquid disposal.

4.6 CONCLUSIONS

Based on the results of this Phase II, Stage 2 study at
Griffiss AFB, Rome, New York, the following key conclusions
are drawn:
1. The Base is underlain by unconsolidated permeable sands

and gravels of glacial origin. Ground water occurs
under shallow water table conditions throughout the
Base. Flow is generally toward the south and
southwest.

2. The velocity of ground water flow varies with the
gradient which is in a large part influenced by direct .-
precipitation recharge. Recharge in the central Base .-.

facility where the Tank Farm, Building 210, and the
Battery Acid Disposal Pits are located is limited by
building and paving cover. Thus, gradients and seepage
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velocities are low (10 feet per year). In contrast,
permeable cover soils at Landfill 7 allow abundant
percolation through the landfill, causing groundwater
mounding and steep hydraulic gradient, with ground
water seepage velocities on the order of 300 feet per
year.

3. Fuel product contamination of soils and ground water is
evident at the Tank Farm near tanks, loading areas, and
at the parking lot area of Building 3. However,
extensive migration of fuel product on the ground water
surface has not occurred. Contamination of soils at
Building 3 may be associated with past activities at
that site, rather than associated with the Tank Farm.
Although downgradient monitor wells are not showing the
presence of fuel product as a separate phase, analysis -
for dissolved constituents confirmed the presence of
oil and grease compounds and total organic carbon above
background levels. Lead was found in only one well at
levels well below minimum EPA Primary Drinking Water
Standards.

4. No soil contamination or fuel product as a separate
phase was observed at Building 210. Samples from both
downgradient wells, however, had levels of oils and
grease and total organic carbon comparable to the Tank ,.
Farm well samples.

5. The shallow water table and high permeability of native
soils at Landfill 7 indicate the potential for
percolation of direct precipitation through the
landfill to carry contaminants to the ground water.Water quality results from the five wells and one seep

at the site indicate an impact on ground water,
particularly for oils and grease and total organic
carbon. A mounding is evident in the ground watersurface at the site, and the ground water surface may

intersect the base of the landfill, although this is
not confirmed. The seepage in the southeast corner of
the, site is an expression of the high water table,
perched on an underlying till, and not direct leachate
from the landfill.

I
6. Soil and sludge samples taken from depths of 0-2 feet

in the Battery Acid Pits contained elevated levels of
lead, copper, antimony and zinc. These concentrations
dropped abruptly with depth to background or
near-background levels.
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SECTION 5

ALTERNATIVES

5.1 GENERAL

The purpose of the Phase II, Stage 2 investigation at
Griffiss AFB was to determine whether environmental
degradation has occurred at the sites identified in this re-
port. The results presented in Section 4 confirm that each
site investigated has affected, in some way, ground waters
and soils beneath these sites. In some cases, the impact is
not significant with little potential for migration. The
findings of the field investigation indicate, in some cases;
however, the need for verification or remedial actions which
are discussed in Section 5 (Alternatives) and Section 6
(Recommendations). The measures discussed below focus on the
problem definition aspects of environmental contamination at
Griffiss AFB, and alternatives for possible remedial action.

5.2 TANK FARM ALTERNATIVES

It has been determined that soil and ground water contami-
nation by fuel products is present in this area. The lack
of fuel product in the downgradient monitoring wells indi-
cates that the extent of migration of separate-phase float-
ing fuel product is limited to near-the-source areas and
apparently has stabilized. A common method of remediation
used for fuel occurrence in ground water is to pump and
recover fuel product using recovery wells and a variety of
pumping or bailing systems. The effectiveness of such a
system would depend on its ability to contain the plume and
to recover large amounts of fuel in proportion to the cost
of well installation and the amount of total pumpage. Once
pumped clear, the Tank Farm Monitoring Wells that contained
floating fuel product contained no visible fuel even several
weeks after pumping. Since the fuel doesn't appear very
mobile, and pumping is not a very effective recovery method,
the merits of a fuel recovery pumping system in this case do
not appear to be great. 71
Contaminated soils, the immediate source of contaminants to
the ground water, were identified in four areas in and •

"TT
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around the Tank Farm. The exact extent of these
contaminated soils was not confirmed. However, the volumes
are large in proportion to costs involved with any
remediation that will include the removal or treatment of
the contaminated soils. Therefore, alternatives should be
examined which address the handling of large volumes of
soil. Techniques available include in situ biological
treatment, air stripping, land farming, and selective spot
removal. These alternative must be evaluated in reference-, ":* .

to desired clean-up goals. This evaluation is discussed
further in Section 6. . ...

5.3 BUILDING 210

There is very little known about the history of the tank
leakage at that site regarding how much fuel leaked to the
ground over what period of time. No visible ground water
and surface water fuel contamination was observed either "
because contamination has dissapated or because it was not V
initially significant. In either case, typical remedial
measures applied to fuel spills such as soil clean up or
fuel recovery from ground water are not appropriate for this .,.*
site. The major alternative action available is to remove -
the leaking tank. This has been done. In November, 1984,
the tank was removed and replaced with a new steel buried
tank.

5.4 LANDFILL 7

The well network surrounding Landfill 7 shows an impact on
ground water quality from the landfill. Follow-up sampling
is required to identify specific contaminants accounting for
the elevated TOC levels. The elevated TOC levels are prob-
ably associated with the breakdown of cellulose material in
the landfill and are not necessarily an indicator of hazard-
ous compounds in the ground water. The sampling recommended
will provide confirmation of this. In addition, general --
water quality indicators, such as chloride, sulfate, boron,
pH, and conductance could also be used to assess impact on
ground water and surface water.

5.5 BATTERY ACID DISPOSAL PITS

This investigation has defined the depth and amount of soil
contamination by metals from the disposal of battery sludge
in Battery Acid Disposal Pit at Buildings 101 and 222. In
general, the metals concentration attenuates sharply with

I
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depth in the soil. The impact on ground water quality by
contaminants reaching the ground water table is largely spec-
ulative. Although measurable amounts of metals may have
reached the ground water table from the Battery Acid
Disposal Pit over the forty-year history of the pits, its
impact on ground water is probably negligible. Because of
this, and because the final remedial action will likely in- 4
clude the removal of the relatively small volume of sludge --*
from the Battery Acid Disposal Pits, WESTON does not see a
ground water monitoring network as a useful alternative. A
more practical approach is to analyze the sludge by the EP
Toxicity extraction procedures to determine if a strong
potential for ground water contamination exists in this
area. This is a leachability test which measures the
ability of the metals to enter a solution at a given pH. The **.

results of the test will also determine if the sludge needs
to be classified as a hazardous waste for disposal purposes.
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SECTION 6

RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1 GENERAL _

The findings of this Phase II, Stage 2 study at Griffiss APB
indicate the need for limited follow-up work at Landfill 7.
In addition, a remedial effort should proceed at the Tank
Farm and the Battery Acid pits. 

Potential remedial 
actions 

__5_

for these sites are discussed in the following sections.

6.2 TANK FARM 1'I
Because of the observed impact on soil and 

ground water due

to past fuel spills in the TANK FARM AREA, it is recommended
that the Air Force proceed with a remediation phase at that
site. Section 6.6 outlines the general steps that would be
included in a remedial action assessment. The actual remedi-
al action taken at the site should be based on this assess-
ment which would include the cost-benefit of any action as
well as its technical feasibility.

The following initial site specific observations are also

added regarding remediation at the TANK FARM SITE:
7~

1. Floating fuel product on the ground water sur-
face appears very limited. A skimmer well or
similar type recovery system would not be "
very efficient or produce a large recovery of
fuel.

2. Soil contamination by fuel product is wide-
spread and provides a source of contamination
to the ground water. Remediation of soil con-

'tamination at and above the water table
should be examined. Because the large vol-
umes involved, in situ or on site treatment
methods may be preferable to disposal of con- 4
tamination soils.

.-* . .
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6.3 BUILDING 210

No further action is recommended at the Building 210 buried
fuel tank site. However, the existing monitor wells should
be maintained in the event that monitoring of the new tank
is desired.

6.4 LANDFILL 7

Landfill 7 has been closed for thirty years. The area is
graded with a good grass cover. Ground water samples con-
tained one Priority Pollutant Volatile Organic Compound
(Tetrachloroethylene), which was elevated at one well (MW-L-

17, 105 ug/l). TOC was also elevated in most monitor wells.
Elevated TOC is most likely due to the breakdown of cellu-
lose material in the landfill. However, the possible pres-
ence of Priority Pollutant Organic Compounds should be ruled..
out by additional selective sampling. The results of these
analyses will determine what, if any, additional remediation
is appropriate. Therefore, additional sampling is
recommended:

1. All wells should be resampled to confirm the re-
sults of the first round of analyses.

2. All well samples, samples from the seep, and two
surface water samples should be analyzed for chlo-
ride, boron and sulfate.

3. MW-16 and MW-17 where TOC levels were highest,
should be sampled for EPA Priority Pollutant base
neutral/acid extractable compounds, and
pesticides.

6.5 BATTERY ACID DISPOSAL PITS

1. No further investigation of the Battery Acid
Disposal Pits is recommended. However, the
Pits should be properly sealed to prevent ' 1

their use for disposal of any liquids, includ-
ing clean water, which could drive contam-
inants to the water table. _

2. A remedial action assessment as discussed in
section 6.6 should be initiated to determine
suitable remedial alternatives for these pits.
In situ, isolation or removal and disposal are

,N. % .%,
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possible alternatives for the small volume of
sludge involved (less than 1.5 cubic yards).

3. EP Toxicity Tests should be performed on sam-
ples from each pit.

6.6 REMEDIAL ACTION ASSESSMENT

A preliminary concept engineering study should be initiated
to evaluate potential remedial options for implementation at
the Task Farm and Battery Acid Disposal Pits. The objective
of this assessment will be the development and evaluation of
remedial alternatives, and the identification and recommenda-
tion of the most cost-effective remedial action(s).

Based on the present contamination information for Griffiss,
a number of remedial alternatives should be considered for
the sites. The categories of potential remedial actions
that can be developed include:

o No action
o Contaminated soil/waste isolation
o Contaminated soil/waste treatment
0 Contaminated soil/waste disposal C-9->
o Subsurface environmental isolation
o Ground water treatment

Remedial alternatives combining elements of source isola-
tion/treatment/disposal and ground water isolation/treatment
should also be considered for evaluation. It is likely that
the recommended alternative for Griffiss will be such a con-
bination of remedial actions.

The alternatives analysis will be performed in accordance
with Subpart F of the National Contingency Plan. The key
components of this evaluation will include:

o Evaluation of Technologies
o Development of alternatives
o Initial screening of alternatives
o 'Detailed analysis of alternatives
o Selection of a remedy

The criteria which will be utilized in the detailed analysis
of alternatives include:

.4 A A
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o Technical feasibility including technical risks,
degree of technology demonstrated, commercial
availability, etc.

o Cost effectiveness and analysis based on total
cost versus meeting environmental objectives.

o Implementation time frame and schedule including
equipment procurement, field operations, etc.

o Environmental effectiveness based on protecting
ground water quality and reducing long-term
hazards.

o Institutional factors such as permit require-
ments and regulatory agency acceptance.

Based on the results of the detailed analysis, a remedial
action strategy will be recommended for each site. The
selected alternative will be the remedial program that
effectively mitigates/minimizes the ground water/ soil
contamination in the most cost-effective manner.
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APPENDIX

AFB Air Force Base

ASTM American Society for Testing f. .,e
and Materials

Aquifer zone beneath the earth's surface
capable of producing water for a well

Alconox A powder detergent for laboratory use

(brand name)

Avgas Aviation Gas

BGS Below Ground Surface _____

Cathead A winch device which is rigged to lift
drilling rods and other sampling equip-
ment

CERCLA Comprehensive Environmental Response
Compensation and Liability Act of 1980

cm/s centimeters per second
0~

C Degrees Centigrade

DoD Department of Defense

EPA Priority Identified by the Environmental Pro-
Pollutant tection Agency as specific elements or

face water that lead to health hazards .
and/or have toxic effects on humans.,

gpm gallons per minute

Griffiss Griffiss Air Force Base

Ground-Water a line on the water table on each sideDivide of which the ground water table slopes

away from the line.I.- Ground-Water the level below which the earth is

Surface saturated. ,.- -

Bydraulic Gradient change in pressure or head in the ground
water over a given distance of flow

IRP Installation Restoration Program".

A-1-
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A

ug/l micrograms per liter (equivalent to parts
per billion in water).

unho/cm micromhos per centimeter (units of Specific
Conductance).

ug/g Micrograms per gram (equivalent to parts
per million in water)

ug/kg Micrograms per kilogram (equivalent to
parts per billion in water).

mg/1 milligrams per liter (equivalent to parts
per million in water).

mgd million gallons per day

Mogas Motor vehicle fuel ."-.

MSL Mean Sea Level Datum,.

N North

No. number

OEHL Occupational and Environmental Health
Laboratory

pH negative logarithm of the hydrogen ion
concentration in water.

P.G. Registered Professional Geologist .

ppb parts per billion (equivalent to ug/1 in -
water).

ppm parts per million (equivalent to mg/1 in
water). 4

PVC poly-vinyl chloride, rigid plastic used in
constructing riser pipe and well screen. ,

Seepage Velocity the distance ground water moves through
a finite length of aquifer per unit time. .

The actual velocity of a water molecule
is greater because the intergranular path
is longer than a straight line.

..-2
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Gauge A stake set in a stream with reference marks
for measuring water levels. The elevation of .
the reference marks is established by a 4S.

- survey.

TOC Total Organic Carbon

Transmissivity rate of flow through a unit thickness
of aquifer under a hydraulic gradient of one.

Unconsolidated sediments that are uncemented and thus con-
Sediments tain interconnected void space (primary

porosity) that allow for the storage and
transmission of groundwater.

USAF United States Air Force

USEPA United States Environmental Protection I'-
Agency

USGS United States Geological Survey K.:

VOA Volatile Organic Compounds

''%4.
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25 Jne 1964

-- uSTh L~AUCIDMTOUtATI N tOGRI -t__

fhase n Stage 2 114 UVAlutlon
Otiff as 5, i. Tork8

I. Description of Vork

The purpose of this task Is to determine if enviromental contamination
has resul ted from waste disposal and ruel band' nM practices at GrLftiss AFB

NY; to Identiff potential environmental oonsequenoes of migrating pollutants;
to identify the magnitude, extent and direotion of movement of discovered
ontaminants.

he Phase I INP report (maled under separate cover) and Pbase II ZIP
report (mailed under separate cover) incorporated background and description
of the sites for thi task. To accomplish the survey effort, the contractor
shall take the following steps:

A. General

1, Locations where surface water mples or leachate samplos are
taken, or where soil exploratory borings are drilled shall be marked with a
permanent marker, and the location marked on a project map of the site.

2. Al1 water samples collected shall be analyzed on mite by the
contractor for pl, temperature and specific conductance. Smpllng, maximum
holding time and preservation of samples shall strictly omply with the

* following references: Standard Hahnda fm .h Kmm atIna /m n atd Ad

Ntaa daxLn, 15th 3d. (1980), pp. 35-42; M Part 31, pp. 76-06, (1980),
.thod D-3370; and HL a f= =m l A ULI. Ar QNata W VaAUAa EPA
.lanual 600/4-9-020, pp. ,il to z z (1979). hlnifim detection limits and
methods for analysis are shown in Attachment 1.

3. Standard penetration tests and split spoon sampling shall be
aoomplished on all soil exploratory borings and on all monitor well borings.
All wells shall be developed, water levels measured and locations surveyed and
recorded on a project map and a specific site map. Groundwater monitoring
wells shall, as a minmumn, comply with Envlronental Protection Agency Guide-

lines and State or now York requirements for monitoring well Installation.
Only screw type joints shall be used. Glued fittings are not permitted.

4. Field data collected for each sone shall be plotted and mapped.
Us nature, magntude and potential for contaminant flow within each sone to
receiving streams and groundwaters shall be estimated. Upon completion of the
sampling and analysis, the data shall be tabulated In the next R&D Status
report as specified in item vI below.

Olighlights of modification underscored

F33615-80-D-4006,)040l B-1
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a. In addition to Items delineated In A above, oonduot the following
--- specific actions at sites identifled on rlffiss AFB. ----

1. Yank Farm and 31dm 210

a. A Ground Penetrating ladar (OP) swep of each proposed boring
location shall be conducted In order to verity the absence of subsurface

acilltie.

b. A total of" 40 moll exploratoy boringe (10 at BuildingE 201 and
30 at the Tank Farm) shall be completed around the sates to approximately 5

feet below the water table (20 feet total depth). A inimum of ten percent of
the borlnp at each location shall be emplaced at sufficoent distance
dovagradient from the site to be outside the estimated contaminent plus*. 'V %

Split spoon samples shall be taken at 5 feet, 10 feet and at the water table.

Borlnp shall be monitored with an organic vapor meter to detect the presence
of fuel oontaminants. The results of the vapor monitoring will be included in
the boring logs.

o. Temporary PVC well points shall be installed In each completed
borehole. The top of each well point shall be surveyed for elevation and its

location noted on a base map. Staff gauge locations shall also be surveyed
at up to ten locations along nearby surface drainage-ways.

d. After the well points have stabilized for at least 48 hours, a
round of water level measurements shall be made. Floating fuel product N
thicknesses, if present, shall also be measured.

e. A water table contour map shall be developed In the field for
each site from the above data, and the groundwater gradient and direction of
flow around each site shall be Identified through the general discharge area
Including Three Mile Creek and a nearby tributary to Siz Mile Creek. Fuel
product plumes, if present, shall also be mapped.

f. Based on the above data, a total of 10 groundwater monitoring
wells shall be Installed around the sites, four at Building 201 and six at the
Tank Farm Area to monitor contaminant migration. Distance orlterla shall be

as specified in Item I.B.1.b. These wells shall be constructed of a-inh"
Inside diameter PVC with 20 feet of .010 inch slotted screen, and they shall

be installed in the exploratory boringe as selected by the contractor in the
field. The base o the screens shall be set approximately 15 feet below the
water table (30 feet total depth) with the top of the screens extending above
the water table to Intercept floating fuel products, If present. Oe o the

wells at the Tank Farm Area shall be an upgradient wall to provide background
water quality data. All wells plus the existing monitor well near Tank Farm

No. 3 shall be surveyed fr elevation using existing base benchmarks. Upon

completion of well construction, all new wells and the existing monitor well
shall be developed.

g. Aquifer characteristics tests will be conducted by slug and
reoovery methods on three wells to determine aquifer tranmissivities.

P33615-80-D-4006/004101 B-2
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16 After the monitoring weils bavle stabilized for two weeks,
groudwatrsmples shall be reovered, from each at the 11 wel1s. Prior to

smplings each veill al be purged of the equivalent of 3 ior miore earning - '
volumes ofvwater standing inthevwell. The mmplahallbe anlyzedfor the
paaeters shown In Attachment 2.

2. Laadtfli So. Y

.5.a. A total of 4 groundwater monitoring vells shall be Installed
around the perimeter of the landfill. The veils shall be completed to a depth
of 20 feet belum the water table (35 feet total depth), At least one vell

4. shall be =mplaced at sufficient distance dovogradient to be outside the
estimated contaminant pluine. Wlls shall be constructed of s-inoh diameter

b. fte four ney and one existing monitor veils shall be surveyed
for elevation, as veil as the leachate seep and nearby surface stream points

* ~for the purpose of developing a groundwater flow map. S.5-

o. imThe leachate seep shall be sampled once and analyzed for the
parameters sonin Attachment 2.

* d. The 4 nay and 1 existing monitoring veils shall be sampled for
analysis of those parameters listed in Attachment 2.

e. Aquifer characteristics tests shall be conducted by &lug and .

* ~recover methods on one dovugradient veil. .*

3. Dry Wells (Building 101 and 220)

Two dry veils at Buildings 101 and 220 shall be evaluated to
determine the extent of heavy metal contamination. Th7e veils shall be sampled

* using a portable, tripod rig. A api spoon sampler AMAl] be driven Into the

w eil shallb collected for analysis at eac of ah roilowng depths: 0-.5
* FE; 1 ft; 2 ft; 4 ft; and 6 ft (10 samples total). 7ne Samples shall be

analyzed icr Iron, -e@ cpe, aramlis (total and hoeuvalent), Manganeso"*-
zinc ancl anfimonyi.

C. Well Installation and Cleanup

Monitor veils shall be completed with the installation of an iron
security asing-lequipped with a lockable cap, Veil Installations shall be
cleaned up following the completion of the vell. Drill cuttings shall be
removed and the general arma cleaned. The exact locations of veils at each
site shall be determined by the contractor in the field.

D. Data Review:

Results of smpling and analysis shall be tabulated and Incorporated
Into the monthly R&D Status Reports and forvarded to the U3AF OWEL for review
as soon as they become available as specified in Itam TI below.

733615-80-D-4006/004101 S- 3
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i. A draft report delineating .L findings of this field inVestiga-
tion shall be prepared and forwarded to the USA? OZEL an specified in item VI
below for Air force review and comment. Ws Report shall be prepared in the
format of Addendm No. I to the existing i? Phase 11 Report for Griffias Air
Force Base. Mi report shall Include a discussion of the site hydrogeologl,
well logs of all project wells, data from water level surveys, water quality
analysis results, available Seabydrologio cross sections, groundater surface
and flow maps, and laboratory quality assurance Information.

2. Etimates shall be made of the magnitude, etnt and direction of
movement of contaminants discovered. Potential environmental consequences of
discovered contamination shall be Identified or estimated. .%

3. Specific requirements, if any, for future groundwater and surface .
water monitoring must be Identified.

I. Site Location and Dates

Griffiss FB NT
USAF Hosp/SGPB
Dates to be established

III. Base Support: Griffias £7B shall provide the following:

A. Designation of site for disposal of drill cuttings.

B. Use of a holding tank (bower) and designation of disposal site for
contaminated groundwater generated during well development.

IV. Government Furnished Property: None

V. Government Points of Contact

1. Lt Col B.C. Vooten 2. Dr Dee Ann Sanders
USAF OL/TSS USAF OL/TS
Brooks £7B TI 78235 Brooks AFB TI 78235
(512) 536-2158 (512) 536-2158
AT 210-2158 AT 2i0-2158

3. Cipt John Joyce 4. Cal Ron Burnett
USAF Sosp Griffiss/SOPB ! SAC/SOPB
Griffias A78 NY 13441 offutt A7B nE 68113
(315) 330-3277 (i02) 294-4651
AV 587-3277 AT 271-4651

Y33615-8o-D-4006/0o4101 B-4
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V1. Is addition to sequence mabers It and 10 whicb are applicable to all
orders, the refereno mumber bela Is applioable to this order. Also shan
... _ ta .PPllosble .t.this o __

UK/ I 84SEP07 POCT05 85JA104 S

*A miniue of two draft reports vil be required. After Incorporating Air
Foroe comonts concerning the first draft report, the contractor shall supply
the USAF OfL vith one copy of the esoond draft report. Upon approval by
USAF OREL, the contractor @hall distribute the reainiLng 24 copies per a USA
ODL-furaLahed distribution list. The contractor shall supply the USAF Oral
with 25 coples of each draft report and 50 copies plus the original aea :

-' ready copy of the finzal report.
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-- lulytiesl Methods -eand oquired beteotiem Limits_

volatile Orgais Coupolads 000oc WA Methods 601"02 e

o'Ieol orgalie Carbon (T0) SPA Method 415.1 1 m8/".

Oils ad Greases EPA Method 413.2 0.1 mg/L
Phenol (total) PA Method 420.1 1 FoIL
Arseio (As) IPA Method 206.2 or 206.3 10 pSIL
CiAkli (CA) EPA method 213.2 10 puILLoad MO "PA ethod 239.2 2O Ful
Norear7 (28} EPA Method 245.1 1 pgLl
Chromsm (CO) SPA Method 218.1 50 pI/L
NWkelI (NO) ZPA Method 249.1 100 pSil

Silver (As) EPA Method 272.2 10 pSIL
Caner (C) IPA Method 220.1 20 pu1L

"eoteeties limit for 70C must be 3 times the noise level of he isttzneat.
Laboratory distilled water must show o respoase; if it shows a respseo,
oorretioas of positive results must be made.

00Detoetiou limits for Volatile Organie Compounds shall be as specified for
the ecupounds by IPA Methods 601-602. Method: Federal egister, Vol. 44,
No. 238. pp 64f6"9473. This method should be strietly followed lncludiag
these items:

Item 1.4 - This method is roe-eaded by IPA for use only by ozpoeeed....
residue analysts or under the close supervision of sah qualified
persons@

Itep 2.1- This Is most important. If Laterfereaces are eacountered (as is

early peaks such as vinyl chloride), the method provides a
secondary gas chromatographi ecolum that will be helpful is
resolviag the oompouds of Interest from interfereneos. This
must be done In the case of visyl chloride and so noted As
analysis report.

Items 3.3. 7.1-7.3 - These sectios on laterfereaces sotamiastiom sad OC
should be strictly followed.

Item 8.3 All samples must be analyzed within the recoemeaded holdiag

times. This must be followed without zoeption.

If questions are euoutered about certain eoatamsiamsts, you may be asked to
show both ohromatograms used to rule out possible laterferences.

Y3 3615-80-D-4006/004101 B-6
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Peter J. Marks

t&

Fields of Competence Key Projects

Project management; environmental analytical USAF/OEHL Brooks AFS. Program Manager for this
laboratory analysis; hazardous waste, groundwater and three-year BOA contract provides technical support in
soil contamination; source emissions/ambient air environmental engineering surveys, wastewater
sampling; wastewater treatment; biological monitoring characterization programs, geological investigations,
methods; and environmental engineering. hydrogeological studies, landfill leachate monitoring %

and landfill siting investigations, bioassay studies,
Experience Summary wastewater and hazardous waste treatability studies,

and laboratory testing and/or field Investigations of en-
Eighteen years in Environmental Laboratory and En- vironmental instrumentation/equipment. Collection,
vironmental Engineering as Project Scientist, Project analysis, and reporting of contaminants present in
Engineer, Process Development Supervisor, and water and wastewater samples in support of Air Force
Manager of Environmental Laboratory with WESTON. Environmental Health Programs.
Experience in analytical laboratory, wastewater surveys, United States Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials
hazardous waste, groundwater and soil contamination, Agency (USATHAMA), Aberdeen Proving Ground, Mary-DoD-specific wastes, stream surveys, process develop- land. Program Manager for three-year basic ordering

ment studies, and source emission and ambient air agreement contract to provide research and develop-
testing. In-depth experience in pulp and paper, steel, ment for technology in support of the DOD Installation
organic chemicals, pharmaceutical, glass, petroleum, Restoration Program. The objective of the Program is to 7
petrochemical, metal plating, food industries and DoD. identify and develop treatment methods/technology for -L-

Applied research on a number of advanced wastewater containment andlor remedial action. Technology
treatment projects funded by Federal EPA. development for remedial action is to include ground-

water, soils, sediments, and sludges.
Credentials Confidential Client Ohio. Project Manager of an on-going

contract to conduct corporate environmental testing and
B.S., Biology- Franklin and Marshall College (1963) special projects at client's U.S. and overseas plants.
M.S., Environmental Engineering and Science-Drexel WESTON must be able to assign up to four professionals to
University (1965) a project within a two week notice.
American Society for Testing and Materials Confidential Client (inorganic and Organic Chemicals).

Product Manager of a current contract to conduct
wastewater sampling and analysis of plant effluent for

Water Pollution Control Association of Pennsylvania priority pollutants. The project also includes a
wastewater treatability study to evaluate a number of

Employment History process alternatives for removal of priority pollutants
from the present effluent.

1965-Present WESTON Confidential Client, Utah. Technical Project Manager for
1963-1964 Lancaster County General Hospital in-depth wastewater survey, in-plant study, treatability ...

Research Laboratory for Analytical study, and concept engineering study in support of the %..
Methods Development client's objectives to meet 1983 effluent limitations.

WESTON had two project engineers, two chemists, five %
technicians and an operating laboratory in the field.
Field effort is six months duration. •

Professional Profile



Frederick Bopp III, Ph.D., P.G.

Registration Employment History

Registered Professional Geologist in the State of 1979-Present WESTON
Indiana

1977-1979 U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
Fields of Competence Waterways Experiment Station

1976-1977 University of South Florida
Groundwater resources evaluation; hydrogeologic Department of Geology
evaluation of sanitary landfills and other waste disposal
sites; detection and abatement of groundwater pollu- 1970-1976 University of Delaware
tion; digital modeling of groundwater flow and solute Department of Geology
transport; statistical analysis of geological and 1974-1976 Earth Quest Associates
geochemical data; geochemical prospecting; estuarine President and Principal Partner
geology and geochemistry; trace metal and aqueous
geochemistry. 1974 (Summer) WESTON A

19661970 United States NavyExperience Summary Commissioned Officer

Seven years experience in hydrogeology and Key Projects ...

geochemistry, involving such activities as: assessment
of subsurface water and soil contamination; develop- Project manager on seven task orders for environmental
ment of contamination profiles; evaluation of remedia- assessment services at United States Air Forcetion actions for groundwater quality restoration; quan- facilities in nine states.
titative chemical analysis of water and soil; ore assay
and ore body evaluation; drilling supervisor; Task manager for a Superfund site evaluation in Ohio.
hydrogeologic assessment; pollution detection and Site manager for drum recovery operations in Penn-
abatement; estuarine pollution analysis; application of sylvania and New Jersey.
flow and solute transport computer models; computer
programming; project management; teaching en- Project manager for site assessments of oil and fuel
vironmental geology and geochemistry. spills in four states.

Project manager for closure plan development at a
Credentials hazardous waste landfill in New Jersey.

B.A., Geology- Brown'University (1966) Definition and abatement of groundwater contamina-
tion from chemical manufacturing in Delaware.
Flow and solute transport digital model of a heavily-

Ph.D., Geology-University of Delaware (1979) pumped regional aquifer in southern New Jersey.

Sigma Xi, The Scientific Research Society of North Definition and abatement of groundwater contamina-
America tion from chemical manufacturing in the Denver area.
Geological Society of America, Hydrology Division Hydrogeologic impact assessment of on-land dredge -
National Water Well Association, Technical Division spoil disposal in coastal North Carolina.

American Association for the Advancement of Science Geochemical prospecting and ore body analysis in V ]

Arizona.
Estuarine Research Federation: Atlantic Estuarine
Research Society

Professional Profile
- *'%. ""



tV

Richard C. Johnson, P.G.

p iq
Registration 1979-1981 Valley Forge Laboratories,

Soils and Materi Is Testing
Registered Professional Geologist in the State of Laboratory
Virginia (No. 600) 1978-1979 Ambric Engineering

Fields of Competence 1976-1977 American Cancer Society
Philadelphia Division

Hydrologic and geologic investigations of waste 1972-1975 Temple University
disposal sites; engineering properties of soil and rock; Department of Geology
laboratory determination of mechanical properties of
soils; laboratory investigation of physical properties of 1969-1971 City of Philadelphia
sulfite sludges and coal burning wastes; Department of Licenses and
hydrogeological analysis; petroleum contamination of Inspections
groundwater, and optical and x-ray diffraction analysis K Poc
of geologic materials. Key Projects

Project Geologist for investigations of existing and pro-
Experience Summary posed hazardous waste disposal sites in Pennsylvania,

New Jersey, Ohio, and Maine. Studies included drillingOver six years experience in geotechnical and and soil sampling programs; the interpretation of .- .geological Investigations, ndits quanitav hydrogeologic conditions; and evaluation of the-yr-ogc ngeological investigation of landfill sites; quantitative pyia tblt ferhipudet.:--'

and qualitative groundwater analysis; industrial waste physical stability of earth impoundments.
disposal assessment; evaluation of soil mass stability Project Geologist for U.S. Air Force Installation Restora-
and bearing capacity at proposed sites of building and tion Program Phase II studies in New York, New Jersey, .- j
tank structures; development of remedial actions. Pennsylvania, and Minnesota. Supervised field in-
Supervision of e neering of laboratory programs for vestigation of waste disposal and spill sites related to
soil and waste material testing; supervision of well in- base activities.
stallation, well monitoring, and sampling program. Principal Hydrogeologist for a groundwater and "..,

Credentials geologic investigation at the Milan Army AmmunitionPlant, Tennessee for the U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous

B.A.-LaSalle College (1969) Materials Agency.
M.A., Geology-Tempe University (1976) Development and implementation of a program for the

interception and recovery of hydrocarbons in ground-
Graduate course work in soil mechanics, engineering water at a chemical processing plant in the Pittsburgh
geology and hydrology- Drexel University (1979-1981) area.

National Water Well Association Interpretation of hydrologic and geologic conditions
U.S. National Group of Engineering Geology related to migration of chlorinated hydrocarbons in

groundwater in the vicinity of production wells at a
American Geophysical Union chemical processing plant in Ohio.
Employment History Hydrogeologic investigation of the Bruin Lagoon Super-

fund project in Butler County, Pennsylvania.

1981-Present WESTON Project Manager and Principal Investigator for a subsur-
face investigation to determine soil conditions at the

Professional Profile



ON'

Deborah L. Jones

.o

. Fields of Competence Key Projects

- Field and laboratory soils investigations; analysis of soil Soil evaluation to determine site suitability for a hazar-
- characteristics and suitability for specific land use pur- dous waste disposal facility and assisted in preparation

poses, groundwater contamination detection investiga- of variance request.
tions, soil erosion determination and control.

Soil suitability investigations for on-lot waste disposal
Experience Summary in Chester County, PA.

" Evaluation of soils to determine suitability as liner
Experience in soil and hydrogeological investigations material for a hazardous waste landfill in Central Illinois.
including evaluation of soil erosion potential, field Soils and hydrogeologic investigations to determine ex-

-" characterization of soils and evaluation for on-lot waste tofl olotamination an Aire exi
disposal, sanitary landfills, and sludge disposal: soil tent of fuel oil contamination at an Air Force Base in
and groundwater sampling, soil mapping, pump test per- New York.
formance and analysis, geophysical surveys including Intensive geophysical investigations to characterize a
use oi magnetometer, ground-penetrating radar, and chemical waste disposal site for a government research
electromagnetic conductivity meter, air monitoring firm in New Mexico.
using organic vapor analyzer. Soil sampling and evaluation to determine extent of con-

Credentialstamination at an industrial hazardous waste storage
area in New Mexico.

B.S., Environmental Resource Management-Penn- Soils investigations to determine extent of pesticide
sylvania State University (1981) contamination at a storage facility in Minnesota.

1 M.S., Environmental Pollution Control, emphasis in Literature search to determine state-of-the-art ground-
• Agronomy - Pennsylvania State University (1983) water measurement and transport modelling techniques.

American Society of Agronomy Publications

Soil Science Society of America
Rogowski, A.S., R.M. Khanbilvardi, and D.L• Jones.

Employment History "Point Estimates of Erosion." For presentation at the
1984 summer meeting of American Society of1983-Present WESTON Agricultural Engineering, University of Tennessee,

1981-1983 Northeast Watershed Research Knoxville, TN, June 24-27, 1984.
Center USDA-ARS

Professional Profile



John A. Willams, Jr.

Fields of Competence Key Projects

Geologic and geophysical investigations: geological Coordinated and supervised geophysical investiga-
and groundwater sampling techniques and instru- tions to locate buried drums and to delineate the
mentation technology; design, operation, and evalua- boundaries of a buried waste lagoon for a scrap '1
tion of geophysical survey, equipment, testing and recovery plant in Rhode Island.
analysis of aquifers, and groundwater pollution. Geophysical field investigation to locate buried

trenches and waste lagoons for a government facilityExperience Summary in California.

Three years experience in geologic and geophysical Geophysical field investigation, well installation and
investigtions including subsurface profiling using sample collection to determine the distribution of
Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR), electrical resistivity leachate, and the extent of contamination in a heavily-and electromagnetic conductivity for numerous used aquifer in New York. ""

private and government facilities; groundwater sam- Geophysical investigation to define the lateral and
pling and aquifer pump tests, six years experience in vertical effect of fill deposition for a facility in
bathymetric, hydrographic and biological studies. Massachusetts.

Credentials Soils investigation to determine the extent of con-
tamination from old waste lagoons and fire training lp:-.

A. S., Marine Technology - Cape Fear Technical areas for a government facility in Arizona.
Institute (1975) Hydrogeologic investigation for a scrap recovery
B. S., Earth Science (Geology) - West Chester State facility in western Pennsylvania.
College (1983) Responsible for deploying benthic and water quality
Certified Ground Penetrating Radar Operator sampling gear and an electronic navigation system for

Certified NAUI/PADDI Scuba Diver a dredge spoils disposal study in Lake Erie.

Geological Society of America Geophysical investigation (ground penetrating radar
and electrical resistivity) to locate buried drums and

Employment Hstory delineate trench boundaries for a government facility

1982 - Present WESTON
1980-1982 Environmental Resources

Management, Inc.

1977-1980 WESTON
1976-1977 Highway Service Marineland
1975-1976 Lawler, Matusky, Skelly Engineers

Professional Profile
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SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG _

WELL NUMBER: .Igi - ? OWNER: (/- 4-- i" e .i"# -

LOCATION: lei/dt n ADDRESS: &r l ' S 4'f"8

TOTAL DEPTH 3-. o

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: 7.0

DRILLING .. DRILLING A DATE _

COMPANY: E hDa:4 METHOD: /j./.- DRILLED:

DRILLER: / J. ,I/1 HELPER: & 'e,, nc. NOTES:

LOG BY: - /.t Lt- ."

DESCRIPTION / SOIL CLASSIFICATION

(COLOR. TEXTURE. STRUCTURES)

717 -7 S CZ.

m ce- /2. q VV7 re? ".pj

M~e 4 L,./.os,.e.,

* i /i/7 A.°C rL

-..+,.,.

711 -S2~

7/,o

-5 IN -O-2 .San 66 abe r-e-
"" ,* 

.
* *. .

N 
. 74 1

-i--" S.T M. 019N 
SHEET' F,: . . D - 1 o. , ' , , '



Protecove slow
Casing with Locking Cap

Ripr e Sickup

Ground Surface

Cemennt/entonte Grout
Rat 20/1

6" Diameter
Bore "Ole

8 Foit B.G.S.

Bentorito
4" Diameter POes"

Schedle 409 Fee S.O.S.PVC Riser Pipe

with Flush Threaded
Couplings .:.*. .*.

Gravel Pack

'44.

0.020 inch Slot
PVC Screen

2 0 Feet :.

4.-. ..-*
*4*' '~-...-Plug

3 0 Feet D.G.S. '

Note: Not to Scle t*- ..ht,

WELL CONSTRUCTION LOG
WELL NUMBER 2 0

0-2.. *.-.-....--,: **''*' D-**.~*'*-2 " ,".'~-



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: M IN 2 I OWNER: 0S- A, r zce-

LOCATIO :Cq' f.._ ADDRESS:

61)1 6rmLs'lJ'. i2d, TOTALDEPTH ____,_' Q __

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: / I- 0

DRILLING rp DRILLING DATE 7 _-___COMPANY: METHOD: D'ruD ROLLED: 'DRILLER: A. € P,// HELPER: - NOTES:

LOG BY: -JC?--

* 'pDESCRIPTIONV SOIL CLASSIFICATIONI
(COLOR. TEXTURE. STRUCTURES)

"tIg # ;/A. - - rr- 4.'.

-7, "7 -br forow 1i -4 z ." ih b, - 's -fr z - ,

/ 0-

3 ~£ /-/2 (ai..5~f14.~i_ A-c..-.,5f.'..~C

5odz-r r-

2

16$ .e as _bc r-e, -C -te cc& ..

/0et --r

-.- _ t .- s1- -7t277 .L ..L .:Ltj,

5% - ,.

-D-

SHEET .......... O

D-3,"-.:



= ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Poetv Steel ,rF. %- t r ~We h~

SPRotcivm Sie~k

*Ground Surface2. e

Cementl~wentofle, Grout
Ratio 20/1

6", Diameter

3 Feet B.G.S.

4" DiameterPeSO
Schedule 404Fot.GS
PVC Riser Pipe_______
wit Flush Threaded ososo
Couplings og

000 0.020Oinch Slot

PVC Screen

20t Fo to *cat
*,so-

:2 WELL CONSTRUCTION LOG
WELNUMBER 21

D-4



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: MW- ,2.. OWNER: U.S Air JtCCQ
LOCATION: re-& ADDRESS: APB

rm-A ra;Ljt r.cL TOTAL DEPTH A' f_

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: I t. ,

DRILLING k DRILLING DATE
COMPANY: E METHOD: 'RL,2 NOTES:
DRILLER: A'. 6 u.l HELPER: .

LOG BY: 'Willcftl.

., ~DESCRIPTION I/SOIL CLASSIFICATION (.

(COLOR, TEXTURE, STRUCTURES)

cwrse,,?. Pei. be-m-

_W 3.> a 4, ..-I-..e_ . "- " r d'.."ooc

/-5--~~~~ 7 x

o°°T M, DI S EE O

D-5" ,

• ., ,? ¢

:. .... .':

D-5 .A. ".:.
". . o .- . ' . v v . ' . '?*:L.-, , ' . ' .. . . . - . . '. . . C . . . . .Z ' - . , - . - ' '*."- , * . ; L : .' ' - -. : .' , f .Z " " / Z ' . '



'p.A

2.3 Rser Plpe Stckup
Ground Surface Fe

V, Dioaeter
Bore

4 
"Ole

3~~S Fet .GS

Benkton
4" Diameter PWsa
Schedule 40 4Fe ..PVC Riser Pipe
with Flush Threaded o*

Couplings

00 Ao 0.020 Inch Slot

841 
.P.ug

-Note Not to Scale

WELL CONSTRUCTION LOG 0

WELL NUMBER 2 2

D- 6



la wSKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER:. _AV-.2- 3_ OWNER: t- A,- Frot.-
LOCATION: -,vJ CU rna r c-P ADDRESS: br-i El!" AF=B

"__ TOTAL DEPTH _ 7 _ b _

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: D -

DRILLING DRILLING DATE
COMPANY: METHOD: METOD: RILLED: NOTES:
DRILLER:A I - " lo i HELPER: L-- .- ti'-

LOG BY: 4. t ,/!'

~ ~~%~t ~DESCRIPTION /SOIL CLASSIFICATION
t (COLOR, TEXTURE, STRUCTURES)

2-2

c ~ - 6.5 - - -Z Sr ,- ,u -' &6 - .-#,.. ,a,-rd 7b i-le. .- Ca ,.e_ 7

-ai? "

-3 ~e a c

44 - &.S.o - a tL. / $ x  -vt -

C-j ' F ,,. -<A] . ~ Al,;.'-.

-- 7

• .. - .

&ST •ta SHEET......OF.......-..,.-
: ~~D-7.".-"

-? : : -. -. ..- '- ',', .- ; .:'--- .- ,--.- "., ,'- ,.:-,:;: ,?.:..--..:.:< v_ ',:.' .- ';4.-'..-",? .- ':':-, :< -:



Curb Box Flush
with Ground Surface

Ground Surface

8" Diameter
Bore HOle

Bentonite
4" Diameter PO SO
Schedule 404FetBGS
PVC Riwe Pipe__ _____

with Flush Threaded 00

Gravel Pack

**. **0.020 Inch Slot

Note:PV Nottoecal

41

D-8



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: M W -24. OWNER: L) s.. A r,, -
LOCATION: kr' - /CO-I/Acc1 ADDRESS: , r, , AF:a

'LIf1  TOTAL DEPTH - 7-

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: L?'

DRILLING eu DRILLING DATE -- 7 ,ff
COMPANY: METHOD: LAIv .... DRILLED:. NOTES:

DRILLER: A. 3 - f-,-{v HELPER: C'- t_ NOTES:

LOG BY: ________

DESCRIPTION /SOIL CLASSIFICATION
(COLOR. TEXTURE. STRUCTURES)

, ,, ..:

,$ - . -2.' v 5 r t " .S" A7' leiodLn-"y welV

-7
(, -7' Za- 1--'ii " 17,d ntodu.'m.

I %"\% %

Iq J,

.3 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Sn tl -,S /0-/ co&u7, lfd.m7~)CcC .~~d /$-e

/0 -b~ 20-2Z' 'aez-n-C7 1o cccso &d C,

S /aett /i5A b,-pv-nj

7 a ~ Cca,'s -w -4~ -sc4-,

.Z -7

AS.TM 0150 SHEET OF '

D- 9* --. ~**.*~*.* .**..*. -:-.'. ~ . . .:S
?""' " "" "" " " ""-""2 "" :: : " : " "":" "" ::": :",: : : ? : ': _ ] " : :::': :_" -:';: .:... . . .. _ _ _ . .



% * S -- I

%a

I ~Curb Box Flush ~

wih Ground Surface

Cemerit/Bentonite Grout
Ratio 20/1

6ll Daeer-
Bore Hole

3Feet B.G.S.

4" DiameterPeltSa
Schedule 40
PVC Riser Pipe4FetBGS
with Flush Threaded
Couplings00

0 0 0.020 Inch Slot

2 0 Feet

*: 25 Feet B.G.S.

p Note: Not to Scale

WELL CONSTRUCTION LOG
-a WELL NUMBER 2 4

D- 10



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: PA A -I-7 OWNER. s. Air FRit'-c

LOCATION: ADDRESS: &r 4 4- G6 AFB

____________________TOTAL DEPTH ~4-
SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: " ' / -- '
DRILLIG DORILLNG -, DATE

COPNY: LIl~ METHOD: nI NOTES:31
DRILLER: R. 60 ,A HELPER: t. le NOTES:

LOG BY: 1'

. 1 ' . . ~ ~DESCRIPTION /SOIL CLASSIFICATION :.- :::__L

(COLOR, TEXTURE, STRUCTURES) -''?J-d '

4,/,. - /oC.

61r 6ey7_ yr lo- C0o."""".., ,

2- 87-7 -- i.L .C.-
Ia

r ;A 1--'

26-- 1'd e- 4- -.4,2c -5r'r/ , Iet - /LL,& k1,.- -

/oo-. o

L .

S.T &M. 01,0 SHEET OF
D- 11

.",° ' '. ,° . . , ' ', '. - , o ,' ' " "-' ".- , , , * --. -* . .-- -*,, " . . . -



Protective Steel
Casing with Locking Cap

IRisr Pipe StIckup
Ground Surface2.2Fe

Cemnt/Bentonite Grout

Bentonite
4" Diameter Pellet Seal
Schedule 404Fet.GS
PVC Riser Pipe _ _

with Flush Threaded o

Couplings

4,04

0 0.020 Inch Slot

Plug

.. 25 Feet B.G.S.

Note Not to Scale

WELL CONSTRUCTION LOG
WELL NUMBER 2 5

D- 12



! m% m~o P. wor W_ , .

10

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: M W"2 OWNER: v_ :5 AP...
LOCATION: T-h&" FR'11-r A ADDRESS: &r"F"l> 4F:B

___________TOTAL DEPTH 3 0
SURFACE ELEVATION:_ WATER LEVEL:

DRILLING DRILLING DATE I
COMPANY: ______ __ METHOD: 7er DRILLED:" 7-44 NO'TES:
DRILLER: 6'. A.5 HELPEX: A /c,.. NOS:

* LOG BY:-'JW,i/ns

DESCRIPTION /SOIL CLASSIFICATION
(COLOR, TEXTURE. STRUCTURES)

- 7 - - -o C s,e -4,, "

-e ,-o5al r-" 2".-2".,--'e. c.64~6

D/1

• .. :~.,,.'i-

'. *-"-.

/ I / , -:.- -

3- .bbo o

• .?. M. OIUS SHEET -_ OF -. 4 q
SD- 13 .-"- .



Curb Box Flush
with__ 'rudSufc

4 withGGounndSSuraac

8" Diameter
owe Hale

4" DiameterPo Sa
Schedule 40 8FdBGS %.
PVC Riser Pipe
with Flush Threaded
Couplings

.4V

NMt: Not to Scals

WELL CONSTRUCTION LOG
WELL NUMBER 26

D- 14



!7.~m ". w"' W"_"

W'' SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMER: _____ OWNER: L)S" Atr f:r~e_
LOCATION: - k- F-arI ADDRESS:- A-S

*,:.. L',rT P",p A e a 2r1- o1w : __ . A__ __

-thLIK --.rvm TOTAL DEPTH 2 - L
SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL:

DRILLING DRILLING A.. DATE 1 1 5 -"d ICOMPANY: I( f -METHOD: A i e r DRILLED: _N T S

DRILLER: A. Q6,' I1. HELPER: -  "

0W' t DESCRIPTION I SOL CLASSIFICATION
(COLOR, TEXTURE. STRUCTURES) --

zbar- 6 row--A c -)b

2-- - -,. re-' coQ, 1Ms.,. -,-"..-.. 7 ...e a , 'r .e .?,. 1, a V a /CO .-. ; -'9

/0 3 Jc /0-12. -Se0Lne aZs Q 6 0 r-C-

4- er- l.'-'q/ 1 r7 e
i /o- --, . < -,,o/z.' ro ve /_ os.6o-W- ,L

" bl 70 r&' -2 4i s/ cL nd s i/ /-e rerv- C,

Air-" 2 - 2 6. ray.-s .Sc)-,, s, 1 C/ / )- -F7, ) ,.

sa-A~a6 /ne~ -lb ~ rn -edi , yr veLb _% 4k,

, , _ :.-.:¢

. M-.IMSHEET -- OF -

D- 15

............ ***--*-"* - -*.*."..*..""



i-,

Protective Steel
Casing with Locking Cap

GRiser 
Pipe StickupGround Surface 2.2Fe

Cement/BSentonite Grout
Ratio 20/1

8" Diameter
Bore Hole cv

Ile-

3 Feet B.G.S.

Bentonite
4" Diameter Pellet Seal
Schedule 40 4 Feet B.G.S.
PVC Riser Pipe
with Flush Threaded-..
Couplings 

.....

-', / Gravel Pack

600.020 inch Slot " -
SPVC Screen

""2 0 Fee o-f so"a

660, *666

be o

S2.5 Feet B.G.S.

0* 0 ceo:

".. ~Note: Not to Scale ' .-

":" WELL CONSTRUCTION LOG
"" ~WELL NUMBER 2 7 , -:

D-16

". e....*.



w" P. WOO" ML

IX* ~ W V, , . ,u ,

SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: ___-__ _2 OWNER:'__S____Atr_ _rd-_

LOCATION: ADDRESS:

______________________ TOTAL DEPTH -

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: 2 4 '1%,,

DRILLING DRILLING _. DATE , _,_

COMPANY: METHOD: ±. r- DRILLED:-" -' "

DRILLER: -,4,HELPER: e H _-ki-e-s_. NTS

LOGBY: j I" 
""" 

Wl

- 4 DESCRIPTION I SOIL CLASSIFICATION

(COLOR. TEXTURE. STRUCTURES) .-. '-

5-- -7

2 7- e-- 7o, Sct' nr/ c d-/ " _ ....4

'C/ ,1 /k- d-a-, -

/,S'" 7

2.1 / 1p..-

'.

ICC 5C~ft." ,c,o..2

D-17T M OSM SHEET. OF

:D-17

.•..J-*jo



I
4' Curb Box Flush

with Ground Surface

4'. Ground Surface

.0~

Cemtert/Bentonlte Grout
Rat 20/1

8" Diamneter
Bore Hole__

4" Diameter Pl O
Schedule 404
PVC Riser Pipe FetBGS
with Flush Threaded
Couplings

&V%

* 0.020 Inch Slot

no .

* 25 Feat B.G.S.

Note: Not to Scale

WELL CONSTRUCTION LOG
WELL NUMBER 2 8

D- 18



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER.____________ OWNER: 0 . Aat F et
LgCAT!Ot4: L~..i ti ADDRESS: 6649s A I

&r ,brek Afhre r.ii TOTAL DEPTH LL.t
SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: - (0 -4
DRILLING - DRILLING DATECOMPANY: ._METHOD: /  k/ -  RLLED: NOTES:

DRILLER: R...A..& ...- HELPER: ,lir' &:O 4- Vc. NOTES:

LOG BY: '%2s 6-1 '

DESCRIPTION / SOIL CLASSIFICATION
(COLOR, TEXTURE- STRUCTURES) -I

c) -5 Lvh 4 cwr 1 -, i .edw

1 -71

S56 ,oT _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

.7..4 /5-1 ..tR &kL',.V-'4

4 s ,+ z'o-~. &re1o, -faye /1! _i' #-zt:-:tr-/

A-GT.. DIM SHEET OF'.

D /919
,.-..,

D-19 .. ..
5 'I.':



Protective Steel+ Casing with Locking Cap

TRiser Pipe StickupGround Surface 2 0"ee

,4,.. 0Feet

Cemnt/ sentonite rt
Ratio 20/1

6" Diameter

3 Feet B.G.S.

Bento.nite (-
4" Diameter Pelet Seal -
Schedule 40
PVC Riser Pipe 4 Feet 3.G.S.with Flush Threaded "
Couplings . .

0e

6.:0.020 Inch Slot 7- z",
PVC Screen -

15 F 00

0e.ac

'04 Plug "' '

, 19.5 Feel B.G.S. '.

Note. No to Scarea

WELL CONSTRUCTION LOG

WELL NUMBER 15 ,".-

D-20

P-.C.Screen
... .. .. .. ... ........ . ........-. - 1 5. . F e et. :.. ... .... .. .. . ._ .. ... . .. ......... . .. . . . . : " " 7

• - £- .- L Z: V : - - \ J J 4



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: . W - OWNER: -.PS r .
LOCATION: 7 ADDRESS:

At, r, Imer levy_
c-"-- ~4fyg i "-, 4,46- TOTAL DEPTH -.Z .0 "

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: g 0 -

DRILLING DRILLING DATE
COMPANY: 'flA,.. METHOD: D/ut- DRILLED: p OES:2
DRILLER: 6-1 A Lr K HELPER: , .q/ NOTES:

LOG BY: -JCew

DESCRIPTION /SOIL CLASSIFICATION
(COLOR. TEXTURE, STRICTURES) -'

/ - 6 Z-.T ; -4 7 -6. -Sad *-Ad "
-93 2e2"7

c9rI( y-'> /b -/aCzA

-1 -5 64?-" ':.-'.-'-"

/ 0

.771 3 1Vt,
13- -5_ 50l- s, 6r- //"

.)3 .. ,e,(d,4s.,

.55,3 2- /-/I t0/ donire -sa ndi/,~ n d/r A7e

. S T

(q ,- .z /?-/7 &F, C"_ ,~ m /1 s ,,,.de w'%'D2

li/I -.!' .-.-......

• SHEET .........O.

_- 0- --4- <, .e 4 .i ..P.

D-21- .. -.,-.



Protective Steel
Casing with Locking Cap

IRise Pipe Stickup
Ground Sudece 2.3 Feet

Cement/Bentonite Grout

, ~~8" Diameter -'---
Bore Hole """

6 Feet B.G.S.

Bentonite
4" DiameterPellet
Schedule 40 7 Feet B.G.S.
PVC Riser Pipe
with Flush Threaded 0.00

Couplings "

Gravel Pack

'

I

0 600.020 inch Slot0..4PVC Screen
15 Fee -.

23 Feet BAS.""

Not Not to Sca"e

WELL CONSTRUCTION LOG
WELL NUMBER 16

D-22,.

,L? .,'.

D- 22

...............................L %-§L 0~ -' ,



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: MW'1 OWNER: a..-t/
LOCAT0 N: -, 177 ADDRESS: -PI i-9_ ,PA

fr' s A-v- ' Fb I - 45- f TOTAL DEPTH 0i.O'*

SURFACE ELEVATION: - WATER LEVEL: -
DRILLING - DRILLING DATE " 2 7 "
COMPANY: 0 METHOD: ,,d9/" DRLLED:&, NOTES:DRILLER: /190d7 80Js HELPER: A,46' (_ oa 'o,;lf__ NOES

LOG BY: t1__ _ en ..

DESCRIPTION / SOIL CLASSIFICATION

(COLOR, TEXTURE, STRUCTURES)",

(s .0- z

£Ec /7 /
- I , ,', ,um r, v-ef da',a ,red4(*4 /r .--

66 3 s- /0 -12/m I u

4 , ,,' ,

65 20-22 L ~ t.scttd 0i~f

4$7 /2..

- p 5 3 2 27 Zi W --6 AX -a Iu X4,& S' yrele

&STM. 01566 SHEET 'OF.

D-23

, , - 7 7,:, V I;, ',,,. ,.. A d,- -- '-"Q



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG N

WELL NUMBER: IIW I -~''OWNER:___________

LOCATION: _________ADDRESS:

_____________________TOTAL DEPTH________

SURFACE ELEVATION:_____ WATER LEVEL:

DRILLING DRILLNG DATE
COMPANY: _______METHOD: _____DRILLED: NOTES:
DRILLER: ___________HELPER: __________

LOG BY: -s'c~

DESCRIPTION / SOIL CLASSIFICATION
(COLOR, TEXTURE, STRUCTURES)

~I ~630-32,4~

L 243s7

kS.T.M DIS SHEET OF...7O

D- 24



Protective Stow,
Casing with Locking Cap
I_1

Rlw Ppe Stickup

Ground Surface -1. 9 Feet

CmntBentonfte Grout
Ratio 20/1 .-.-.

8" Diameter
Bore Hole

18 Feet B.G.S.

Bentonite
4" Diameter Pellet Seal
Schedule 40 19
PVC Riser Pipe Feet B.G.S.
with Flush Threaded 0 -
Couplings •",-" '-

Sceul 0Gravel Pack

0:0.b 0.020 inch Slot ""
PVC Screen ,i

15 Feet "-

0.0Plug "l

.00 0 .
10 1~

0 0

r ."-.:",%
1.5 F o 35 Fee .G.S.

Note Not to Scsle ,.o,4

WELL CONSTRUCTION LOG .,.

...,-.,.

WELL NUMBER 17-

.. "..*

D-2
%.Pug



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER#A(IIy OWNER: o £ -4aCe
LOCATION: /4L4#UY 7i ADDRESS: L-r1 fSStii. g

Aiemral4er - 2" A
6& s A i- tf"i .Sdz~a TOTAL DEPTH - 4f

SURFACE ELEVATION:______ WATER LEVEL:

DRILLING - DRILLING A. DATE
COMPANY: -______METHOD: Dlff RILLED(.:______ ES
DRILLER: Xc8l' '.sJL HELPER: AidO- .ow'b NO/IS:

*LOG BY: "t)Jae

DESCRIPTION / SOIL CLASSIFICATION

(COLOR, TEXTURE, STRUCTURES)

0 9 a 2--s'4 CLO 0.2. 7' a&'

SS 66 3 -n-a7 I LrZ " neI

-3-

79* a

ss~~*. -2 -2 r

.T M, 015W SHEET .LOF j....

D- 26



Protective Steel%r ~ ~4 ~Casing with Locking Cap -~

- Groun[Surfac Pipe Stickup

GrCouedtSurftonl2e7Gree t

Ratio 20/1

8" Diameter

Bore Hole

4" Diameter Pellet Seal
Schedule 40
with Flush Threaded

Couplings

.0* beI
*V, V

o ~~"o Gravel Pack

.0 0.020 Inch Slot

15 Feet :

0*4

,% I Plug

Note. Not to Scale

WELL CONSTRUCTION LOG
WELL NUMBER 18

D-2 7



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: M W.- i OWNER: ___U-S- A_- __ _

LOCATION: 'L" -'I -I 2.- . ADDRESS: (- is' s ,, /

TOTAL DEPTH .CA

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: .,0__

DRILLING DRILLING A DATECOMPANY: ..-- 4"-. ETO: ,er- DRILLED-7

DRILLER: A. E&, ,, If. HELPER: - NOTES:

LOGSV:-J, VlII,',-,.S

log DESCRIPTION I SOIL CLASSIFICATION

. -(COLOR. TEXTURE. STRUCTURES)

/2 6 r~ ce2 rn -e / sa J rs//t.'ayt CZ
4.•

-, ,C - ,_/o,,, ,.:.

"" -, iv P , -"( ,

. _ ._,. _.y. .7t,

I2-

.-:. - ".0 ,- -N; -':

66 . ;!T -.2 7' ,Lrz5 eL(/VL

-II

- -"-;7?

- -C) ' 2r2' 6 .J ~ i~1 ~~

.: 7-- ' 7 s, ..&,-3z" C ,.ry 5'//z,1 Q(a- /, / --...- "'':

- MIS. Di5s SHEET.OF

D-28
-..-- ..- -:.":...~



Protective Steel
Casing with Locking Cap

_" Pipe SiUckup

Ground Surface Feet

L-\

CementiBentonite Grout
Ratio 20/1

8" Diameter
Bore Hole

7 Feet B.G.S.

Bentonite
4" Diameter Pellet Seal
Schedule 40
PVC Riser Pipe 8 Feet B.G.S.
with Flush Threaded ... ,
Couplings .. .

,.- / Gravel Pack ..

B 0.020 inch Slot-
":-- PVC Screen

"(.: 20 Feel i'"

0, . J.

-a 0.0.0

30 Feet B.G.S.

'.. Note: Not to Scate*%-

WELL CONSTRUCTION LOG

;'":.. ~ ~~WELL NUMBER 19 --,'::-

.D-9-

* , .. --

°o. " em%



SKETCH MAP

WELL NUMBER: t~-(OWNER: Mi-$ -;1 c(LLo.

LOCATION: ADDRESS:

&4~(L~Oe~( f~itTOTAL DEPTH______

SURFACE ELEVATION:_____ WATER LEVEL:

DRILLING DRILLIN4G 7(l'& iz,(DTE
COMPANY: _______MEHO:.I ___ 9
DRILLER: ___________HELPER:

LOGBY: LJ wIMcL.1S

cP DESCRIPTION / SOIL CLASSIFICATION

-I ! s -o-2- & tk 'C7Redt edI L M

_ 56 40 &r~- -- PLbrv'i 611u -tb cCS-4

& S.T.M. DISM SHEET -OF

D- 30



Nose- CO."SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOGOWE:U&Ai te.

WELL NUMBER: ________. OWNER: __ S. A- .

LOCATION: .+L ADDRESS: (wr 4+ AFk

( TmI 4A4A r *FjBC- se. TOTAL DEPTH 0

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: - -

DRILLING DRILLING Au,- DATE
COMPANY: EM[Ce- METHOD: DRLLED:
DRILLER: HELPER.,

LOG BY: -J. wthJImI -
,"

DESCRIPTION / SOIL CLASSIFICATION
vs6 o(COLOR TEXTURE, STRUCTURES) .

2- / "-4.- .a.

p"#

1 -6s 1- .--7 .

It,). Oo ',./0

- /S 30 -...d

,20J.

(. '/iLz, - -0&.e,+"" v,.

Oc& e3,zzi~f-d -7b~ ca- rarvV
-P_: _-

/SM DING SHEE OF"

D-31 w..

"., .., .,.' ... %" ... .# .,,Z '"""" " '":".% . ...,3 . . .. ...s .: " " + '' ' " """ "" "-" "" . : "." .". "."e " : . " .". ' ' ' " ." " " ' " . ' "



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: T -
|  OWNER: ' ' S. A, F.re.

LOCATION: t-' PpA - ADDRESS: A"-

TOTAL DEPTH 17.0

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: t , 2--

DRILLING DRILLING DATE - 7.', __
COMPANY: ________ -METHOD: r DRILLED:," NOTES:

DRILLER:, HELPER:_________NOS

* ~LOG BY:.J~C~VL

DESCRIPTION I/SOIL CLASSIFICATION ,' 
"'

(COLOR, TEXTURE, STRUCTURES)

I . , -2 .A44 ,)$.t -, v) .,,-

3 , A 7n ed !..e h#..

-1"' *1 -;u

%,%

SHEE, o-." ,.

-. ".S.T. DINO SKETr L. OF 1 ,,,7-

D-32
* .-*.. .*.* * .. '' . .'o.•



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: T:- 2.. OWNER: F'/ .," .

LOCATION: ADDRESS: Tr-- Ws."F

TOTAL DEPTH - C.0' _' :

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: ', 7'
DRILLING -DRILLING DATECOMPANY:- METHOD: r DRILLED:& __"t
DRILLER: HELPER:_ NOTES:

LOG BY: \- i tOc ."S

__ 5 8r 4 A cse 4 4i I

__ b'.-.'--, r:y:i6e te c-"v

-- I sI-A asi.7 ,6c r-e--

1.4

%'I.'° %-

.51 _ __ __ __ _/__ __ __ __ __ _.__ ___ ,___,.___...__ __:

,.- '

XSTM.015"SHEET OF

D- 33

S . . . . .,.' ..5.



SKETCH MV,

DRILLING LOG ,,

WELL NUMBER: ' OWNER: i.. A ti f seLe" z

LOCATION: - "  ' ADDRESS: - AF

TOTAL DEPTH 11.0'
SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: 3 '- 1'

DRILLING DRILLING A DATE
COMPANY: IEM pI(| METHOD: /A e 74 r_ DRILLED: -- _"NOES:

DRLLER: HELPER: D NOTES:

LOG BY: J.v l.s

DESCRIPTION / SOIL CLASSIFICATION

d (COLOR, TEXTURE, STRUCTURES)

6 -2 __ -2' 3b,i .V.601 .s,/-

2 -~ .~-pig qm e-~~

p. 1

b .

-,,I.. 
.

__ 2& - 5)t ? L P C ,-e!.L l:

_ _ I , .,,p.,

SHEET OFU

D--34

&$TM Ol 
SHET__O___,,,_,_,,



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: Tt -- OWNER: L' - 14 t ii

LOCATION:__ ___ ADDRESS - - sA F8

_____ _____ _____ ____ TOTAL DEPTH I 1C
SURFACE ELEVATION: _ WATER LEVEL: C] •

DRILLING DRILLING ,,Vcer DATE & ___COMPANY: -METHOD: DRILLED:
DRILLER: HELPER:LOG SY: - '  

,-": -"" "

SDESCRIPTION I SOIL CASFCTO
(COLOR, TEXTURE. STRUCTURES) .=

-Ire a ' .A:.
"-. ... :

_, _ 5 / o . -1 ( _ Yt _ a , t c ¢ - ¢ , . t , '

71.

. . .. ..t . 1 . d /C. ."" "

7 
't.7 ...

- ~ i. ~ "Z ff'?~~' ,' ..C.-.:-

/-- . .- . .

"I'.

AS.T.M. Dim D-35 SHEET .. OF
*I. D-3 5.L



DRILLING LOG !,.

WELL NUMBER: T - OWNER: ).- AIr fFrc-
LOCATION: 1i, , k '.-nVTADDRESS: _' r tfft_-,, 4-Fxk

TOTAL DEPT

SURFACE ELEVATION: - WATER LEVEL: //

DRILLING DRILLING DATE
COMPANY: f2#± -METHOD: -- . DRILLED:

DRILLER: HELPER: NOTES.

LOG BY: *- Ii lt~. ~'~

DESCRIPTION / SOIL CLASSIFICATION

(COLOR, TEXTURE. STRUCTURES)

In /-Ar 4,k%" -m

• *.* 9," *

t'JIC ," 4', f,,t

N4.

IT -F 17.t ".'.'.-"-"

A--..-.::..

SD-36

.. .. SO-"

"-'"''.t'.-.''"-,...".-,.,,,, - '. .,':---'> :, .9.'...;-:.,':, -: -.:,---",:4"< ... :':- 4 . ,::,:..,. .... ".... -... ,..;.".-:.:...>_,.",. ..*.."



* SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: OWNER: If S. ' 17r ,-
LOCATION: ADDRESS. C'fi' ,

TOTAL DEPTH____

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL:

DRILLING - DRILLING DATE
C O M PA N Y : - M ETHO D:D RILL D Lo : -2 NOCT
DRILLER: HELPER:

LOG BY:~'~ ~ L ________________

d' DESCRIPTION / SOIL CLASSIFICATION

r. (COLOR. TEXTURE, STRUCTURES) .

am gS -77 ;r'?'-~c4~

- . -

D-3

~ 2.o'. .°

. . ... 1".-. -.

***-....:

&S.T.M,,im ,i3.



*, -. 
-r -I l=, - - - i.-,r -:" -.

SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: 7a OWNER: , "

LOCATION: -77_ l k ADDRESS: 'A r

C .4 - - '* '7 T O T A L D E P T H 7 -C ' 7 x,-
SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: J C - ... "'

DRILLING , DRILLING ,..,.,.. DATE
COMPANY: METHOD: DRILLED: 7-2 NOTES:
DRILLER: HELPER: NOTES_

L O G B Y :: :: .:::_:

DESCRIPTION /SOIL CLASSIFICATION
(COLOR, TEXTURE, STRUCTURES) -.

Ir
/ /2.c .. cj-ii , U-,i_ "7 c . ~ad ,s- / all ,_..-....

-,L /o -/,Z ? .-r -AACZ- 7"e r?-.1dI0,-ri . _. a mZk .6i'. s z,-'-''~" "

D-3

*.:*%.

[ .:.'. %.:

: D- 38
- -*.. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .....

.
* *,* -

% *



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: 'T - OWNER: V). Air fre . "
LOCATION: ADDRESS: 9

TOTALDEPTH I ?aY'
SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL. "

DRILLING DRILLING DATE
COMPANY: "lr 0  ' METHOD: DRILLED:(9 Z.-,1 NOTES:
DRILLER: HELPER: t.. .

LOG BY: J Lu illj I -m5

DESCRIPTION / SOIL CLASSIFICATION ..- "-
(COLOR, TEXTURE, STRUCTURES) .

L

m jq,-/ d r. 
-° -.-.

3 :: ::6r-,. s ell:a:

I 

-

. .
,t , .- ' .

I 
S°. 

°.. 
.

=_ /7 +7, .

::,:.::.-.:.

- --
1

%. 
L /°o.=

S _,__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

• ST.M . line SHEET . OF _'_-

D-39

4,4** S~ 4 *, . .*.*•*.,... .*o
.' 3 Z,'.- ,',* - , .%.."., P- ... . . , . P 

.,?. , . . . = .. ., ... .
. .. 

.. ,. . ..
(. 

, .".



" SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: Ti- c OWNER: U,S Ar fc:.' ._
LOCATION: M i( P _ci +k L ADDRESS: &Cr-(ASS AFi?

;,.it ,r I i[ ,'-, A-V TOTAL DEPTH / 7. :

SURFACE ELEVATION: _ WATER LEVEL: 13- -

DRILLING DRILLING DATE~~COMPANY: -. ' Ur - METHOD:./lS-r DILD
- 2 "-

DRILLER: HELPER: " NOTES:

LOG BY: ,J- ith&.,'V

DESCRIPTION / SOIL CLASSIFICATION .s a.
(COLOR. TEXTURE, STRUCTURES) =:

"-.- -:.

14 __r~ AZ_7L~ /iu I u&l

__ $YL Si. iz )-,C . -,--

- ~ -7 , , -f lb r da16 j cdI-, ..

_ / h1, c d C0-2 1,.t / m (P- I.-:.ed' :
,arav--(, I oas0 . -'-'"

- (gt~ //- 6CvejL~~ ,- 1 ,V,. ...
_ 4 . o",' ~ ~-" ,'Ledf u,,,e :...

p

66 /b

__/0 YkLcd4grtz!E 5,/1- 6C)L7bP'e LrA-

.:.:..:.

XST.M. 015 SHT

D-40

........................- **-,-% **.** .



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: OWNER: A r-ef-
LOATON T--c-R-ADDRESS:______

_______,___________TOTAL DEPTH /7-o .

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: / '

DRILLING DRILLING DATE
COMPANY: -' M- METHOD: "'4f f DRILLED: - N I 4-
DRILLER: IHELPER: _NOTES:-

LOG BY: - -

DESCRIPTION / SOIL CLASSIFICATION

(COLOR, TEXTURE, STRUCTURES) ;-.).

-,.

- -z, 7' jrr~-/ I ,x C4arC 5td LZ/td_. ,c d,,/f ,.f..v.'

.',.
-e-~~~ c, et,."-F

A o"5.'

AS.T.M. 015f SHEET __OF _
D-41

;' :::1:.'-:-::



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: T'2- li OWNER:_ .5, Ai- ,bcC
LOCATION: - .C\ ADDRESS: -'r AF~

TOTAL DEPTH 1 10

-"' SURFACE ELEVATION: _ WATER LEVEL: 11 - 8

DRILLING DRILLING DATECO : -METHOD: Acr DRILLED: NOTES:DRILLER: HELPER: _ _ _

LOG BY: JV,/ai

DESCRIPTION / SOIL CLASSIFICATION

(COLOR, TEXTURE, STRUCTURES)

66 IT 2 _ ,-lk _50... _rlm -fZ rn ou..,m, _'."Ad:€:

II ,a r--4 Sir-&- cd

S' 7 No -e.., c acav' IoC

6 5 2' 4C'

* 4 5Ost 2 /-kf. O/cu'

A.S*M. DSH T

D-42-5rr°'

D-42

- . , .-......,. -,. .% ,.-.-., . '.,,-4". "A ", $5 ,"7-17 CO -i 1..... . ,-. . . . - . ... 1?.l~L~~~ -$ .- - . .. .,,L'.



j- RWSKETCH MAP

I.,.DRILLUNG LOG

WELL NUMBER: F'I- I OWNER: J". F >"e-,.
LOCATION: T&A t arm ArA_ ADDRESS: C-;-:R& Af"

TOTAL DEPTH ___________

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: /0)

DRILLING DRILLING DATE
COMPANY: " .,t -. METHOD: Aucer DRILLED:7 I 3 N
DRILLER: JLiKA HELPER: 1( , NOTES:

LOG BY: _) a"

DESCRIPTION /SOIL CLASSIFICATION

(COLOR, TEXTURE. STRUCTURES)

are-a /o ,.

...': .5 / 0-/i . r-r.,¢ /. - ,

717

."N

__ _ _ _ __"_ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ ..'.. -*)

;I-' *

. - . . N" ." -' N

&S.T..,M.-, DI-,ET O
D-43-

,L



- y 7 r I-W

SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: Tl?, 13 OWNER: J  
-

' V C .. ,

LOCATION: -) IL) k. ,-irm A ADDRESS: ,±E .../.--"

___________________ TOTAL DEPTH I--___-".,_

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: I

DRILLING DRILLING DATE _
COMPANY: __'__._____ METHOD: DRILLED: NTS
DRILLER John HELPER: 'L , NOTES:

* LOG BY: '.J0"e

DESCRIPTION/ SOIL CLASSIFICATION
(COLOR, TEXTURE, STRUCTURES)

I C

-7 sh Q- isd." S -:-A':-

-- 5- -7 ;rv-, m~ c~ -SZL&14 a,\d 4 7/t Ora V-eJ

3 16 37 &o-/ fS:4? w 5'I2 -,rx -to e{fnt.&c -fiO( Ce d sf/

D-44

"-- ;" . ; .i : ':''''> .> .:,.' .", ", . ', .'' . ." . ., , .,' " . ,: ,'.' > ..'> ... ' -' . ''..: '.. , ': ' ,: .: ;.: ,',: ,". ' - ., ..--,-:,,-
. . . .. . .. . ... . . .. . .... .. . ---- -- ' - '- --- '''7:, .3 _--__ __ ___ __ _'_, _ "__.. __._'_.:. _,_ __ _ ,_ -_ ","_,_,'____-,__'



- . SKETCH MAP 
, It,

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: ___-____ OWNER: u.s. Air F-t..e .

LOCATION: ADDRESS: 4-r ,'5& A i.
_____ ____ ____ _____ __ LtvvU A) \I

_______"_____TOTAL DEPTH__/_.___
SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: /A- -

DRILLING DRILLING DATE _
CMETHOD: A DRILLED:_ NOTES:_

DRILLER: HELPER:

LOG BY: a yz-s l, i LS

DESCRIPTION I SOIL CLASSIFICATION

(COLOR, TEXTURE, STRUCTURES)
/ a..'I. . "zA"-...

.
,.

Ss 77,-,

-7.

)o S 5a / /o-/ . (3re t  -4 4 . 2" &. r _..cUi o .- - "

_ _ / _ _ _I,__ _ _ _ _-_i__ _,_ _--/__ _ _ _...,-.

'..T.M. 011 6

D-45 SHE T.OF........'..

4 ~-~ ; :-- . . . . % s % i / - 7 . m .w , c m , .. - . .-



rPy

DRILLING LOG E

WELL NUMBER-1 'IS OWNER: U- -Air Fo)r.ect
LOCATION: Th-ILL r&. ADDRESS r I4s 7T- I6aL ic.W

TOTAL DEPTH I7- ' !

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: "'. (.'

w DRILLING DRILLING C, DATE
COMPANY: Ev rD'iL M"R 7-2 NOTES:
DRILLER: ;.k/lit HELPER: L(IVAlA NOTES:

LOG BY: -,______________

DESCRIPTION I SOIL CLASSIFICATION

(COLOR, TEXTURE, STRUCTURES)

',,.2

2 , 5 4 4t? Z , az.s.6crC-- ,f.. ,, 4/ qm--+," .. ::

-own Go.. o ..eP /A:

ALI, Q e"-'3.'+°-''

/0_t2 as q iteGe''/o

-Sol 1.q s4. ,,.,.

& A.S.T.M. 01i5 SHEET __ OF9__ 7, / .

D-46

41- * -



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: TB- 1(P OWNER:I) -. ,- A rc..
LOCATION: ADDRESS: b"I -Pet -, Ai 3

TOTAL. DEPTH_____- _ _-

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL:

DRILLING DRILLING A DATE
COMPANY _____METHOD: DRILLED: NOTES:
DRILLER: HELPER:,

LOG BY.: ____ ._________

DESCRIPTION I SOIL CLASSIFICATION

(COLOR. TEXTURE. STRUCTURES)

I..- -.,Jac

___ jo E5--7' cm o a , -i, -

2

S7

4 S -7 &rc ~~CL- , '' .5//A /t'/-/ "

.- %.. \

p.-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-__ _ _ _

AS.TM Ds'ru oSHEET OF

D-47
* . .... ~~ ~x-- % '~ ** '. ,o-*



SKETCH MAP

* DRILLING LOG

WELL NUMBER: -OWNER:0.Ar ~e
LOCATION: i&L A -fl ADDRESSLrTs f

_____ _____ ____ ____ OTALDEPTH/8 '
SURFACE ELEVATION: ______WATER LEVEL: ~ '

DRILLING - DRILLING DATE --COMPANY: &f~C- METHOD:A4P DRILLED: *'

DRILLER: __________ HELPER: (2 S~f-e NOTES:

LOGB:JtLf/be~)~SDESCRIPTION /SOIL CLASSIFICATION

p.-

__________________________________

17~1 -2 a- /-6--t /
4 t L ~ d -,,ACI-L

U f~ ,

__TM __5f SHEETd OFvsa~d---

D-48,~



SKETCH MAP

DRILLING LOG

WELL NUM13ER:.2 .±........ -OWNER: L-. Ai FI ce
LOCATION: -1 " f- Farin'iAfe&. ADDRESS: ba -(Wss A P

_____________________TOTAL DEPTH_________

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL:

DRILLNG r DRILLING DATE
COMPANY: LCA Q i rf.METHOD: VAjgeC DRLLD:72-sl OTS
DRILLER: .J~ ~HIELPER: _________ NTS

LOG BY:

DESCRIPTION /SOIL CLASSIFICATION
(COLOR, TEXTURE. STRUCTURES)

- -2- _;

/Z*

Z3 6~ /5 /0-12 r,~-- k~.. fo a ( .oa .. 4A-t s i~wS

asl 3 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

S 1 I 6-- -avrl(e -A -(,v

-klft* 'At

__ Ij1 0

I'S' I HET O

5D-49



SKETCH MAP

DRILLNG LOG

WELL NUMBER: ... L..... OWNER:J)S - r -- /

LOCATION:, Tt. ' AEA ADRESS: &rfi

TOTAL DEPTH I ,

SURFACE ELEVATION: WATER LEVEL: 2 &' -

DRILLING DRILLING r DTECOMPANY: -METHOD d
i-

af 
'  

DRILED NOTES: "

DRILLER: HELPER: DRILED: NOTES:

LOG BY:).-ie. .4
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SAMPLE NUMBERING SYSTEM
'I

The Monitor Well numbering system was changed in the report
text to conform to existing IRP monitor well numbering
system.. This laboratory report uses the original system
used in field notes and laboratory documentation.

Transposition is as follows:

Field and Laboratory Report Text

MW-BA Blank
MW-1 MW-15
MW- 2 MW- 16
MW-2A MW-16 (dup)
MW-3 MW-17
Mw-4 MW-18
FF-EX MW-19 !- :-
MW-39 MW-20
MW-Bl MW-21
MW-Al MW-22
MW-33 MW-23
MW-29 MW-24
MW-Fl MW-25
MW-17 MW-26
MW-Ll MW-27
MW-19 MW-28
MW-EX MW-CE

1,*. j,? .

E..- :7-
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\.A~t~RL.KJDATE: MAY 8, 1985

PG. 2 GRIFFISS A.F.B.
REVISED REPORT

_ __FORI

WATER SAMPLES COLLECTED
AUGUST 15-17, 1984
W.O. NO. 0628-05-41

I. OIL AND GREASE ANALYSIS

p.- a)
R.F.W. NO. SAMPLE DATE DATE OIL&GREASE, mg/L

DESCRIPTION COLLECTED ANALYZED

8408-575-0010 MW-BA LANDFILL 7 8-15-84 9-6-84 <0.1 ;.?'

-0020 MW-i 8-15-84 9-6-84 0.15

-0030 MW-2 8-15-84 9-6-84 0.13

-0040 MW-2A 8-15-84 9-6-84 0.16

-0050 MW-3 8-15-84 9-6-84 0.46

-0060 MW-4 8-15-84 9-6-84 0.25

-0070 LF-EX 8-17-84 9-6-84 0.66

-0080 SEEP 8-17-84 9-6-84 0.70

-0090 MW-Al 8-16-84 9-6-84 7.32

-0100 MW-B1 8-16-84 9-6-84 12.4

-0110 MW-B2A 8-17-84 9-6-84 <0.1

-0120 MW-Fl 8-16-84 9-6-84 0.42

-0130 MW-FIA 8-16-84 9-6-84 0.19

-0140 MW-LI 8-17-84 9-6-84 0.55

-0150 MW-17 8-17-84 9-6-84 20.6

-0160 MW-19 8-16-84 9-6-84 <0.1
-0170, MW-29 8-16-84 9-6-84 0.28

-0180 MW-33 8-16-84 9-6-84 1.17";

-0190 MW-34 8-17-84 9-6-84 0.17 , .

-0200 MW-39 8-17-84 9-6-84 0.20 S

-0210 MW-39A 8-17-84 9-6-84 0.32

-0220 MW-EX NO DATE RECORDED 9-6-84 1.30

E-37 77



DATE: MAY 8, 1985

GRIFFISS A.F.B. (CON'T.) PG. 3

I. OIL & GREASE ANALYSIS (CON'T.)

b) These samples were analyzed using EPA METHOD 413.2 within the EPA

recommended holding time of 28 days. The requested detection limit of 0.10 mg/L

was achieved.

II. TOTAL PHENOLICS ANALYSIS

a)

R.F.W. NO. SAMPLE DATE DATE TOTAL
DESCRIPTION COLLECTED ANALYZED PHENOLICS, mg/L

8408-575-0010 MW-BA LANDFILL 7 8-15-84 by 9-12-84 < 0.005

-0020 MW-I 8-15-84 by 9-12-84 < 0.005
-0030 MW-2 8-15-84 by 9-12-84 0.008.
-0040 MW-2A 8-15-84 by 9-12-84 < 0.005
-0040 MW-3 8-15-84 by 9-12-84 <0.005
-0050 MW-4 8-15-84 by 9-12-84 <0.005

-0060 MW-4 8-15-84 by 9-12-84 < 0.005
-0070 LF-EX 8-17-84 by 9-12-84 0.019

-0080 SEEP 8-17-74 by 9-12-84 <0.005

8408-575-0030 DUP MW-2 DUPLICATE 8-15-84 by 9-12-84 0.017

-0030 SPIKE MW-2 SPIKE 8-15-84 by 9-12-84 87% RECOVERY

8408-575-0060 DUP MW-4 DUPLICATE 8-15-84 by 9-12-84 <0.005

-0060 SPIKE MW-4 SPIKE 8-15-84 by 9-12-84 108% RECOVERY

b) These samples were analyzed using EPA METHOD 420.1 within the EPA recommended

holding time of 28 days. Although the requested detection limit was 1 Vg/L

(0.001 mg/L), there is currently no method capable of acheiving this level.

EPA Method 420.1 is sensitive to 5 ug/L.
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'ZI GRIFFISS AFB (CON'T.) PG.4 DATE: MAY 8, 1985

III. TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON (TOC) ANALYSIS

a)

R.F.W. NO: SAMPLE DATE DATE TOC
DESCRIPTION COLLECTED ANALYZED mg/L

8408-575-0010 MW-BA Landfill 8/15/84 9/6/84 <9.0

-0020 MW-i 8/15/84 9/6/84 11.0
-0030 MW-2 8/15/84 9/6/84 77.8
-0040 MW-2A 8/15/84 9/6/84 89.5
-0050 MW-3 8/15/84 9/6/84 49.3
-0060 MW-4 8/15/84 9/6/84 15.5
-0070 LF-EX 8/17/84 9/6/84 71.4
-0080 Seep 8/17/84 9/6/84 16.9
-0080 Dup. Seep Duplicate 8/17/84 9/6/84 17.4 --

-0080
(Spike) Seep Spike 8/17/84 9/6/84 78% Recovery
-0090 MW-Al 8/16/84 9/7/84 10.6
-0100 MW-Bl 8/16/84 9/7/84 84.8
-0110 MW-B2A 8/17/84 9/7/84 <2.0
-0120 MW-Fl 8/16/84 9/7/84 <2.0
-0130 MW-F1A 8/16/84 9/7/84 <2.0
-0140 MW-Ll 8/17/84 9/7/84 <2.0
-0150 MW-17 8/17/84 9/7/84 <2.0
-0160 MW-19 8/16/84 9/7/84 <2.0
-0170 MW-29 8/16/84 9/7/84 23.2
-0180 MW-33 8/16/84 9/7/84 32.7
-0190 MW-34 8/17/84 9/7/84 43.0
-0200 MW-39 8/17/84 9/7/84 28.5
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4. \DATE: MAY 8, 1985

GRIFFISS A.F.B. (CON'T). PG.5
III. TOTAL ORGANIC CARBON (TOC) ANALYSIS (CON'T.)

R.F.W. NO. SAMPLE DATE DATE TOC, mg/L

DESCRIPTION COLLECTED ANALYZED

8408-575-0210 MW-39A 8-17-84 9-7-84 20.7

-0220 MW-EX NO DATE RECORDED 9-7-84 19.7
8408-575/ LAB BLANK ------- 9-7-84 <2.0

-0090 DUP MW-Al DUP. 8-16-84 9-7-84 10.3

-0090 SPIKE MW-Al SPIKE 8-16-84 9-7-84 94% RECOVERY

b) Although the requested detection limit for TOC was 1 mg/L, the laboratory 4-,:

did not have an instrument capable of achieving this detection limit until

after these samples would have exceeded their holding times. Samples

8408-575-0010 were analyzed using a Dohrmann instrument capable of achieving

detection limit of 9 mg/L. Samples 8408-575-0090 to 0220 were analyzed U
on an "lonics" instrument capable of achieving a detection limit of 2.0 mg/L.

These samples were analyzed within the EPA recommended holding time of 28

days.
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GRIFFISS A.F.B. (CON'T.) PG. 7 DATE: MAY 8, 1985

V. SOLUBLE LEAD (Pb) ANALYSIS

a)
R.F.W. NO. SAMPLE DATE DATE SOL. Pb, ug/L

DESCRIPTION COLLECTED ANALYZED

8408-575-0090 MW-Al 8-16-84 9-8-84 <10

-0100 MW-Bl 8-16-84 9-8-84 23

-0110 MW-B2A 8-17-84 9-8-84 <10

-0120 MW-Fl 8-16-84 9-8-84 <10

-0130 MW-F1A 8-16-84 9-8-84 <10
-0140 MW-LI 8-17-84 9-8-84 <10
-0150 MW-7 8-17-84 9-8-84 <10
-0160 MW-19 8-16-84 9-8-84 <10

-0170 MW-29 8-16-84 9-8-84 <10
-0180 MW-33 8-16-84 9-8-84 <10
-0190 MW-34 8-17-84 9-8-84 <10

-0200 MW-39 8-17-84 9-8-84 <10
-0210 MW-39A 8-17-84 9-8-84 <10
-0220 MW-EX NO DATE RECORDED 9-8-84 <10

b) These samples were analyzed by AA within the EPA recommended holding time

of six months and the requested detection limit of 20ug/L was met.
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Date: May 8, 1985

GRIFFISS A.F.B.

VOA REVISED REPORT

FOR {*

SAMPLES REC'D OCTOBER 11, 1984

W.O. NO. 0628-05-41

A. Samples 8410-726-0010 to 0080 were collected on October 9, 1984 and
analyzed on October 23, 1984. The EPA recommended holding time of
14 days was not exceeded. Detection limits are indicated by "less
than signs".

B. Results are attached.

C. Numberina System conforms to text.
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WELL TEST CALCULATIONSA.

T 264Q where Q = pumping rate in gpm

T S = residual drawdown over one log 
cycle

_H H = aquifer thickness

T = transmissivityingal/day/ft

264 = conversion factor

K = hydraulic conductivity

MW-15 T = 264 x 5 _ 371.8 gal/ft/day

K = 371.8 gal/ft/day ft3  = 4.53 ft/day
10.97 ft 7.48 gal

MW-18 T =264 x .2 600 gal/ ft/day .• 2.2

OK 6.96 ft/dayK =600 al/ft/day ft
11.52 ft. 7.48 gal - 6

MW-23 T= 538.7 gal/ft/day
2.0

K = 538.7 gal/ft/day ft3  = 5.60 ft/day
12.85 ft 7.48 gal

MW-24 T = 20 5 660 gal/ft/day2.0

600 gal/ft/day ft3
12.43 7.48 gal = 7.10 ft/day
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APPENDIX G

SAMPLING AND QA/QC PLANS

G -l.1 MONITORING WELL PURGING

All groundwater sampling was accomplished after the in-
stalled monitoring wells were properly developed and had
stabilized for a period of at least two weeks. Prior to col-
lecting samples, each well was purged by pumping a minimum
of three volumes of standing tvater in the well using a John- -'

son-Keck submersible pump . This ensured that a
representative sample of the aquifer is collected during the
sampling process. The field procedures used for monitoring
well purging included the following guidelines:

1. Prior to placing any equipment into the well, the
equipment was scrubbed with Alconox (detergent)
solution and rinsed with distilled water.

2. Before purging, the depth to water from the
referenced measuring point on the top of the well
casing was measured and recorded.

3. The volume of water to be purged based on the
amount of standing water in the well casing was cal-
culated.

4. The well was purged by pumping, removing at least
three times the calculated volume of standing water
in the well casing.

5. The pump was disconnected and removed from the
well. The equipment was decontaminated by scrub-
bing with Alconox and flushed with deionized water.

6. The protective caps were secured.

G-1. 2 MONITOR WELL SAMPLE COLLECTION

Groundwater sampling was directed toward the detection of:

1. Phenols
2. Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC)

..-'.

A 1.5-inch diameter stainless steel, screw-lift type
pump. Capable of a steady flow of around one gpm. A Teflon
discharge hose was used.

G- 1
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G-1. 3 SOIL SAMPLING

All soil sampling accomplished using a drill rig 
employed the

Standard Penetration Test (ASTM Method 1586) 
using a steel

split-spoon sampler. Prior to taking each sample, the following

procedures were followed:

1. The split-spoon sampler was washed thoroughly 
with an

Alconox and water solution, and rinsed in tap 
water

from the Base-approved source for drilling.

2. After assembly of the sampler, the sampler was 
lowered

into the boring and the sample taken by the 
Standard

Penetration Test Method.

3. Upon recovery of the sampler the spoon was 
split and

the sample examined for soil characteristics.

4. The sample was then cleaned of any smeared 
sample around

the outside of the sampler, and the cleaned, representative 
£..

sample was put in a marked and labelled 1 liter 
clear

glass sampling jar with a screw cap.

Soil samples at Griffiss AFB were taken for analysis
of the following heavy metals: chromium, iron, lead,
copper, manganese, zinc, and antimony.

QUALITY ASSURANCE PLAN

G-2.0
WESTON Analytical Services enforces a rigid QA/QC program
toward maintenance of validity and reliability of all

analytical data. The Laboratory QA/QC Manual

outlines the specifics of the QA/QC plan. This plan is
patterned after the EPA Handbook for Analytical Quality
Control in Water and Wastewater Laboratories
(EPA-600/4-79-019, March 1979), augmented by general

applicable experience and interaction with the QA/QC plan of
the U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency

(USATHAMA). All methods and procedures followed by WESTOn
are either USEPA or ASTM-approved. Any variations from such
procedures, regardless of cause, are documented by the

responsible analyst(s) and are documentable, and,
Sliterature-traceable. A general review of this QA/QC plan
is in the following paragraphs.

Although specific QA/QC measures for each method are

designated in WESTON's Laboratory Quality Assurance

Manual, the general QA/QC program normally includes:

0 EPA-acceptable sample preparation and analytical

methods.

O Instrument calibration via use of Standard

Analytical Reference Materials (SARMS).

o Regular equipment maintenance and servicing.

SG G- 2
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o Use of SARMS and QA/QC samples (spikes, laboratory
blanks, replicates, and splits) to ascertain
overall precision.

o Statistical evaluation of data to delineate
acceptable limits.

o Documentation of system/operator performance.

o Suitable chain-of-custody procedures.

o Maintenance and archiving of all records, charts, i'-.

and logs generated in the above.

O Proper reporting.

Acceptable analyses at WESTON's Analytical Laboratory A.. ,
Services include, but are not limited to, the above.

IQ general, WESTON's QA/QC sequence follows the following
diagram (Figure G-1 ). Documentation (as available from
instrument recordings and technicians' notebooks) is
sufficient to validate each step in the sequence.

G. 2.2 CONTAINER PREPARATION

Another consideration in this, or any, analytical project is
that of sample container preparation. Accordingly, all
appropriate sample bottles shall be cleaned in a manner
mandated by the U.S. EPA to insure maximal cleanliness (and
minimal contamination) before the containers go to the
field. Sufficient bottles to accommodate both laboratory
and field blank requirements will be preferred in a single
batch mode for each monthly sampling requirement.

G.2.3 VERIFICATION/VALIDATION

In the laboratory, the analytical scheme begins with initial-
verification, which is comprised of:

o tab Blanks - To insure that no background level
of specific analytes is introduced by laboratory
procedures.

o Standard Analytical Reference Materials (SARMS) -

To determine the accuracy and precision of
procedures.

G-3
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o Spikes - To determine the percent recovery of
analyte(s).

If the laboratory QA/QC program is extended to the field, it
includes a fifth item:

o Field Blanks - To provide a check on
contamination of containers and/or preservatives
and to establish *practical* detection limits.

WESTON has used all of the above in this project. All data
resulting from these verification media have been archived
for future reference, retrieval, or processing.

G. 2.4 DATA HANDLING - LABORATORY

Use of any analytical data should be preceded by an
assessment of its quality. The assessment should be based .5

on accuracy, precision, completeness, representativeness,
and comparability. These criteria are, in turn, assessed as
follows:

P! .

o Accuracy - Is it acceptable for the planned use? L.
QA/QC shall measure the accuracy of all data.

o Precision - Is it acceptable for the planned use?
QA/QC shall reflect the reproducibility of the
measurements.

0 Completeness - Are the data sufficient for the
planned use? QA/QC shall identify the quantity ofdata needed to match the goals.

o Representativeness -Do the data accurately
reflect actual site conditions, sampling PI-
procedures, and analytical method? QA/QC shall
ensure this.

o Comparability - Is the report self-consistent in
format, units, and standardization of methods used
'to generate it? QA/QC shall ensure this. "

Additionally, statistical methods outlined in the QA/QC
program have been applicable to data evaluation.

The Laboratory Supervisor and the Laboratory QA/QC Officer
have been responsible for the evaluation of the above
criteria and for enforcement of analytical protocols that

G-5 ' ".*



will necessarily lead to acceptable data quality. The
signature of the Supervisor and QA/QC Officer accompany eachlaboratory analytical report and serve to ensure the overall
validity of the reported data.

G.2.5 SAMPLE PLAN/LOG

Normal protocol demands client-and /or site-specific logging
of all sample batches delivered to WESTON. Basic
information -- such as client name, address, etc.; client
phone number; reporting/invoicing instructions; site
descriptions; and parameter-specifications and total
requirements -- is initiated here. Additionally, sample
storage/disposal instructions as well as turnaround
requirements and sample collection requirements are M
addressed at this point.

The appropriate number of method blanks is also logged at
this point, and in-house chain-of-custody documentation is
initiated here.

6.2.6 SAMPLE RESULTS,,' , ''.

WESTON's analytical protocols generally require five-point
calibration curve plus a reagent blank s the basis for
quantification analytes from a linear calibration curve. (A
three-point plus blank curve vs. the original five point one
*s acceptable if it falls within the QA/QC requirements of

3 standard deviation of the original curve.) Linear
regression analysis is then performed. Method- and detection
limit-specific data are accessed for quantitation and
report-writing from each such data set. For reporting
accuracy, the algorithm

Linear-Regressed Solid Sample Concentration
Raw Concentration Extract Volume or Final
from Calibration Curve If Solid Dilution Factor= Concen-

Solid Sample Fraction tration
Mass If Solid Solids If Solid

is used for all quantitations. (All such algorithm input
data are archived for long-term storage.) Detection limits
for solids are generated on a per-sample basis and
calculated by replacing "LINEAR-REGRESSED RAW CONCENTRATION
FROM CALIBRATION CURVE" with "DETECTION LIMIT OF ANALYTE IN
LIQUID MATRIX" in the above equation.

% s.
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G.2.7 CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY

Since they document the history of samples, chain-of-custody
procedures are a crucial part of a sampling/analysis
program. Chain-of-custody documentation enables
identification and tracking of a sample from collection to
analysis to reporting.

WESTON's chain-of-custody program necessitates the use of
EPA-approved sample labels, secure custody, and attendant
recordkeeping. Depending on the client's requirements,
WESTON also offers container sealing during unattended
transportation of samples.

In essence, WESTON considers a sample in custody if it: is
in a WESTON employee's physical possession; it is in view of
that WESTON employee; is secured by that WESTON employee to
prevent tampering; or is secured by that WESTON employee in
an area that is restricted to authorized personnel.

Each time a sample is relinquished from one analyst to
another or from one major location to another, WESTON's
analytical personnel are required to make appropriate *- 1:-

entries. Personnel-specific initials are used as identifiers
of analysts, as are location codes for various locations
(refrigerators, extraction areas, analytical areas, etc.)
within the laboratory. Each transaction for each sample is
accompanied by a specific reason for transfer.
Chain-of-custody documentation is given in Appendix H. L-

G.2.8 QA/QC OFFICER

Toward maintenance of a rigid, credible QA/QC regimen,
WESTON Analytical Services maintains a full-time, in-house
QA/QC officer who retains independent authority to declare
out-of-control situations, thereby precluding reporting of
unacceptable data. The QA/QC officer has been available, as A

"'
4

needed, on the project.

G--7



3. Total Organic Carbon (TOC)
4. Oil and Grease
5. Safe Drinking Water and Trace Metals

All required sample containers were prepared by WESTON
laboratories in accordance with standard EPA procedures and
protocols.

After the wells were purged, sampling consisted of the
following steps:

1. Each sample container was gently filled from the
pump line taking care to avoid aeration and
turbulence in the sample water. All samples taken
during this sampling were single phase (water).

2. Appropriate containers were filled according to
analytical parameter. The containers used were:

o Oil and Grease--l liter amber glass bottles preserved
with sulfuric acid

o Phenol--l liter amber glass bottles preserved with

phosphoric acid and copper sulfate.

o TOC--250 ml amber glass bottles with crimping septum
seals, and preserved with hydrochloric acid.

o Metals - 500 ml plastic bottles preserved 1X%
with hydrochloric acid.

o VOC - 40 ml clear glass bottles with septum
top.

3. Grab samples were taken for immediate analyses in the
field for pH, temperature and specific conductance.

4. The sample containers were wrapped in packaging material
and placed in thermal chests packed with enough ice to*
ensure cooling to 4 C.

)5.:
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Appendix I

Analytical Methods and Required Detection Limits

4Analyte Detection Limit Method

o Volatile Organic Specified by compound EPA Methods 601
*Compounds (VOC) in method and 602

o Total Organic Carbon 1 mg/L EPA Method 415.1
(TOC)

o Oils and Greases 0.1 mg/L EPA Method 413.2

o Phenol (total) 1 ug/L EPA Method 420.1

*o Arsenic (As) 10 ug/L EPA Method 206.2 or
206.3

o Cadmium (Cd) 10 ug/L EPA Method 213.2

o Lead (Pb) 20 ug/L EPA method 239.2

o Mercury (Hg) 1 ug/L EPA Method 245.1

o Chromium (Cr) 50 ug/L EPA method 218.1

oNickel (Ni) 100 ug/L EPA Method 249.1

o Silver (Ag) 10 ug/L EPA Method 272.2

o Copper (Cu) 20 ug/L EPA Method 220.1



Oil and Grease

Scope:

The method is applicable to the determination of oil and grease
in water.

Safety Precautions

Observe all standard laboratory safety procedures.

Principle

Oil and grease is extracted from water by intimate contact with
1,1, 2-trichloro-l, 2,2-trifluoroethane.

Interference

Trichlorotrifluoroethane has the ability to dissolve not only
oil and grease but also other organic substances.

Sensitivity, Precision and Accuracy

The precision and accuracy have not been determined.

Apparatus

1. Infrared spectrophotometer, double beam, recording.

2. Cells, near-infrared silica.

3. Separatory funnel, 2 liter, with TFE stopcock.

4. Rotor evaporator and heating baths.
,.- .%,-*

5. Grease-free cotton. (Glass wool)

Reagents

1. Hydrochloric acid, HCL, concentrate.

2. Granlar sodium sulphate.

3. 1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethane. . .,*

Procedure

1. Acidify to pH 2.0. Add 2 or 3 drops concentrate HCL.

2. Transfer sample to a separatory funnel.

3. Rinse sample bottle with 100 ml of freon and add solvent
washings to separatory funnel and extract.

•. -21-



Oil and Grease
Page - 2

4. Extract twice more with two 100 ml portions. Filter
freon extracts through 25 grams NA 2 soV

5. Rotovap combined extracts to 5 ml.I

6. Transfer to a 10 ml volumetric and bring to volume.

7. For quantitation, use an infrared spectrophotometer.

,-. vl

8. Calculations:

Oil/grease in ug/ml (RI)xml 1000 ml

Whren ) mlrat oil/greasems A2O 4

So is obtained from the lIR standard.

ml TrnfrtoaI .vouerc nNrn t oue

2) ppm or M2 or or
9 kg ml1

Reference: Methods For The Examination Of Water and Waste-

.. .'."t

water, 15th Edition, 1980. ' -
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Oil and Grease

Scope:

The method is applicable to the determination of oil and grease
in soil and sludges.

Safety Precautions•

" Observe all standard laboratory safety procedures.

Principle

Oil and grease is extracted from soil by intimate contact with
1,1,2 - trichloro - 1,2,2 - trifluoroethane.

Interference

Trichlorotrifluorcethane has the ability to dissolve not only
oil and grease but also other orcanic substances.

Sensitivity, Precision and Accuracy -

The precision and accuracy have not been determined.

Apparatus

1. Infrared snectrochotbmeter, double beam, recordina.

2. Cells, near-infrared silica.

3. Extraction apparatus, Soxhlet.

4. Extraction thimble, paper.

5. Rotor evaporator and heating baths.

6. Grease-free cotton. (glass wool)

Reagents

1. Hydrochloric acid, HCl, concentrate.

2. Maa.:esiur sulfate monohvdrate.

3. 1,1,2 Trichloro - 1,2,2 trifluzz.:-ane

Procedure

1. Weigh out 20 - 0.5 g of sz:-=Ie in a 150 -L beaker. I'

2. Acidify to pH 2.0. Acd 2 :,r 3 d:" xs 15. Hso

1-4 *~
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3. Add 20g, Mg SO4 .H20 and mix uniformly.

4. Transfer to a paper extraction thimble (size 33 x 94)
and place glass wool plug in top of thimble.

5. Extract in a Soxhlet apparatus, using 150 mL trichloro-
trifluoroethane, at a rate of 20 cycles/hr. for 3 hours.

6. Turn off heat to Soxhlet apparatus, take off condensor,
and let trichlorofluoroethane evaporate until sample %4

extract and volume around extraction thimble is less
than 100 mL.

Pour sample extract from boiling flask through glass wool
into a 100 mL clean volumetric flask. \ -
a) Use trichlorofluoroethane Soxhlet extractor to rinse

boiling flask. (Because of low boiling point of
trichlorofluoroethane compared to O&G, roto evaporator
is not necessary.)

b) The glass wool removes water and/or solid Mg SO /sample
that may end up in trichlorofluoroethane extract.

7. For quantitation use an infrared spectrophotometer.

8. Calculations:

oil/grease in ug/g ( x 100 mL
o r g of sample used

where:

mL is obtained from the oil/grease IR standard
curve

2) ppm - or M or i or m.g kg mL-.

Reference: Methods for the Examination of Water and Waste
Water, 15th Edition, 1980.

1" .. o N -
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Appendix J

Federal and State Drinking Water and
Human Health Standards Applicable in New York
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3. FEDERAL PROTECTION OF GROUND-WATER QUALITY ' *

The federal programs dealing with the protection of ground-water quality are administered largely by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). The federal programs which provide the framework for state regulations
are summarized in this section.

3.1 GROUND-WATER PROTECTION POLICY

At this wlting. February 1983. U.S. EPA's final poalcy on ground-water protection, scheduled for September 1982
release, has not been published. Based on the proposed strategy published by EPA in November 1980 and reet
press releases. It appears that EPA will be Implementing a policy that would give the states lead responsibily in
the protection of ground-water quality. EPAls efforts apparently will be focused in three major areas:

1. Development of an internally consistent fedWral approach to ground-water protection

2. Monitoring. research and development efforts directed toward more comprehensive problem definition and
new detection, controls, and clean-up technology development

3. Guidance, coordination, and assistance to states in the development of state policies

A significant component of EPA's policy is expected to be a ground-water classification system which could be
used 1O determine the degree of protection needed for various types of ground water. Ground-water classification
is discussed in Chapter 4.

3.2 CLEAN WATER ACT

This statute refers to ground-water protection in municipal waste water treatment, planning, and research programs.
Its principal regulatory programs, however, focus on surface water. Section 303 empowers EPA to approve stated
water quality standards which are based on the states clssfication of rivers and streams. Many slates have included
ground water in their definition of 'waters of the state' lor purposes of this act (state summaries. On this basis the
National (state) Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES/SPDES) perritting process may be invocable for
purposes of ground-water protection. In addition the act empowers EPA to

1. Develop a comprehensive program for ground-water pollution control [Section 102(a)]

2. In cooperation with states, equip and maintain a surveillance system for monitoring ground-water quality
[Section 1 04(a)(5))

3. Provide grants to states and area-wide agencies to develop ground-waler quality management plans to
idernify sall water intrusion and control disposal of pollutants in subsurface excavations, and control
disposition of wastes. (May include authority for comprehensive ground-water management plans,
including conjuncive use with surface water) [Section 102(c), 208(b)]

4. Require development of Best Management Practices (BMP) to control nonpoint source pollution problems
to ground-water quality [Section 208(b)]

5. Develop criteria for ground-water quality considering kind and extent of effects on health and welfare from
the presence of pollutants [Section 304(a))

6. Determine information necessary to restore and maintain chemical physical and biological integrity of
ground water ISection 304(a)]

7. Issue information on the faclors necessary to restore and maintain chemical, physical, and biological
integrity of ground water [Sections 304(a)(2)

3.3 SAFE DRINKING WATER ACT " "

This statute authorizes EPA to set maximum contaminant levels (MCLs) and monitoring requirements for public -"

waer systems and provides for the protection of underground sources of drinking water. The MCLs regulate the
quality ot "fnshed- water. i.e., water as delivered, not the quality of the source water. As discussed below, the
MCLS have been utilized by EPA and the states as the basis for other regulations dealing with ground-water
ouality and protection.

J- 2
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3.3.1 National Interim Primary Drinking Water Regulations

EPA Initiated a detailed study of the health effects of various contaminants In water soon after the SateJinking
Act (SDWA) was signed Into law. So that the regulations could include the findings of this and other stures. the

• ~primaryi drinking water regultionts were to be developed In Iwo stages: on Intaiim verion and a final ration The

interim version of the regulation became effective 24 June 1977. SDWA provides for delegation of auto4 to the
states. State Primary Drinking Water Regulations must be at least as stringent as the federal regulatios.

The National Interim Primary Drinking Water Regulations define Maximum Contaminant Level as the nsximum
permissible level of a contaminant In water which Is delivered to the free-flowing outlet of the ultimate Lsar of a
public water system, except In the case of turbidity (applicable to surface water only) where the miximum
permissible level is measured at the point of entry to the distribution system. The MCLs am provided with he state
summaries.

3.3.2 National Secondary Drinking Water Regulations

These regulations control contaminants in drinking water that primarily affect the aesthetic qualities rlatng to the
public acceptance of drinking water. At considerably higher concentrations of these contaminants health
implications may also exist as well as aesthetic degradation. The National Secondary Drinking Water Rerjlations
ae not federally enforceable but are intended as guidelines for the states.

Secondary Maximum Contaminant Levels (SMCLs) are defined as the maximum permissible le'ef of a
contaminant in water which Is delivered to the free-flowing outlet of the ultimate user of a public wate 3yslem.
Federal and state SMCLs are provided in the state summaries. The states may establish higher or lower levels
which may be appropriate depending upon local conditions such as unavailability of alternate sources of vater or
other compelling factors, provided the public health and welfare are not adversely affected.

3.3.3 Sole Source Aquifer

The Sole Source Aquifer provisions of SDWA allow EPA to designate an aquifer as the sole source of rinking
water for an area thereby guaranteeing protection from contamination by federally assisted ictivitiem Local.
regional, or state agencies can petition EPA for sole source designation. The EPA Administrator may desqnate an
aquifer which is a sole or principal drinking water source if its contamination would create a significant tazard to
public health. If the designation is made, no federal money or financial commitment may be made for an' project
which the Administrator determines may contaminate the designated aquifer through its recharge zon..
At this writing, February 1983, EPA has designated the following ten sole source aquifers:
Biscayne Aquifer -Florida Nassau and Suffolk counties -New York ".
Buried Valley Aquifer - New Jersey Cape Cod -Massachusetts
Edwards Aquifer - Texas Fresno - Calitomia
Camano Island-Whidbey Island Aquifer - Washington Ten Mile Creek -Maryland
Spokane-Rathdrum Aquifer - Washington and Idaho Northern Guam Lens - Guam
The following eighteen are under consideration:

Arizona New York -
Santa Cruz, Upper Santa Cruz. Aura-Altar Basins Kings and Queens counties

SardiniaCaliforniaSadna,.--'-
Schenectady

Scot;s Valley
Vestal

Delaware Delaware Pennsylvania " -'

New Castle County e
Seven Valleys

Florida
Volusia -Floridan Aquifer TexasCarnzo-Wilcox Aquifer

Idaho Idaho ~Texas and New Mexico"--""
Snake River Plain Teaae Bsx•'o

Delaware Basin
Louisiana Wisconsin

Baton Rouge Niagara Aquifer
DeSota Pansh

New Jersey
Coastal Plain
Ridcewood
Upper RocKaway J-3
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3.6 RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT

TeSolid Waste Disposal Act and the Resource Recovery Act of 1970. as amended by the Resocce
Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 (RCRA) require EPA to establish a national program to regulate 70
management of waste materials.

3.6.1 Soid Waste
Subtitle D of RCRA established a broad-bsed national program to Improve solid waste management through he

development of state and regional solid waste management plans. The act offered federal financial assistanctto
states interested in developing and implementing a solid waste management plan. The state plans, under fedral
guidelines, identify respective responsibilities of local, state, and regional authorities, and encourage resouce , '
recovery and conservations and the application and enforcement of environmentally sound disposal practicis.

A major element of the Subtitle D program is the open dump inventory. Section 4005 of RCRA prohibits opn
dumping. Federal criteria for classifying solid waste management facilities are provided in 40 CFR 257. E..
cannot approve a state solid waste management program with less stringent criteria. Solid waste managemen
facilities failing to satisfy the criteria are considered open dumps. In order to satisfy these criteria, a facility r F
practice (in addition to other environmental considerations) shall not contaminate an underground drinking waer L-
source beyond the solid waste boundary or beyond an alternative boundary established by the state or in colt
persuant to the stipulations of 40 CFR 257.3-4. The federal criteria define contamination as an exceedence of t.
MCLs provided in the National Interim Primary Drinking Water Regulations or an increase in concentration of aty
parameter for which the ambient concentration exceed the MCL

3.6.2 Hazardous Waste -

EPA has issued a series of hazardous waste regulations under Subtitle C of RCRA (40 CFR 260 to 267 and 122 o
124). On 19 May 1980, EPA issued a comprehensive set of standards for generators and transporters 2
hazardous waste and 'interim status" standards for facilities in existence on 19 November 1980, that treat, sto.
or dispose of hazardous waste. Such facilities were allowed to operate under interim status until they received a-
RCRA permit. Subsequently, EPA issued standards for granting RCRA permits to treatment and storage facilitieL
Standards for land disposal facilities were issued on 26 July 1982-virtually completing the program f:
controlling hazardous waste under CRA.
The standards for permitting land disposal facilities were issued after a wide range of regulatory options wen
considered. Over a period of several years, EPA proposed two different sets of land disposal standards an:
solicited comments on various issues. On 13 February 1981. EPA issued temporary standards for new lamu '.
disposal facilities. The 26 July regulations replace those temporary standards except for Class I undergroun
injection wells. These will remain subject to the temporary standards until final standards are issued.

The regulations consist primarily of two complementary sets of performance standards:

1. A set of design and operating standards tailored to each of four types of facilities

2. Ground-water monitoring and response regulations applicable to all land disposal facilities

The design and operating standards implement a liquids management strategy that has two goals:

1. Minimize leachate generated at the facility

2. Remove leachate generated to minimize its chance of reaching ground water

The major requirements include

1. Uner
* Requirement: design to prevent nigration of waste out of the facility during its active life
0 Applicability: landfills, surface impoundments, and waste piles , ,

2. Leachate collection and removal
* Requirement: collect and remove leachale from the facility and ensure that leachate depth over the line-

does not exceed 30 centimeters.(l foot)
* Applicability: landfills and waste piles
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3. Run-on and runoff control systems
Requirement: design to control flow during a least 25-year storm:Applicability: landfills. waste piles, land treatment

4. Wind dispersal controls
* Requirement: cover waste or otherwise manage unit to control wind dispersal
* Applicability: landfills, waste piles, and land treatment units that contain particulate matter

S. Overtopping controls

Requirement: prevent overtopping or overfilling
Applicability: surface impoundments

6. Disposal unit closure
* Requirement: final cover (cap) over waste unit designed to minimize infiltration of precipitation '

. Applicability: landfills and surface impoundments (if used for disposal)

7. Storage unit closure
* Requirement: remove waste and decontaminate
* Applicability: surface impoundments used for treatment or storage and waste piles

a. Postclosure Care
e Maintain effectiveness of final cover
* Operate leachate collection and removal system
* Maintain ground-water monitoring system (and leak detection system where double liner is used)
* Continue 30 years after closure

The goal of the ground-water monitoring and response program is to detect and correct any ground-water
contamination. There are tour main elements:

1. A detection monitoring program which requires the permiflee to install a system to monitor ground water in
the uppermost aquifer to determine if a leachate plume has reached the edge of the waste management
area."- 1

2. A ground-water protection standard is set when a hazardous constituent is detected. The standard
specifies concentration limits. compliance point, and compliance period.

3. A compliance monitoring program determines if the facility is complying with its ground-water protectioni ~ ~standard. ..
4. Corrective action is required when the ground-waler protection standard is violated. The permittee must "

.
" "

.

either remove the contamination or treat it in place to restore ground-water quality.

Until hazardous waste management facilities are issued permits, existing facilities will continue to operate under
interim status standards. Facilities operating under interim status will be required to file Part B applications for final
permits.

Under Subtitle C of RCRA, EPA approves state hazardous waste management programs in two phases. Phase I
.j authorization gives states the right to control transportation and generation of hazardous wastes within their

borders and to regulatq existing treatment, storage, and disposal facilities. Phase II authorization includes the
permitting of new facilities.

" 3.7 COMPREHENSIVE ENVIRONMENTAL RESPONSE, COMPENSATION, AND UABILITY ACT -

This statute (CERCLA), commonly referred to as Superfund, authorizes EPA to respond to releases or threatened
releases into the environment, including ground water, of any hazardous substance which may present an

-i-i imminent and substantial danger to public health. The act provides funds for emergency action and has cost
recovery provisions.

,._.4 y .:
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3.3.4 Underground Injection Control

The Underground Injection Control (UIC) program regulates the uses of underground injection wells to protect an
underground source of drinking water (USDW). USDW means an aquifer or its portion which

1. supplies any public water system or contains a sufficient quantity of ground water to supply a public water
system.

2. currently supplies drinking water for human consumption or contains less than 10.000 mg/liter total
dissolved solids; and

3. is not an exempted aquifer (40 CFR 146.04 provides criteria for exemption).

SDWA requires any state designated by EPA as requiring a UIC program to develop and submit a state UIC

program for EPA approval. EPA has designated each of the fifty states.

The federal program classifies injection wells as follows:

Class I-Wells used to inject hazardous waste, or other industrial and municipal disposal wells which inject
fluids beneath the lower-most formation containing a USDW within one-quarter mile of the well bore.

Class Il-Wells that inject fluids

1. which are brought to the surface as part of conventional oil or natural gas production and may be mixed
with production waste waters from gas plants, unless those waters are classified as a hazardous waste at
the time of injection;

2. for enhanced recovery of oil or natural gas; and

3. for storage of hydrocarbons which are liquid at standard temperature and pressure.

S-" Class Ill-Wells that inject for extraction of minerals including

1. mining of sulfur by the Frasch process;

2. in situ production of uranium or other metals. This category includes only in situ production from ore
bodies which have not been conventionally mined. Solution mining of conventional mines such as slopes
leaching is included in Class V; and

3. solution mining of salts or potash.

Class IV-Wells used to dispose of hazardous or radioactive waste into or above a formation which contains a
USDW within one-quarter mile of the well. Also, wells used to inject hazardous waste that cannot be classified
as Class I or Class IV under the above criteria are Class IV wells.

Class V-All other injection wells (40 CFR 146.05(e) and 146.51 provide specific information and exemptions).

Underground injection is controlled through the permitting process. Construction, operation, monitoring and
reporting activities am controlled. Individual state programs are based upon, and must be essentially equivalent
to, the federal criteria and standards (40 CFR 146).

3.4 TOXIC SUBSTANCE CONTROL ACT

This statute (TSCA) authorizes EPA to restrict or prohibit the manufacture, distribution, and use of products which
may result in unreasonable risk to health and the environmenL Although ground water is not specifically named in
the Act, EPA has taken the position that the protection of health and the environment includes the protection of

* ground water.

- 3.5 FEDERAL INSECTICIDE, FUNGICIDE, RODENTICIDE ACT

This statute (FIFRA) gives EPA the responsibility to control the sale and use of all pesticides to prevent
unreasonable adverse environmental and health effects. The use and disposal of pesticide packages and
con:ainers is also regulated. In deciding whether to register, cancel, suspend, or change the classification of a
pes-icide. EPA considers a broad range of environmental impacts including those affecting ground water.
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NEW YQRK

Clslakio-Ground water is included In the definition of "Aters of the State' s found in to Now York
Environmental Conservation Law. A classilicatlon sytem has been adopted with three ground-wter classes.

Class GA-The best usage of Class GA waters is as a source of potable water supply. Class GA aters a
freh ground waters found in the saturated zone of unconsolidated deposits and consolidated rock or bed

rock
Class GSA-The best usage of Class GSA waters is as a source of potable mineral waters, for conversion to :'. ;
fresh potable waters, or as raw material for the manufacture of sodium chloride, Its derivatives, or similar -
products. Such waters am saline waters found in the saturated zone.
Class 053-The best usage of Class GS waters is as a receiving water for disposal of wastes. Such watr -

we those saline waters found in the saturated zone which hav a chloride concentration in excess of 1,000
mgAfter or a total dissolved solids concentration in excess of 2,000 mgfiter.

Quality Slandards-Numerical and narrativ quality standards hav been developed for Class GA, while
narrative standards are applied to Class GSA and GSB. The waters of all classes shall be free fro all sewage,
industrial waste or other wastes, taste- or odor-producing substances, toxic pollutants, thermal discharges. .,
radioactive substances or other deleterious matter which may impair the quality of the ground water for its
designated use.

Drinking Water Standards-The Now York Department of Health has adopted the federal primary and secondary
* drinking water standards.

Appropriation-The reasonable use system govims ground water allocations in New York. All users are entitled
to ground-water use without permit requirements or restrictions, except on Long Island.

Controlled Use Areas-The Department of Environmental Conservation requires a permit from all users, except
agriculture, of greater than 45 gallons per minute on Long Island.

Wall Construction-All well drillers must be licensed by the Department of Health and follow construction
standards.
Underground Injection Control-Now York does not intend to take over the federal UIC program, which will be

administered by EPA Region 2. Underground inqection is regulated by the New York SPDES permit program. "..:,.'

Whste Management Faciltles-The solid and hazardous waste management programs are administered by the ,
Department of Environmental Conservation.

Solid Waste-The New York Solid Wste Management Regulations require a ground-water monitoring
system at all disposal sites, with quarterly and annual monitoring required. Sampling parameters are
determined on a case-by-case basis. In addition, leachate and discharges from disposal sites shall not cause
the ground-water quality standards to be contravened.

Hazardous Wasts-New York has received interim status authority for its RCRA Phase I program and is
seeking Phase II authority. Ground-water monitoring requirements have been established that are identical to
RCRA requirements (40 CFR 265, F).

Sole Source AquIfers-Nassau and Suffolk counties have been designated as a sole source aquifer. In addition,
Kings County, Queens County and the towns of Sardinia, Vestal, and Schenectady have petitioned for sole
source designation.

Geological Surveys-
Geological Survey Water Resources Division l
State Museum and Science Service U.S. Geological Survey
State Education Department P.O. Box 1350
Cultural Education Center Albany, NY 12201
Empire State Plaza 518-472-3107
Albany, NY 12234 District Chief:
518-474-5816 L.A. Martens
State Geologist:

Dr. Robert Fakundiny
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Now Yor Envrontal Conrato Law
(N.Y.EC.L. Article 17, 37. mild 7-1)

New Yorkc VVte CWisltlCatl nmd Qualfy
Standards
(Offcial Codes. Rules and Reations. Ch. X,
Article 2, Parts 700-704).

Now Yotrk SOWd wme Management Faciltie Rules
(N.Y Rules andflguaspans. Tite S. Ch. 360 arid

arDector Ovimof vye
Doearimnt of Envirn@mna Conseryation
50 Vftff Road
Albany. NY 12233
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NEW YORK

PONrinking Wate $meowur" ality Stedira Si wr

(mg/I wfnm noted) Federal Stein Clue G Wees washe

* ~senzo(a) pytan

PCs 0.0001
ETU

- Choroliin0.1
* C, 0.005

Thchlro~thlene0.010 I
Uis (2-chioroethy ether) 0.001
2.4.5-T 0.035
TCDD 3. 1-

Amniben 0.0675
* Dicamnba 0.00044

Alachlor 0.035
*Butachlor 0.0035

- Propachlor 0.035
Propenil 0.007
Aldicarb 0.00035

-Bromalcil 0.0044
*Paraqluat 0.00298

Trifluralin 0.035
Nitralin 0.035

* .Benefiri 0.035
- Guthion 0.0044

Dlazinon 0.0007

Carbaryl0.28
Ziram 0.00418
Farbamn 0.0418
Captan 0.0175
Folpat 0.056
HICB 0.00035
Poe 0.0047
Parathion 0.0015
Malathion 0.007
Maneb 0.00175q
Zineb *0.00175
Wdane 0.00175

Thiram 0.00175
Atrazine 0.0075
Propazine 0.016
Sirnazine 0.07525
di-n-butylphthalate 0.770
DEHP 4.2

A'Hexachlorophene 0.007
Methyl methacrylate 0.7 .;

d"PCP 0.021
Styrene 0.931

Not: *W deotes monitorng ,uqulvmsnt. See Section 4.3.
r)not detectable.
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ENVIRONMENTAI. M3OTEC IION AGENCY NATIONAL
INEIM PRIMARY DRINKING WATER REGULATIONS
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Arsenic 0.05 ma/i
Barium 1.0 ul/,
Cadmium 0.010 6/1,

Chromium 0.05 Ma/2

ercxn7 0.002 %g/1
Israte (as N) 10 miA
Seleu-m 0.01 si
Silver 0.05 st/i
Fluoride 1.4 - 2/4 1mg/ (amblent temp)
Indrin 0.0002 *&/1
Lindane 0.004 Mg/i
Ms dhoiychlor 0.1 Ug/i
Toxaphene 0.005 M/1
2,4 - D 0.1 /1'
2,4,5 - T- SiLvex 0.01 Uz/
Coilfors bacteria 0. 1/100 a
Radliu - 226 + radium -228 5 PCI1 1 -1
Gross alpha particle activty 15 pC /I
sets parti le and photn radioactivity 4 arm (annual dose equivalent)

l uurbidty I To (up to 5 Tu) _.

Trihalome thaes (the sm of the concen- 0.10 ug/
tcations of bromodichlorom atane,
dibrosochloroe thane, tribromome hane
(bromoform) and trichlorme ham e - ,
(chloroform))

Sodium Moni toring and Reporting
Corrosion Mont oring, end Distibution .... .
Sysem Composi ton

NATIONAL. SECONM! DRUKN %AER REM)LATIONS

Chloride 250 ug/i
Color 15 color uMi= -
Copper I S/1
Corrosivity Non-corroslve
Foaming Agents 0.5 US/i
Iron 0.3 mg/i
manganese 0.05 US/i
Odor 3 threshold odor number
pM 6.5- 8.5 4
Sulfate 250 m/l
IDS 250 mg/il
Zinc 5 E/I
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Appendix K
Net Weight of Selected

Analytes in Battery Acid Pits *-.
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